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PRO+ now
with SPICE

"moving from schematic to layout could not be easier"
Electronics World & Wireless World Jan 1995
Quickroute 3.0 for Windows 3.1 has
been designed from the start to be
as easy to use as possible, without
sacrificing the power professional
engineers need to get the job done.
Quickroute is available with
schematic capture, support for
busses & power rails, 1-8 layer
auto -routing, SPICE file export, and
our new extended library pack.
Quickroute 3.0 PRO+ can also
connect to the Windows simulation
package SpiceAge using Windows
DDE. Contact POWERware for
more details!
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£99
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*Schematic & PCB Drawing *1/2 layer auto -router
*Supports Windows printers/plotters *Full set of
libraries *Clipboard support *Designer Special (manual
on disk) also available.

/WM
IIMAYGIANAMAIA

*Schematic & PCB Design *Schematic Capture
*Integrated Rats -Nest Generation *1-8 layer Auto -router
(faster than Designer) *Net -List Export *Supports
Windows printers/plotters *CAD -CAM outputs.

PR0+

Busses and Power rails handled easily
using Global Nets on PRO+

£299

As the PRO but also includes *Advanced Schematic Capture
(Busses,Power rails,etc) *Larger Schematic & PCB Designs
*Gerber file IMPORT for File Exchange *Extended libraries
(CMOS,SMT,etc) *SPICE Export *SpiceAge DDE link.
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*Prices exclude P+P and V.A.T. VISA/MasterCard
Accepted *Network versions available.
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POWERware, 14 Ley Lane, Marple
Bridge, Stockport, SK6 5DD, U.K.
Tel/Fax 0161 449 7101
email info@powrware.demon.co.uk
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DDE link to SpiceAge
Simulator with PRO+
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Robert Penfold shows how to build a
timer for checking the accuracy of
camera shutters
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8088 Interrupt -based
single board

The ETI 8088SBC

Designing a PIC

control computer 24 microcontroller

interrupt driven
multitasking
control computer
Construct a
multicore
cable tester

The first part of a new computer
project designed by R.Grodzik based
around the popular 8088 processor
and specif cally designed for
multitasking control applications

Advanced

electric motors

Volume 24 No.8

DC and electronically
commutated
electric motors
30
Today there is a very wide range of
electric motor technologies in use.
Douglas Clarkson takes a look at
some of them

Projects

Television

Serial ADC for
Virtual
Instrumentation

56

An add-on module for the ETI 80188
single board computer by
Richa-d Grodzik

Multi -core

60

Finding faults in multicore cables can
be a nightmare. Paul Stenning has
developed a piece of equipment
which makes the task much easier

12

Advanced technology which
combines very powerful personal
computers, with fibre optic networks,
telephone systems, data
communications systems and
television looks set to bring a whole
range of new
multimedia
services into the
homes of nearly
everyone within the
next ten years.
Nick Hampshire
looks at the world
leading technology
being developed in
this country, and
where it will take us
in the coming
decade

In Part 2 of this short tutorial series,
Bart Trepak looks at the circuit and
design of a PIC based alarm clock

cable tester
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A pocket -sized multi -purpose tester
for home and car, designed by
Tim Parker
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& Save
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advantage of
our special offer
detailed on
page 54

Pico Releases PC

Potential

KAY

016alea

._=,9

Pico's Virtual Instrumentation enable you to use your
computer as a variety of useful test and measurement
instruments or as an advanced data logger.

PicoScope
'Virtual
instrument'
software.

NEW

Pond temperature

Hardware and software are supplied together as a package
- no more worries about incompatibility or complex set-up
procedures. Unlike traditional 'plug in' data acquisition cards,
they simply plug into the PC's parallel or serial port, making
them ideal for use with portable PC's.

PicoLog
Advanced data
logging software.

Call for your Guide on 'Virtual Instrumentation'.

NEW from Pico TC-08 Thermocouple to PC Converter
8 channel Thermocouple Interface
Connects to your serial port - no power supply required.
Supplied with PicoLog datalogging software
for advanced temperature processing, min/max detection and alarm.

8 Thermocouple inputs (B,E,J,K,N,R,S and T types)
Resolution and accuracy dependant on thermocouple type.
For type K the resolution is better than 0.1'C .

CI

TC-08

TC-08

199
TC-08 + Calibration Certificate

£ 224

complete with PicoLog, software drivers and connecting cable.
LA range of thermocouple probes is available.

r,., 4 4

0+, 4 4

&..4:71t -..G Logic Analysers

filVe- MO Virtual Instrument

Pocket sized 16/32 channel Logic Analysers

Dual Channel 12 bit resolution

Connects to PC serial port.
Up to 50MHz sampling.
Internal and external
clock modes.

8K Trace Buffer.
S4,4 -16
.5.61-32

moo

The ADC -100 offers both a high
sampling rate (100kHz) and a high
resolution. It is ideal as a general
purpose test instrument either in the
lab or in the field. Flexible input ranges
(±200mV to ±20V) allows the unit to
connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

219
349

with software, power
supply and cables

ritVe-/00 with PicoScope £199

"eve- lo

with PicoScope & PicoLog £219

1 Channel 8 bit
Lowest cost in the Pico range
Up to 22kHz sampling
0 -5V input range

1LCarriage UK free,

Digital Storage Scope
Spectrum Analyser
Frequency Meter
Chart Recorder
Data Logger
Voltmeter

Overseas £9

The ADC -10 gives your computer a single channel of
analog input. Simply plug into the parallel port.

PiVe- /0 with PicoScope £49
Oscilloscope Probes ( x1, x10) £10

PicoScope & PicoLog £59A

ZIEPico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ

Access

Tel: (0)1954 - 211716 Fax: (0)1954 - 211880 E-mail: 100073.2365 @compuserve.com
Phone or FAX for sales, ordering information, data sheets, technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT
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ENERGY BANK KR 100 6"x6" 6v 100mA panels. 100
diodes, connection details etc £69 95 ref EF112
CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm. 30 grams, 12v
100mA auto electronic shutter. 3 6mm F2 lens. CCIR. 512x492
pixels video output is 1v p -p (75 ohm) Works directly into a scan or
video input on a N or video IR sensitive £79 95 ref EF 137
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the camera
to be used in total darkness' £5 99 ref EF 138

PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE does everything for all
sizes of businesses. includes wordprocessor. report writer

lead acid req'd (secondhand) E4 ref MAG4P 11

GUIDED MISSILE WIRE. 4.200 metre reel of ultra thin 4 core
insulated cable. nibs breaking strain, less than 1mm thick' !deal
alarms intercoms. fishing, dolls house's etc E14 99 ref MAG15P5

oo Pnce isE 15 REF: MAG15 12v psu rs E5 extra REF: MAG5P2

'FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand held unit with a
530' range 2 transmit power levels Reqs PP3 av battery Tuneable
to any FM receiver Pnce is E15 REF: MAG15P1

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU BM41012 Gives .5 (4 3 75A,

LOW COST WALKIE TALKIES Per of battery operated units

+12@1 SA, -12Q 4A 230/110, cased. BM41012 £5 93 ref AUG6P3
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel w th diode and 3
metre lead fitted with a cigar plug 12v 2watt E9 99 ea ref AUG10P3
FLOPPY DISCS DSDD Top quality 5 25' discs, these have been
wntten to once and are unused Pack of 20 is E4 ref AUG4P 1

with a range of about 200' Ideal for garden use or as an educational
toy Pnce Is E8 a pair REF: MAG 8131 2 x PP3 req'd

MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERSA pair of walkie talkies
vath a range up to 2 kmin open country Units measure 22x52x 155mm

200 page comprehensive manual 90 days free technical support

etc full spec supplied. 60-100 flashes a min E999 ref APR10P5

Including oases and earp'ces 2xPP3 read E3000 pr REF: MAG30
COMPOSITE VIDEO KR. Converts composite video into separate H sync, V sync, and video 12v DC E8 00 REF: MAG8P2.

(0345-326009trybeforeyou buy') Current retail price is E129,
ours? just E29 ref EF134 SAVE £100111
MINI MICRO FANS 12V I 5' sq just E3 Sig each Ref EF 199

24v AC 96WATT Cased power supply New E13 39 ref APR14
MILITARY SPECGEIGERCOUNTERS Unused anstralghtfrom

entire mecnanical pnnter assembles including pnnthead. stepper

windowing, networkable up to 10 stations. multiple cash books etc

C ITOH PRINTERS 80 col. 9pm matrix. senal/paralle. NLO/dralt
3 mth warranty good condition, E49 ref EF 133

MICROSOFT TRACKBALL AND MOUSE Combined unit
with 4 buttons and trackball. PS2 type connector Complete with
storage bracket Our pnce just £11 99 ref EF 201

REUSEABLE HEAT PACKS Ideal for fishermen. outdoor
enthusiasts elderly or infirm. warming food. dnnks etc, defrosting
pipes etc reuseable up to 10 times. lasts for up to 8 hours per go.
2.000wh energy, gets up to 90 degC PnceisE12 ref EF129 up £371
1.44MB 3.6" DISC DRIVES Returns from a top PC man ufactuer
so they may need attention bargain pnce E8 50 ea ref EF203
1.2AIB6.26" DISC DRIVESAgainreturnssomay need attention.
bargain pncersE8 50 ref EF204 (1ofeach 1 2.1 44E14 99 ref ef205

A4 DTP MONITORS Brand new, 300 DPI. Complete with

diagram but no interface details.(so you will have to
work it out!) Bargain at just E7.99 each!!!! Ref EF186

ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flashing lights

Her majestys tomes E50 ref MAG 50P3
OUTDOOR SOLAR PATH LIG HT Captures sunlight during the
day and automatically switches on a built in lamp at dusk Complete
with sealed lead acid battery etc E19 99 ref MAR2OPI
ALARM VERSION Of above unit comes with built in alarm and pir
to deter intruders Good value at just E24 99 ref MAR25P4

CARETAKER VOLUMETRIC Alarm will cover the whole of the

LQ3600 PRINTER ASSEMBLIES Made by Amstrad they are
motors etc .etc In fact everything bar the case and electronics. a good

stnpper E5 REF: MAG5P3 or 2 for E8 REF: MAG8P3
LED PACK of 100 standard red 5m leds E5 REF MAG5P4

UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with nyteads
switch fan etc 200w at E20 REF MAG20P3 (265x155x 125mm)
GYROSCOPE About 3' high and an excellent educational toy for all
agesi Pnce with instruction booklet E6 Ref EF 15

ground floor against forcred entry Includes mains power supply and
integral battery backup Powerful internal sounder. veil take external
bell of req'd Retail E150+. ours? E49 99 ref MAR50P-

FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x 135x6Omm,
4 dnve connectors 1 mother board connector 150watt. 12v fan, let

TELEPHONE CABLE White 6 core 100m reel complete with a

VENUS FLYTRAP KITGrow your own carnivorousplantwith this

pack of 100 dips Ideal 'phone extns etc E7 99 ref MAR8P3

simple kit E3 ref EF 34

MICRODRIVE STRIPPERS Small cased tape cnves ideal for
stnpping, lots of useful goodies including a smart case. and lots of
components E2 each ref JUN2P3 Box of 10 just 129 39 ref E F 207

PC POWER SU PPLIES (returns) These are 140x 150x9Omm o/
psare +12 -12,+5 and -5v Built in 12v fan These are returns so they
may well need repanngi E3 50 each ref EF42

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6'x6' 6v 130mA

"FlIA TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A

solar cells, 4 LED's. wire. buzzer, switch plus 1 relay or motor Superb
value kit just E5 99 REF MAG6P8

adapterli the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever' why pay
£700', or once is E15 REF EF62 Transmits to any FM radio (this is
in kit form with full instructions)

inlet and os/off switch E12 Ref EF6

OPD MONITORS 9' mono monitor. fully cased complete with

BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice activated recorder.

raster board switched mode psu etc CGAITTL input (15way 0). IEC
mains E1599 ref DEC23 Price including kit to convert to composite
monitor for CCTV use etc is E21 99 ref DEC24

ses micro ca scene complete with headphones £28.99 ref MAR29P1

FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded coil for extra

ULTFtAMINIBUGMIC5mmo 5mm made byAKG. 5-12v electret

stability Works to any FM radio 9v battery req d £5 REF MAG5P5

condenser Cost El2 ea. Ours" just four for E9 99 REF MAGI OP2

12V 2AMP LAPTOP psu's 110x55x4Omm (includes standard

RGB/CGA/EGA/TTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good

IEC socket) and 2m lead with plug 100-240v IP E8 99 ref E F200

Software, relays. PCB etc £25 99 Ref 95126

condition Back anodised metal case £79 each REF JUN79
ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 faults we give you the bits for
1 fault. you haveto find the other yourself BT Response 200'5E18 ea
REF MAG18P1 PSUE5 ref MAG5P12

FM BUG BUILT AN D TESTED supenor design to kit Supplied
to detective agencies 9,i battery req d E14 REF MAG14
TALKING COIN BOX STRIPPERongi natty made to retail at£79

COMPLETE PC 300 WATT UPS SYSTEM Top of the range

SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip, 60w .5v QM, -5v0 5A.

UPS system providing protection for your computer system and
valuable software against mains power fluctuations and cuts New

+12vta2A-12v(a 5A 120/220v cased 245x88x55mm IECinput socket
E6 99 REF MAG7P1

and boxed. UK made Provides up to 5 mins running lime in the event

PLUG IN PSU 9V 200mA DC E2 99 each REF MAG3P9
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w . E2 99 REF MAG3P10
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and op leads 17v DC
900mA output Bargain pnce E5 99 ref MAG6P9

PC CONTROLLED4 CHANNELTRIER contrd(orvontimes
up to 4 dens (8A 240v each) with this kit Complete with

etc)

of complete power failure to allow you to run your system down
correctly SALE PRICE just (119.00.
RACAL MODEM BONANZA! 1 Racal MPS1223 1200/75
modem telephone lead mains lead. manual and comms software.
the cheapest way onto the net' all this for just £13 ref DEC13

HOW LOW ARE YOUR FLOPPIES? 3 5' (1 44) unbranded
We have sold 100,000+ so ok, Pack of 50 £24 99 ref DEC16

6mw LASER POINTER. Supplied in kit form, complete with
power adjuster. 1-5mw. and beam divergence adjuster Runs on 2
AAA batteries Produces thin red beam ideal for levels gun sights.
expenments etc Cheapest in the UKi just E39 95 ref DEC49

SHOP WOBBLERSISmaii assemblies designed to take D size
battenes and 'wobble' signs about in shops' £3 99 Ref SEP4P2
RADIO PAGERSBrand new. UK made pocket pagers clearance
pnce is just £4 99 each 100x40x15mm packed with bits' Ref SEP5
BU LL TENS UNIT Fully built and tested TENS (Transcutaneous
Electncal Nerve Stimulation) unit. complete with electrodes and full
instructions TENS is used for the relief of pain etc in up to 70% of
sufferers Drug free pain relief. safe and easy to use, can be used in
conjunction with analgesics etc £49 Ref TEN/1

COMPUTER R3232 TERMINALS. (LIBERTY)Excellent
quality modern units.(likewyse 50.$) 2x RS232, 20 function keys. 50
throto 38.400baud, menu driven port, screen cursor and keyboard
setup menus (18 menu's) E29 REF NOV4

OMRON TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS (E6C2).Brand
new controller& adjustable from 0 deg C to +100 deg C using
graduated dial, 2% accuracy. thermocouple input. long life relay
output 3A 240v op contacts Perfect for exactly controlling a temperature. Normal trade £50+, ours £15 Ref E5C2

ELECTRIC MOTOR BONANZA! 110x60mm.Brand new
precision. cap start (or spin to start), virtually silent and features a
moving outer case that acts as a fly wheel Because of their unusual
design we think that 2 of these in a tube with some homemade fan
blades could form the basis for a wind tunnel etc Clearance pnce is
just E4 99 FOR A PAIR, (note -these will have to bewared in senes for
240v operation Ref NOV1

MOTOR NO 2 BARGAIN 110x9Omm.sirniier to the above
motor but more suitable for mounting vertically he turntable etc)
Again you will have to wire 2 in senes for 240v use Bargain pnce is
just £4 99 FOR A PAIR', Ref NOV3

OMRON ELECTRONIC INTERVAL TPA ERS.
NEW LOW PRICES TO CLEAR!!!

Minature adjustable timers, 4 pole o/o output 3A 240v,

HY1230S. 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs £4 99
HY1210M. 12vDC adjustable from 0-10 mins £4 99
HY1260M. 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mins £4 99
HY2460M, 24vAC adjustable from 0-60 mins £2 99
HY241S, 24vAC adjustable from 0-1 secs £2 99
HY2460S, 24vAC adjustable from 0-60 secs, £2 99
HY2431-I. 24vAC adjustable from 0-3 hours £2 99
HY2401S, 240v adjustable from 0-1 secs £4 99
HY2405S, 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs £4 99
HY24060m, 240v adjustable from 0-60 mins £6 95
PC PAL VGA TOTVCONVERTERConvertsa colour TV into
a basic VGA screen Complete with built m psu, lead and s/ware
(4995 Ideal forlaptcps ore cheap upgrade We also can supply this
in kit form for home assembly at £34 95 ref EF54
DRINKING BIRD Remember these', hook onto wine glass (sup-

ACORN ARCHIMEDES PSU +5v Q 4 4A on/off sw uncased.
selectable mains input. 145x100x45mm E7 REF MAG7P2

9v DC POWERSUPPLYStandardplugintype 150ma 9v DC with
lead and DC power plug pnce for two 15E2 99 ref AUG3P4

AA NICAD PACK encapsulated pack of 8 AA -iicad battenes
(tagged) ex equip 55x32x32mm E3 a pack REF MAG3P 11
13.8V 1.9A psu cased with leads Just E9 99 REF MAG10P3
PPC MODEM CARDS These are high spec plug in cards made
for the Amstrad laptop computers 2400 baud dial up unit complete
with leads Clearance price is £5 REF: MAG5PI

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Onginally made for hi
spec satellite equipment but perfect for all sorts of remote control
projects Our clearance pnce is just E2 REF: MAG2

200 WATT INVERTER Converts 10-15v DC into ether 110v or
240v AC Fully cased 115x36x156mm. complete with heavy duty
power lead. cigar plug. AC outlet socket Auto overtoad shutdown.
auto short circuit shut down. auto input over voltage shutdown auto
input under voltage shut down (with audible alarm). auto temp control,

unit shuts down if overheated and sounds audible alarm Fused
reversed polarity protected output frequency within 2%, voltage
within 10% A well built unit at an keen pnce Just £64 99 ref AUG65

UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for
the C5 motor but ilk for any 12v motor up to 30A Complete with PCB
etc A heat sink may be required E17 00 REF: MAG17

MAINSCABLE Precut black 2 core 2 metre lengths ideal for
repairs. protects etc 50 metres for El 99 ref AUG2F7

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS PACK Kit contains 100m
of 6 core cable 100 cable clips. 2 line dnvers with R3232 interfaces
and all connectors etc Ideal low cost method of communicating
between PC's over a long distance Complete kit E8 99

ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT Comprehensive educational kit includes all you need to build an electnc motor E9 99 ref MAR10P4

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips. complete with internal
1200/75 modern keyboard. psu etc RGB and composite outputs.
menu dnven autodiailer etc E18 each Ref EF88
BOOMERANG High tech. patented poly propylene. 34cm wing
span Get out and get some exercise for E4 99 ref EF 83
AIR RIFLES .22 As used bytheChinese armyforiraamng puposes
so there is a lot about' E3995 Ref EF78 500 pellets £450 ref E F80

PLUG IN POWER SUPPLYS Plugs in to 13A socket with output
lead three types available. 9vdc 150nA £2 ref EF58. 9vdc 200mA
E2 50 ref EF59. 6 5vdc 500mA £3 ref EF61

VIDEO SENDER U NIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
from either a video camera. video recorder. TV or Computer etc to any
standard TV set in a 100' range, (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v DC
SOME OP OUR PRODUCTS MAT BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK

BULL
ELECTRICA L
25(1 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX .

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2 double

TOP GUMMY SPEAKERS Made for HI Fl teevisons these are
'0 watt 4R Jap made 4' round with large shielded magnets Good
quality E2each REF: MAG2P4 or 4 for E6 REF: MAG8P2
'TWEETERS 2* diameter good quality tweeter 140R (oak with the
above speaker) 2 for E2 REF: MAG2P5 or 4 for E3 REF: MAG3P4
AT KEYBOARDS Made by Apncot these quality keyboards need
j.ist a smallmod to run on any AT.they work perfectly but you will have

to put up with 1 or 2 foreign keycaps' Price E6 REF: MAG8P3

DOS PACKS Microsoft version 3 3 or higher complete with all
manuals Cr price just £5 REF: MAG5P8 Worth it just for the very
comprehessive manual' 5 25' only
GAS HCBS Brand new made by Optimus. basic three burner
suitable lo- small flat etc bargain pnce just £29 95 ref EF73

GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Complete with pistol. darts and pellets
E12 95 Re E F82 extra pellets (500) E4 50 ref EF80
DOS PACK MicrOSOft version 6 with manual £9 993 5' ref EF209

WINDOWS 3.1 3 5' with manual £24 99 ref EF210
OVE LL NT EVVARE LITE (network s/ware) E24 99 ref EF211
P IR DETECTOR Made by famous UK alarm manufacturer these
are hi spe, long range internal units 12v operation Slight marks on
case and unboxect (although brand new) E8 REF: MAG8P5

MOBILECAR PHON E56.99 Well almost! complete in carp hone
excluding -he box of electronics normally hidden under seat. Can be
madetoilliminatewith 12v also hasbuiltin lightsensorsodisplay only
roommates when dark Totally convincing, REF MAG6P6

6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310mm
130mA Barge n pnce just E599 ea REF MAG6P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for E4 99
celMAG5P131deal for expenmentersl 30 m for El2 99 ref MAG13P1
HEATSI4 KS (fi nned)10220. designed to mount vertically on a pcb
50x40x25mm you can have a pack of 4 for £1 ref JUN1P11
STROBE LIGHT KR Adjustable from
hz nght up to 60hz1
electronic asssembly kit with full instructions) E16 ref EF28
ROCK LGHTS Unusual things these. two pieces of rock that glow
when rubt ed togetherl belived to cause rainiE3 a pair Ref EF29
1

AMSTRAD GX4000 games machines. returns. untested, sold as
seen J us: E2 99 ref EF 186

NEW HIGH POWER LASERS
15mW.
Helium neon
3
switchabie wave lengths
63um.1 I5um 3 39um
(2 of Merl are infrared) 500 1 polanzer built in so good for holography Supplied complete with mains power supply 790x65mm Use
with EXTREME CAUTION AND QUALIFIED GUIDANCE
NEW SALE PRICE TO CLEAR JUST E2494VAT

WE 111..1. SURPLUS STOCK FOR CASI I

FREE CATALOGUE
1995 100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE, 45P STAMP OR FREE
WITH ORDER.
PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

NEW COMPUTER INTERFACE £59
11N35QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray detec
tor. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes, has a 4
WITH ORDER PLUS £3 POST PLIS VAT.
WI I H

PLEASE ALLOW 7.10 DAYS FOR DELIvERY PRONE ORDERS
WF1.(Y)0.11,. (A(Y'ESS,VISAgiaTTCH. AMERICAN EXPRESS)

plied) and they drink. standup.drink.standup ETC' £4 each Ref E F1

bulb floodlights built in charger and auto switch Fully cased 6v 8Ati

each. these units are designed to convert an ordinary phone into a
payphone The units have the locks missing and sometimes broken
hinges However they can be adapted for therongnal use or used for
something else? Pnce rs just E3 REF: MAG3P1

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

digit LCD display with a Piero speaker. giving an

audio visual indication. The unit defects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy
from 30K eV to over 1.2M eV and a measuring
range jf 5-9999 UR/h or 10-99990 Nr/h. ref NOV18
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Rugged 486 Based

CPU Card

norwEingge

Circuit Synthesis

Program

EtErkSlire based Advar cad Modular Com outer Ltd have
announced the introdu3ticm of the 7000 embedded PC, the
newest addition to the coripany's Micro PC family of ruggec
industrial computers. With full 16 -bit ISA compatioility and a
rich feature set the 7000 CPU card can operate in a wide
range of config_iratioi and conditions. Whether instal ed in a
passive ISA tus pacl.:plare, used in staicalone mode, or
sic e -by -side with Micro FC expansion cards, the 4.5X 4.9
inch 7000 is ideal fcr high-performance embedded
applications. In particular the 7000 is intended for use with
apolications that -equire Window (TM) or a real-time
operating system Iil.e ONX (R).
Tie 7000's. r3bust 25MHz 486SLC processor featu-es
bu It in primary cache to r-aximise performance. The 16 -bit
data bus dcuoles througtpLt over the pre -v ous generation

For further information
please contact Number One
Systems on 01480 461778.
D.A. Elliptic Flits,

ION
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of 3-b t ISA bJE-coripatitie cards.
Otl-er kei ccmperents 31 the 7000 irclude three solid
state disks :hat look ike DOS drives to the user and which
together cai DE corfigured with up to 25 Mbytes of total
stc rage capacity. Each disk is intended tic fulfil a distinct
system functi3r . -he first solid state disk contains the AT compatible B OS with indJstrial extensions utility software
and DOS 6.) n ROM. The availability of DOS in ROM, or
"instant DOS' , elimiiates uncertainty abort how application

FILTECH Professional, newly released by Number One
Systems, is a low cost, easy -to -use software package
that can completely de -skill the process of designing
both active and passive filter circuits. With FILTECH
Professional, a finished filter design can be obtained
simply by specifying the required frequency response
and terminating impedances.
However, FILTECH Professional does not eliminiate the
so-tware wi I run on the 70)0. QNX or o -her real-time
engineer entirely. Now that the tedious and repititive
operating syszemis can be metalled in ptce of DOS, should
calculaticns are taken over by the program, the
the user wish to do so.
designer is free to question and experiment. It takes
The seccnd so id state disk is intender for storage of the
less than half a minute to see the effect of reducing or
apel cation orogram and can be configL red with either
increasing the filter order, of changing the filter type
11V by., of EPROM or 512.cbytes of flash memory. The flash
from,
say, Butterworth to Elliptic or of altering the
programme- is DOM in to a low reprogram -ring through a
frequency
limits or attenuation level. You can even
serial port. -he th rd solid state disk is ri..Itiforce some or all of the components to the nearest
furcnonal aid can be used for data cornersion
preferred value and see the effect straight away.
tat les. mult p e language support or other
A circuit simulator is built right into FILTECH
.. !..
ope-ating sys-e-ns. This d sk can be
allowing both the filter specification and
coirig.ired will a cl-cioe o' up to 512
'... ,''' 4 ..i.,,;
the synthesized circuit behaviour to be
/..'
:47 .....04
e- -",,,,
Kbytes of SRAM, 512 Kbytes of flash
seen together on the same frequency plot.
merrcy, or 1Mbyte of EPFC M.
Available for just £245 or USS475,
Si/The 7000 also co -rains 3-8 Mbytes
;-. .
', i I
FILTECH
Professional designs both active
of DRAM, a coprocessor socket that
,
:,.:. I
and
passive
filters up to twelfth order and
accepts an 3C387SX coprocessor,
includes support for Bessel, Butterworth
two 1SC550-coiripatible se-ial
Chebyshev and Elliptic (Cauer) filters.
ports with an RS232/422k.35

q

i% - .- 44 '."

4,

i ;//i---."
//-

,t-

- .-

-

interfa:;e, and LRT1 bidirectional pa -a le part,
wa:chdog timer with a lime -out of
1.2 seconds, an AT -style calendar clock,
and keyboard aid speake- ports.
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For more information
contact AMC on
01753 580660.

RO ESSOR
Fan Extends Life
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Now aiailab e from Rendar is a cooling
fan which can be mounted on Pentium
processors to prolong their life by up to
ten tines.
The Pentium chip fan assists in the
optimisation of PC thermal design at a
price which is economical when set
against the benefit of extended processor
life. 'Fit and forget' is the keynote of this
miniatire fan, which is installed and
operating w -thin minutes and efficiently
dissipates heat from the chip with high
reliabi ity. Polarity and locked -rotor
protection are built in for added safety.
The fan can be used with Pentium
chips moun-.ed in either conventional or
ZIF scckets It is supplied with a jumper
cable set which enables it to be powered
from the computer's power source
without solcering or re -making of board
jumpers. It loads the 12V rail by just 1.6
watts.

Mitsubishi Electric is announcing the in-roducrion at
Embedded Systems ' )5 of the M3747x ::;roup of 8bit small
outline microcontrollers incorporating inproved serial
communications. The new devices are ideal for office
automation, automati ie and data loggir g app ications where
compact end product design is essential.
The microcontroller Group features USART functions
enabling compact da-.a communication3. Tie 71 instruction
set devices are speci=fied at a minimum execution time of
0.5ps, with the fastest instructions at 8L41-1;:. The devices
operate from 2.7 to 5 5V supplies and incorporate four 8bit

timers with input !etc, functions and PWM mode. The serial
I/O has both clock synchronous and aeynchronous modes.
Additional features include up to 8 channel A -D
c Dnversion with 8bit resolution and an axternal reference
vD1rage. The PWM fu lotion is via an 8I:it time- and key on
make-up functions and two built-in clock oenerating circuits
are provided.
The MCU Group is designed with 32 programmable I/O
ports and two input ports. A version is also available
featuring 22 programmable I/Os and four input ports. Five
external, six internal and one software interrupts are
provided, and input/output programmable pull-up resistance
is built in.

For further
information contact
Mitsubishi Electric
UK Ltd, on 01707
276 100.
4..1;
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100Watt Iron
1

SCOPE
100W Heavy Duty
Soldeelag System

Greenwood Electronic Components recently launched their new range of
Superscope soldering irons. These tools are able to maintain soldering temperature
against a heavy workpiece, or in sub -zero conditions, due to their unique action that
enables run-up to working temperature from cold in 5 seconds. This enables the
operator to have full capability when other irons have lost solder melting
temperature.
This quick -heat action, with high power availability (100W), is further enhanced by
manual control of temperature from 200'C to 500'C.
The standard iron is powered by a low -voltage
Greenwood Electronic
(4V) Supply Unit. (Al2V battery version is also
Components Ltd can
available for Automotive or Marine use.) The unit
be contacted on
has safety protection provided by an
01734 333788.
automatic cut-off.

Hand held Instrument
Measures
r
©@ERK3)--najnoRlIg F %alw -1-PD'Eg©
The problem of electromagnetic radiation and its disruptive effect
upon electronic equipment is one that has been increasingly
recognised in recent years. (So much so that the European Union has
drawn up an EMC directive, coming into full effect from 1st January
1996, that will make all electrical appliances subject to various
conformity standards.) A recently developed product that will enable
these disruptive influences to be monitored and minimised is the
Gauss Maus. This hand-held, portable instrument measures
alternating and static magnetic fields and has two frequency ranges:
20Hz to 5Hz and 5kHz to 400kHz.
Electromagnetic interference can emanate from numerous sources,
and all types of electronic equipment can be susceptible. For
example, computers and telecommunications equipment within a
building can be severely affected by other systems and products
elsewhere in the building, such as lifts, escalators and air-conditioning
systems. A telephone system may affect PC networks, whilst
electrical cables can cause considerable disturbance in certain
circumstances. Between -floors or in -ceiling power reticulation is often not installed correctly to minimise spurious
emissions and resultant fields can be as high as 500milliGauss (mG), which can grossly affect CRT monitors. The
Gauss Maus is able to map these various zones of interference and allows for preventative action to be taken.
Because the Gauss Maus is a hand-held instrument it affords the operator greater flexibility and allows for increased
accuracy in the detection of the coverage and density of magnetic fields. The instrument is user friendly and thus
easy to operate. It comprises a sensor unit, that can be held in one hand, linked by spring coil cable to a measuring
unit, held in the other hand. Measurements provided are traceable to International Standards and can touch a
minimum low range resolution of 0.1mG. The full range covers 0-9.9mG and C-99mG.
Applications of the Gauss Maus will be many. Amongst those benefitting from its use will be medical establishments
where magnetic fields can disrupt sensitive instrumentation, such as electron microscopes, and also where the
emissions from powerful scanning equipment can be dangerous with a certail
radius. Computer database centres will be able to enlist the instrument to
Further information
minimise system failures and also to improve overall computer efficiency. Also,
contact Magtronics on
testing houses can deploy the instrument in the testing of new products,
0117 977 1404.
analysing their immunity to emissions from external sources and also the level of
their own emissions.
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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First 0.35
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Gate Array Technology
NEC Electronics has launched CMOS-9, the industry's first 0.35
micron drawn (0.27 -micron effective) gate array technology. The 3.3
volt highly integrated family supports up to two million raw gates (1.2
million usable gates) arranged in a sea -of -gates architecture. CMOS9 will provide user benefits of lower power and higher speed.
CMOS-9 utilises NEC's advanced two and three layer metal
CMOS process and is ideal for applications requiring system speeds of up to 155MHz. It includes 20 base arrays,
ranging from 190K to two million gates, arranged in a sea -of -gates architecture.
The CMOS-9 family provides low power dissipation (0.9pW/MHz/gate) at 3.3 volts aid in this respect is 30
percent mcre energy efficient than a 0.5 micron technology such as NEC's CMOS-8. Furthermore, a two input NAND
gate offers a speed of 119 picoseconds at 3.3 volts compared with 160 picoseconds (typical) at 5 volts.
CMOS-S supports all standard I/O and macro functions whilst high speed I/O functions include support for the
PCI bus interface at up to 66MHz. The family car also interface to existing 5 volt environments without damage by
using 5 vol: protected I/O. A full family of standard and slew -rate controlled LVTTL I/O is also available.
Support for high speed interface standards, including Gunning Transistor Logic (GTL) and High Speed
Transceiver Logic (HSTL), is available whilst pseudo Emitter -Couple Logic (pECL) is under development. The latter
provides customers with a high speed, low noise interface to existing ECL components.
Features required to support high speed systems design include Digital Phase-Loc(ed Loops (DPLL) to minimise
chip -to -chip clock skew, and Clock Tree Synthesis to minimise on -chip clock skew. CMOS-9 also offers Random
Access Memory (RAM) as a soft macro, allowing customers to optimise RAM for each application.
The CMOS-9 family is fully supported by a co-nolete set of sophisticated design tools offered with NEC's
OpenCAD TM) Design System. The OpenCAD (TM) version 4 combines both popular third party tools with
proprietary tools such as floorplanner and wire delay calculator. NEC's floorplanner guarantees more accurate
simulation results by creating an estimated layout in order to minimise critical path interconnect delays.
NEC also employs a highly accurate delay calculation methodology, Table Look -up, designed specifically to
respond tc the challenges associated with deep sub -micron design. Table Look -up is a non-linear delay calculation
developed in co-operation with Synopsys. It utilises data from NEC's propretary delay calculator during both
synthesis and simulation to ensure close correlation to final silicon.
Clock Three Synthesis is used for clock skew management and has improved
For more information
the performance of hundreds of designs since its introduction with NEC's 0.8
contact NEC
micron generation of ASIC products. Together with PLL, Clock Three Synthesis
Electronics (UK) Ltd,
manages clock skew through the insertion of a balanced buffer tree that allows
on 01908 691133.
devices to achieve very high performance.

ler
1 to 2nd July

VHF Field Day Contest Weekeid, Crystal Palace and District Radio Club, London.

4 July

Tel: 0181 6995732
Operating ORP, Sunbury and District Radio Amateurs, Wells Hall Old School, Great Cornard.
Tel: 01787 313212

10 July

Summer School, Stratford upon Avon and District Radio Society, Stratford upon Avon.
Tel: 01789 740994.

Construction Competition, Stratford upon Avon and Distric-. Radio Society, Stratford upon Avon.

24 July

20 August
27 August

2 September
2 -3rd September

Tel: 01789 740994.
Evening on Air, Crystal Palace and District Radio Club, London.
Tel: 0181 6995732
East Coast Amateur Radio and Computer Rally, Clacton Leisure Centre.
Tel: 01473 272002
Wight Wireless Rally, Arreton Manor Wireless Museum, Newport, IOW,
Tel: 01983 567665
HF SSB Field Contest Weekend, Crystal Palace and District Radio Club, London.
Tel: 0181 6995732

If you are organising an event which you would like to have included in this section please send full details to: ETI,
!slams House- Finamrlary Wav HPMPI Hamnstaari Harts HP9 7ST Claariv mark vela. arwaInna Fvant Mary
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

SERVICE* LARGE (A4) S.A.E 60. STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE*

MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE

SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance at a realistic price Four
models are available lo sun the needs or the professional and hobby market ie Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and Hi-Fi

etc. When comparing prices. NO -E that all models include toroidal power supply. integral heal sink glass fibre P C 13 and
drive C12.2116 to power a compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

300. Slew Rate 4SV/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE C40.85
C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
100W) MXF400 (200W
MXF600 (300W
300W) MXF900 (450W
450W)

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

200W)

300. Slew Rate 50V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L.E.D. Vu meters *

PRICE C84.35

Level controls * Illuminated on/oft switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit

C4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts

proof * Latest Mos-Fels for stress tree power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases MXF600 6 MXF900 fan cooled with D.0 loudspeaker and thermal protection.

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001°, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19-0113', (2U)aDI 1"
MXF400W19eN6'ar. (3U)cD12"
MXF600W19"015' (3U)a1313"

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

PRICE C81.75

MXF900 W19 sH5' (3U)a14'."
13

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts

PRICES:- MXF200 C175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 C329.00 MXF900 C449.15

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

300. Slew Rate 75VIuS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001', Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2

11:.
.1:1:1klPii4:14ElSWVS.I4
l lTl,3:11--1-1T/4;..

Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

PRICE C132.85

-

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB. Damping
Factor

300, Slew Rate 75VIuS, T.H.D. typical
0.002", Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19" a 1U case. Each channel has three level controls.
bass. mid 8 lop. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency. Bass -Mid 250/500/800Hz, Mid -Top 1.8/3/5KHz. all at 24dB per octave. Bass invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules

Price C117.44
.

.

Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 300 x 125mm.

PRICE C259.00

£5.00 P&P
a
* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 s 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters

775.11/. BAND WIDTH SOKHz. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

MANY OUTSTANDING

IriTTFT.IITTi-4;T-4

MATURES:- including Echo with repeat 8
wood control, DJ Mic with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the
mica, 5 Line for CD, Tap*, Video etc.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.
SIZE: 482 x 240 a 12Ornm

3T-37Z-einliT4i7r4-715rreile7:iTW1
Join th Pismo **volution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more II two are put in series FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

..

TYPE TYPE B
A

TYPE 'A' (KSN103811) 3

,.

1

round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for

bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90
50p P&P.
TYPE '8' (KSH1005A) 3Y, super horn for general purpose speakers.
disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99
50p P&P.
(2:3TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys5' tes
terns
and quality discos etc. Price C6.99
50p P&P.
,

-

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 x6 wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency

TYPE C

TyPE 'E

response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price C9.99
50p P&P.

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A)3,. horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price C5.99
50p P&P.
-

TYPE 0

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

following inputs:- 3 turntables (nag), 3

IPrice £144.99 + £5.00 P&P

C12.00 P&P

NOTE: mos-err MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100101a.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS

LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price C4.10
50p P&P.

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8- 00 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.
RES. FRED 72Hz. FREO RESP. TO 4KHz. SENS 97dB

PRICE C32.71

02.00 P&P

PRICE C33.74

C2.50 P&P

10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
RES FRED 711-4z. FRED. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS97dB.

10 200 WATT R.M.S. MEI 0-200 GUITAR, KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES FREO 65Hz. FREO RE P. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99cIB

PRICE C43.47

RES. FRED. 49Hz, FREO. RES?. TO 6KHz. SENS 100dB.
PRICE 035.64 C3.50 P&P
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE.
P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.
PRICE C36.67
C3.50 P&P
12 200 WATT R.M.S. MEI 2-200 GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 58Hz. FREO RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB.
PRICE 046.71
C3.50 P&P
12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 47Hz. FREO RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 103dB.
PRICE C70.19
C3.50 P&P
15 200 WATT R.M.S. MEI 5-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB.
PRICE 050.72 C4.00 P&P
-

15 300 WATT R.M.S. MEI 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR
RES. FREO. 39Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB.

PRICE C73.34

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except E88-50 a EB10-50 ',vetch are dual impedance tapped

B ASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 SOwatt EB8.50 DUAL IM'EDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR.

r
A new range of quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality
12' cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fined grilles. wide dispersion

constant directivity horns. extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures
are lilted as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

RES. FREO 35Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB.

12 100WATT EBI 2-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO

4as)

.

PRICE C30.39

C3.50 P&P

PRICE 042.12

C3.50 P&P

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz - 20K Hz

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, NIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'. 6OWATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.

ibl FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00 PER PAIR
lbl FC 12-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C1 75.00 PER PAIR

6' 2 6OWATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.

RES. FREO. 63Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB.
RES. FRED. 38Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB.

6OWATT EBB-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.

PRICE C9.99

C1.50 P&P

PRICE C10.99

1.50 P&P

RES. FRED. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00

PRICE 012.99
10 6OWATT EBI 0-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB.
PRICE 016.49

Delivery C6.00 per pair

THREE SUPERB-HIGHPOWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75
75) Stereo. 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125
125) Stereo. 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200
200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

Features,
* Stereo. bridgable mono * Choice of

PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W C99.99
400W C109.95 PAP C2.00 EACH

C4.00 P&P

RES. FREO 40Hz. FREQ. RES? TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.
PRICE C8.90
C2.00 P&P
10 5OWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI -Fl. INCAR
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREQ. RES? TO 5KHz. SENS. 99413.
PRICE 013.65
C2.50141,
10 100WATT EBI 0-100 BASS. HI -Fl. STUDIO.
RES. FRED. 26Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 93dB.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12.50 PER PAIR

C2.50 P&P

12 100 WATT R.M.S. MEI 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.

high & low level inputs * L 8 R level

controls * Remote on -off * Speaker 8

thermal orotection.
, POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.

PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

-

C1.50 P&P
C2.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCJIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER

80.108MHz
VARICAP
CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE. RANGE LIP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 38 a 123mrn SUPPLY 12V z 0 SAMP.
PRICE 014.136
C1.00 P&P

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108MHz VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100.300m SIZE 56 a 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

PRICE [BBC

C1.00 P&P

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 1 E. 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 6TR

Tel 01702 - 527572 Fax: 01702-420243

"Th
man

T F.

N

8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
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OSCILLOSCOPES
£200
Gould 0S3000/ADVANCE 3000 - 30MHz Dual ch
£500
Gould 4035 - 20MHz Digital storage
£650
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage
£850
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope
from £125
Gould 0S4000, 0S4200, 0S4100, OS1000B
horn £350
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch
horn £275
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 1707B - 75MHz 2ch
.£1750
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
£1950
Hewlett Packard 54501A - 100MHz - Digitizing 4 channel
£3500
Hewlett Packard 54504A - 400MHz Digitizing
£300
Hitachi V422 - 40MHz Dual channel
£175
Hitachi V212 20MHz Dual Channel
£1100
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S.0
£750
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O.
Phillips 3206. 3211, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
from
£125
to
£350
3243, 3244, 3261, 3262 (2ch + 4ch)
£1950
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1750
Philips PM 3296 - 350MHz Dual Channel
£425
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
£450
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace
£800
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£995
Tektronic 2236 - 100 Mhz - 4 channel with Counter/Timer/D.M.M
£750
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£450
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
£2950
Tektronix 2465A - 350MHz . 4 channel
£3950
Tektronix 2465B - 400 Mhz 4 channel
from £350
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
from
£350
Tektronix 465/465B - 100MHz dual ch
from £300
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch
'rom £650
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
£1500
Tektronix 7844 - Fitted with 7A42, 7B80, 7885 Plug -Ins
"rom £850
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
£800
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digital Storage
£200
Telequipment D68 - 50MHz Dual Channel
£850
Iwatsu TS 8123 - 100 Mhz - D. Storage
Other scopes available too

Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GHz to 12.5GHz Sig -Gen
C£300°850
Hewlett Packard 8640B - AM/FM Signal Gen (512MHz)
£900
Hewlett Packard 5340A - 18GI-z Frequency Counter
£450
Hewlett Packard 5356A - 18Ghz Frequency Converter head
£275
Hewlett Packard 432A - Power Meter (with 478A Sensor)
from
£750
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A)
£200
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital rmultimeter
£150
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. cu -rent source
Hewlett Packard 59501B HP.1B isolated D/A power
£150
supply programmer
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791E1/3793B Microwave Link
£3500
Analyser
£550
Hewlett Packard 5316A Universal Counter HP1B
£775
Hewlett Packard 5316B Universal Counter HP1B
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B)
with OPTS 001 003 004/005
££1090905
Hewlett Dackard 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser
£1950
Hewlett 'ackard 6623A Triple output system power supply
£1100
Hewlett 3ackard 6453A Power supply 15v -200A
£2750
Hewlett Dackard 3764A (Opt 002) Digital Transmission Analyser
£1750
Hewlett Packard 3586A Selective level meter
£1500
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
£1250
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter
£1100
Optical
Attenuator
(OPTS
002
+
011)
Hewlett Packard 8158B

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20v -50A £500 Discount for Quantities
Internal onal Light - IL 1700 Research Radiometer with Erythermal Sensor

£1250
£995
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator
£250
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
£250
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter
from £225
Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG Pulse generator
£200
Marcon 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter
£150
Marcon 2337A Automatic dist. meter
£300
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator
£450
Marconi 2306 Programmable irterface
£850
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester
£250
Marconi 2831 Channel access twitch
£1800
Marconi 2019 AM/FM Signal generator - 1040 MHz
Multicore "Vapourette" Bench Top Vapour Phase SMD Soldering Machine
£650
(New + Unused)
£1250
Philips 5390 1GHz R/F Synthesised signal gen
£400
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen
Phoeni ( 5500A - Telecomms Analyser with various Interface Options ...£3250
£300
Racal Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A
£400
Racal Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A
£750
Racal Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser
£650
Racal Dana 5002 Wideoand evel meter
Racal Dana 5003 Digital m/meter
£550
Racal Dana 9000 Micrcprocessing timer/count. 520MHz
£550
Racal Dana 9081 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz
£450
Racal Dana 9084 Synth. sig gen. 104MHz
£650
Racal Dana 9303 True RMS/R zevel meter
£250
Racal Dana 9341 LCR databrioge
£200
Racal Dana 9500 Universal timer/counter 100MHz
£175
Racal Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
£375
Racal Dana 9302A R/F millivotmeter (new version)
£500
Racal Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz)
£300
Racal 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivoltmeter
£450
Racal 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter
£400
Rohde 8 Schwartz BN36711 Digital Q meter
£995
Rohde & Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set
£1500
Rohde & Schwarz - LFM 2 Sweep Generator 0.02 - 60MHz
£300
Rohde 8 Schwarz SU= 2 Noise Generator
Rotek 3980A AC/DC Frecisior Calibrator with Rotek 350A High
£POA
Current Adaptor
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy
£5950
1GHz Radio Test Set
£1500
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set
£500
Schlumberger 2720 1250 Ml- Frequency Counter
£250
Solarton Schlumb 1170 Freq response analyser
Systems Video 1258 Wavefoum Analyser + 1255 Vector Monitor + 1407
£2250
Differential Phase and Gain Module + 1270 Remote Control Panel
£990
Systron Donner 1702 Synthesised Sig. Gen 1GHz
from£800
Systron Donner 60548 or D 18GHz or 24GHz Freq. Counter
£250
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer
£1750
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen
£750
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
POA
Tektronix 1480 Waveform Monitor
Head.

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Ailtech 727 - Spec. Analyser 22.4 GHZ with
} £2000
Alltech 70727 - Tracking Generator (10KHz - 12.4 GHz)
£995
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-5OKHz
Hewlett Packard 370913 - Constellation Analyser with 15709A High
£P.O.A.
Impedance Interface (As New)
£3750
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
£2500
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel
£1000
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface
£3250
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4 - 1300MHz .......... ....
£995
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
£1250
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 200MHz

Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
Schlumberger 1250 - Frequency Response Analyser
Tektronix 7L12 with 7603 mainframe (1.8GHz)
Tektronix 7L14 with 7603 mainframe (1.8GHz)
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 mainframe (18GHz)
Texscan AL51A (4MHZ - 1GHZ)

£1500
£2750
£2500
£1500
£2000
£2950
£995

MISCELLANEOUS
£1500
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
£400
Avo VCM 163 Valve Characteristic Meter
£350
Ballantine 323 True RMS Voltmeter
£995
Data I/O Model 29B (with 12 fixtures) + Logic pack
£350
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder
Dyanpert TP20 Intelliplace - Tape peel Tester - immacualte condition £1950
POA
Farnell 2081 R/F Power meter
£200
Farnell TSV 70 Mkll Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A)
£500
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1
£125
Fluke 8010A/8012A/8050A Digital multimeters - from
£3500
Fluke 5101A AC/DC Calibrator
£6500
Fluke 51018 AC/DC Calibrator
£3000
Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier (20A)
£450
Fluke 720A Kelvin-Varley Voltage Divider
£450
Fluke 750A Reference Divider
£400
Gould TA 600 - Thermal Array Recorder
£350
Gould K10013 - 100MHz Logic Analyser with Pods
Heiden 1107 - 30V -10A Programmable Power Supply (IEEE) .. .......... .£650
£250
Hewlett Packard 334A - Distortion Analyser
£350
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
£850
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
each £300
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector
each £350
Hewlett Packard 3762/3763 Data gen + error detector
£350
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
£350
Hewlett Packard 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyser
£100
Hewlett Packard 54470B Digital Filter
£100
Hewlett Packard 54410A Analogue/Digital Converter
£300
Hewlett Packard 7402 Recorder with 17401A x 2 plug -ins
£500
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. 0.1Hz-20MHz
£500
Hewlett Packard 8406A Frequency comb. generator
£300/400
Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with IEEE
£400
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
£375
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser

POA
Tektronix 651 HR Molitor
£500
Tektronix DAS9100 Series Logic Analyser
£950
Tektronix 577 Curve Tracer with Fixtures
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,

PG508. FG504, FG503, TG5C1, TR503 + many more
Time 3811 Programmable Resistance
Time 3814 Voltage Calibrator
Wayne Kerr B424/N LCR Component Meter Set
W&G SPM12 Level Meter (2001-lz - 6MHz)
W&G PS12 Level Oscillator (200Hz - 6MHz)
Weller D801/D802 Desolderirg station
Wiltron 560 Scalar Network Analyser
Wiltron 352 Low Frequency Differential Input Phase Meter
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz

£POA
£600
£750
£200
£500
£500
£175
£800
£350
£700

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE - SEND LARGE
S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED - WITH 30 DAYS
GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED Ts
ALL GOODS
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ccording to recent reports in the financial press,
the cable TV and telecommunications
companies, will be invest, during the next ten
years, over £38billion in construction of a
sophisticated fibre optic network that will
connect virtually every home in the UK. The service which will
be on offer is a revolutionary fusion of telecommunications,
broadcasting and computing - what is increasingly referred to
as digital interactive TV.
Digital interactive TV, or TV, can best be thought of as a
service where a film or programme can be selected in much
the same way as a film is selected by someone visiting a video
library - what is known as a video on demand service. It will
also be able to provide standard telephone communications in
both voice and video form, computer data communications
and new services such as home banking, tele-shopping,
interactive education, specialist information services, and even
multiplayer computer games.
This enormous investment forms the mass market popular
end of the information superhighway. It is already seen by
many as forming the basis of the next big industrial boom, one

that will change the way in which we all live, and a technology
in which the UK is one of the world leaders.
In Cambridge, the world's most advanced ATM based fully
digital iTV system is now up and running. This technology test
system has been designed and built by a consortium of UK
companies and now is connected to about 250 households,
rising to over 1,000 by the end of the year, in the
Cambridge area.
The consortium consists of one of the world's leading iTV
companies, OnLine Media (a fully owned subsidiary of Acorn
Computers), Cambridge Cable, computer giants ICL and
Olivetti, plus experts in ATM switching systems, SJ Research
and Advanced Telecommunications Modules Ltd. In addition,
the consortium has enjoyed a lot of assistance from
Cambridge University.
In addition to the Cambridge test site, there is another UK
iTV test being conducted in the Ipswich and Colchester area
by BT, based upon a more conventional mixture of copper
cables and fibre -optic cables with ADSL technology. The BT
trial system is expected to link over 2,500 households by the
end of this year.

Digital

nteractive
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Advanced technology
which combines very
powerful personal
computers with fibre optic
networks, telephone
systems, data
communications systems
and television looks set to
bring a whole range of
new multimedia services
into the homes of nearly
everyone within the next
ten years. Nick Hampshire
looks at the world leading
technology being
developed in this country,
and where it will lead us
in the coming decade
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sophisticated switching systems to the cable
network. Switching systems which would connect
the viewer to either a data storage system which
stored the required film, or another user for
phone/videophone/computer communications, or
a specialist computer for interactive games, home
banking/shopping etc.
The basis for this was laid about five years ago
with the development of asynchronous time
division multiplexing, or ATD, together with a form
of packet switching based on ATD and known as
Packet Transfer Mode. This coincided with the
development of a single unified worldwide high
speed network standard known as Broadband
ISDN, or more commonly B-ISDN. This led in 1994
to the creation of a new switching technique which
is ideally suited to interactive digital TV, this
tectmique is based upon ATD and is known as
Asynchronous Transfer Mode or ATM.
ATM is a data transmission procedure that is
based upon asynchronous time division
multiplexing with fixed length data packets known
as cells, each packet being 53bytes long. Of these 53 bytes,
five contain the header information consisting of channel and
path addresses; the rest consists of the transferred data. In an

The iTV network
The early cable TV systems were used simply as a means to
distribute a large number of separate TV channels to
all the subscribers. The enormous potential
bandwidth of fibre optic cables meant that, with the
aid of time division multiplexing, it was possible to
transmit dozens of TV channels down a single fibre
at the same time. No exchanges were used to
select channels; this was done in the decoder box
that connected the fibre optic cable to the
user's TV.
This meant that, although the choice of programmes
was much wider than with broadcast TV, the viewer
still had to accept programme schedules with fixed
programme times. Although this service was very
successful, the service providers realised that there
would be an even greater demand for such
programmes if the user was freed from the
constraints of the schedule and able to select
programmes, films or other telecommunications and
multimedia services according to his or her own
requirements.
From this was born the concept of interactive digital
TV, a concept which required the addition of
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Fig.3. Future home automation
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Fig.1. Interactive multimedia for the home
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ATM network, every node is connected to one or more
ATM switches which use the header information to route
the data to the various different destinations.
ATM is rapidly becoming the preferred switching
technology for iTV systems in various parts of the world.
One reason for this is ATM's efficient utilisation of the total

transmission bandwidth, as well as the fact that it will work
at transmission rates ranging from megabits to gigabits
per second.
Efficiency and high data transmission rates are very
important since a conventional video with a 500 line screen
requires a bandwidth of between 10 and 90Mbits per
second, the variation depending upon the compression
algorithm used. Indeed, data compression algorithms are a
very important feature of iTV systems since they can help to
reduce the enormous amount of data to a more manageable
level and thus reduce the number of cables required and the
amount of expensive very high speed switching electronics.

Image compression and decompression
Decompression of the video data and its conversion into a
form which can be input into a standard TV is the function
of a special piece of iTV hardware known as the Set Top
Box, or STB. This is essentially a powerful graphics
computer running special decompression software, it also
acts as the control terminal since it provides an interactive
interface between the user and the iTV network; it can even
run other software which has been downloaded over the
network. Indeed, the first generation of STBs used by
OnLine Media were modified Acorn Archimedes computers,
and those being used in the BT trial are modified Apple
Macintoshes.
Most of the current generation of STBs work with a data
compression standard known as MPEG1. This standard
allows a reasonable quality image, comparable to that
obtained from a video, to be transmitted at a bit rate of
1.5Mb/s. This standard is already being used for some
video conferencing systems, and the bit rate is comparable
to that used for videophones.
When they are launched, commercial services based on
fibre optic networks will probably use a higher standard,
more sophisticated, compression technique known as
MPEG2. This will give a very high quality image that will
equal the best current broadcast TV image. The only
drawback to using MPEG2 is that it will require a data
transmission rate of about 10Mb/s, thereby necessitating
higher bandwidth cables and faster switching and
STB hardware.

Into the future
Interactive digital TV is attracting enormous investment
around the world. It is seen by many as the boom industry
of the first part of the 21st century. And,it is an industry in
which the UK has a leading position.
Much of the pioneering work on iTV is being done in the
UK, and a constant stream of top executives from the
world's major telecommunications and media companies
are to be seen visiting companies like OnLine Media.
The TV revolution could well provide an enormous
potential boost to not only the UK electronics, media and
telecommunications industry but also to the economy as a
whole. ITV will also bring about enormous social and
economic changes, and lead to a veritable explosion of new
products, new ideas and new applications.

The OnLine Media
Cambridge Cable system
The Cambridge based trial is in three stages,and is
currently in stage two. Stage one involved the
connection of a very small number of users and was
designed to allow the debugging of software and
hardware associated with video servers and the OnLine
Media set top boxes. This was successfully completed
and stage two embarked upon last year. This second
stage involved the connection of a much larger number
of test users in various parts of Cambridge and
connected by an ATM network supplied by Cambridge
Cable to the head end central server system located in
the offices of
OnLine Media.
The system has been designed to run on the type of
'hybrid -fibre -coax' now being installed generally by cable
TV companies all over the UK. The connection into each
home is via a symmetrical (in other words bi-directional)
standard cable TV coax routed from a nearby street
cabinet. Inside the home, the cable is terminated in a
special box. This allows either the iTV system to be used
or a standard cable TV system, and also provides a
connection for telephony if it is installed. If an iTV system
is used then the termination box is connected via a
standard twisted pair cable to the OnLine Media STB.
The street cabinets contain an ATM switch module from
SJ Research, with each interactive user being connected
to a port on this switch. There are 18 such ports on each
switch. This ATM switch has a bi-directional optical fibre
link with the 'area' ATM switch plus a tap on the cable
TV network. The system is designed so that the analog
RF signal from the cable tap normally passes the switch,
but when interactive services are demanded the switch
will insert its digital signal an the cable.
The 'area' ATM switch to wnich the street cabinet ATM is
connected has 8 ports (each of which represent up to 18
users) and communicates directly with the ATM switches
at the head end. Currently, these ATM switches are all
rated at 2Mb/s data transfer rate, but should be
upgraded to 8Mb/s within a couple of months. This is a
very important development since it means that they will
then be able to use the higher quality MPEG2 encoding
standard.
The main media server is located in OM's offices and
consists of an ICL PimServer. This is a massively parallel
processor and is currently fitted with 200gigabytes of
storage, sufficient to store about 350 hours of
compressed film/television material. Because of the
systems parallelism, a single server can easily handle
simultaneous requests from hundreds of subscribers.
Another advantage of the PimServer is that it is modular,
which means that it can be easily expanded as demand
from the network grows and the library increases.
The success of the Cambridge trial is underlined by the
fact that the system they have developed is now in the
process of being adopted as the multimedia and iTV
standard by a group of the largest UK cable TV
companies as well as similar organisations in both
mainland Europe and North America.
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The ARM7 the power behind the OM set top box
The heart of the Online Media STB is a special processor designed around the well known ARM RISC processor.
This processor has been designed and made by Cambridge based Pdvanced RISC Machines Ltd, another
subsidiary of OM's parent company Acorn Computer Group.
This specially designed processor chip is known as the ARM75C0 and it integrates many of the major STB
functions into a single 240 -pin PGFP chip. Besides the ARM7500 a i OM STB contains a few MBytes of external
RAM and ROM, cable and telephone line interfaces, an ATM interfac3 chip that has been designed around another
ARM processor and, of course, an UHF tuner. Some STBs also contain a CD-ROM drive and the appropriate
control circuitry.
As can be seen from the diagram in this box the ARM7500 is bu It around a 32 -bit ARM -7 core with memory
management unit and 4K four-way associative instruction and data cache. What makes this device so important for
STB designers is that the internal 32 -bit bus connects the CPU core with the integrated video, audio and peripheral
control modules as well as memory.
The integration of all the audio and video functions on the processor chip not only means that it operates a lot
faster than it otherwise would, but also that it is a lot cheaper to produce an STB since much of the circuitry is now
integrated onto a single chip - factors which will probably mean that many STB manufacturers around the world
will probably use the ARM7500 chip. Indeed, it could well become Ii.3. standard STB processor.
On the ARM7500 chip, three data FIFOs connect the audio/videc circuitry to the internal bus via a data latch.
The function of these FIFOs is to isolate the real time operation of tie audio and video logic from all the latencies
that occur when transferring data from external memory over a bus teat is shared with other devices. This prevents
any display glitches which may result from processor activity.
The audio FIFO connects directly to both an on chip CD interface and an 8 -bit DAC which can be used to drive
an external amplifier and speaker; sound quality from this comparable to that from the average mono TV. For high
quality and stereo sound, there is an option to use the serial bitstream from the FIFO to drive external DACs.
There are three 8 -bit video DACs on the chip which can provide 256 colour RGB output from an on chip palette
of 16million colours. Pixel depth is programmable between 1 and 32tits. -here is also a 16 level greyscaler that sits
in parallel with the DACs, designed to directly drive a mono LCD diE play.
Because there is no on chip video
memory, all pixel data must be stored
in external memory and this is done
by the on -chip DMA controller. This is
ND (a)
MMJ
ARM7
a three -channel device, with each
PROCESSOR
channel being hardwired to directly
CORE
INTEFEIUPT i TWITS
feed either the audio, video or cursor
4K
FIFO and thus requiring little or no
SERIAL PORTS OS
CAGE
CPU intervention.
WRITE BUFFER
DMA
In the peripheral control circuitry of
the ARM7500, there are four 16 -bit
I/O CONTROL.
A/D converters, two asynchronous
DATA
serial ports, 8 open collector I/O lines,
DRAM CONTROL
plus all the control logic required to
SOUND
VIDEO
MASON
drive commercial PCMCIA support
FIFO
FIFA
FPO
Rom CONTROL
chips.
VIDEO
The CPU on the ARM7500 is fully
PAUJETIE
I/O PORTS)
static and can operate to 33MHz at
which it has a processing power of
30Dhrystone MIPS. This is less
WI"."7"111c
powerful than some of the other
t
processors used in STBs but these
SYSTEM BUS (32 DATA, 29 ADDR)
are usually general purpose devices
and thus less efficient than the 7500
Fig.4. BI3ck diagram of the ARM7500
which has been designed specifically
for this type of operation.
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Where to see iTV technology in use

ITV technology is still in the trial stage, but if you want a taste of what the future will hold in this area then the
Science Museum in Exhibition Rd, London. is currently running an exhibition entitled 'Information Superhighway'.
This exhibition has working examples of OnLine Media's STB and the iTV system running sample services such as:
home shopping, banking, entertainment, and education.
After September 3rd, the exhibition closes in London but will then tour the UK, starting in Manchester. For further
information contact the Science Museum on 0171 938 8000.
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The
BT system
The BT trial system in Colchester and Ipswich utilises existing phone networks to provide ITV. This has the
potential of being a much cheaper and quicker way of delivering iTV services, but has rot got the technology
expansion potential of an all optical fibre ATM network based system.
The system makes use of a STB that is based on an Apple Macintosh computer - the LC475 - running Mac 0/S
which has been modified to support MPEG and a 2Mb/s network interface. At startup it downloads the operating
system and Oracle Media Objects (OMO), the run time version of the authorware tool in which the services are created.
The network connected to the STB is a 2Mb/s stream delivered over either copper using Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Loop (ADSL), or fibre. ADSL technology delivers over an ordinary telephone loop 2Mb/s in one
direction, a 9.6kb/s bidirectional control channel, and the ordinary analog telephone service.
The ADSL technology used in this trial is Discrete Multitone (DMT) which divides the spectrum into a number of
bands and spreads the video transmission over them in such a way as to minimise interference and noise. The
fibre optic delivery system consists of a passive optical network.
Users are directly attached to the server system without any concentration at the switching stage. The server
system consists of a nCube massively parallel processor with the system running Orac e database software with
the video content compressed to MPEG1 standard.
The initial results of the trial show that ADSL technology is robust with excellent resistance to noise and
installation anomalies up to a range of about 6km. The trials show that MPEG1 coding and ADSLtogether, thereby
showing that ADSL is a viable technology for the delivery of high bandwidth asymmetrical services.
This initial success has led BT to initiate the second phase market trial. This will entail up to 2,500 homes being
connected by the end of this year. They will be using ADSL along with fibre in the ratio of four copper to one fibre.
BT have decided to replace DMT ADSL with carrier amplitude and phase modulations, or CAP ADSL. The reason
for this change is simply that CAP is available earlier and in a more integrated and therefore cost-effective form.
In the market trial, both server and STB technologies will remain the same. However, there will be an ATM
based switching/concentration stage added. Users will be connected to an ATM switch with a concentration ratio
of approximately two to one. This will allow twice as many users as there are server ports, with half of them being
online to the server at any one time.

The Set Top Box, or STB
Online Media are currently one of the world's leading suppliers of STBs their second generation STB is now
available in volume production at about £300 each. The OM STB is small box that can sit on top of the TV. Input is
connected to the cable network and the output to the aerial socket of the TV. It is controlled by a remote handset.
The STB box may look fairly nondescript but it contains some pretty impressive computing power. This includes
a 32 -bit ARM7500 processor rated at 28.7MIPS, 2Mbytes of RAM, 2Mbytes of ROM for the operating system and
up to 2Mbytes of MPEG decoder RAM. This is the equivalent of a fairly powerful graphics workstation.
The ROM based operating system software is derived from Archimedes RISC OS, and is extensible via network
dowloading. Included is extensive support for graphics rendering, such as: outline anti-aliased fonts, Bezier curve
based graphics, and bitblt operations. There is also full network support for E1, ATM, Ethernet, TCP/IP, and NFS.
The ATM interface operates at 2.048Mb/sec. For multi -media operation these is a range of authoring tools
including run time support for Macromedia Director, Oracle and Cybase, as well as full high level language support.
The video capabilities of the OM STB allow it to be used on either MPEG1 or MPEG2 standards. There is a
capability to have computer generated graphics overlays as well as pixel by pixel video mixing. The output can be
either PAL or NTSC and the resolution is programmable including 768x576 at 16bits per pixel (interlaced). The 8 -bit
DACs and on chip colour palette allow display of up to 16million colours, and the video data can have anything
between 1 and 32bits per pixel.
The audio output is fully compliant with MPEG1. and has sample rates of 32,44.1, and 48kHz with output in
either stereo, mono, joint channel or
dual channel. The system is also
IMAGE
PHYSICAL NETWORK
capable of outputting computer
JPEG
generated CD quality (16 -bits per.
PHOTO CD
A -M
TIFF
ADSL
channel) stereo sound.
SATELLITE
The interfaces available on the
VIDEO
NETWORK PROTOCOLS
system include a digital joystick socket
MPEG 1. 2
0 4ACLE MEDIA NET
which will accept either a twin analog, or
WHITE BOOK
TCP/IP
0-2931B
twin switched joystick adaptor. There is
X 25
also a 25pin D -type parallel port. Some
AUDIO
versions also have a built in CD-ROM
RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
MPEG LEVELS 1. 2. 3
MACROMEDIA (DIRECTOR)
drive which can be used to play audio
ADPCM
ORACLE MEDIA OBJECTS (OW)
CDDA
SIBASE (MOMENTUM/INTERPLAY)
disks at CD quality, as well as display
ACROBAT
(SCRIPT
X)
and manipulate PhotoCD images, and
Fig 5. Set top box standards
comply with full Whit or Green Book
motion video standards.
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Shutter timer
Robert Penfold shows how to
build a timer for checking the
accuracy of camera shutters

digital timer for checking camera shutters was
described in E.T.I. a few years ago. A digital
timer, with its multi -digit display and crystal
controlled accuracy, is very desirable, but it
provides what is really a significant degree of
"overkill" for shutter timing. The required accuracy for camera
shutters is surprisingly low, and an error of plus and minus
10% is considered to be exceptionally good. The mechanical

focal plane shutters of many up-market cameras of ten or 20
years ago rarely achieved this sort of accuracy across their full
range of shutter speeds.
Since quite large timing errors are acceptable, something
less than the ultimate timer is capable of testing cameras

VOLTMETER

PI-40TOTRANS
LIGHT
SOURCE

ELECTRONIC
SWITCH

CONSTANT

CUR GEN

Fig.1. The analog shutter timer block diagram
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BUFFER
AMPLIFIER

ON/OFF

S3

R4

y D1

I

R6
100k

R5
10k

1k

NOTE
ICI
01

1M

02
03

1

D2

D1.3

S1

BC 559

1N4148

RANGE °

y D3
C1

on t00u

CA3140E
SFH305
BC i49

03

RV1

R1

680

®

R9
33

02

R2

I

C2

1K

no 1u

B1

100k

R8
10k

0

9V

R10
47k

S2

ME1

RESET

50uA

Fig.2. Circuit diagram for the analog shutter timer

Fig.3. Shutter timer
component layout and
wiring

Fig.4. Underside of the
stripboard panel
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shutters. In fact, a simple analogue timer using an ordinary
moving coil panel meter is more than adequate for this
application. Provided the unit is calibrated with due care, the
measured shutter times should be within a few percent of the
actual times. The cost of an analogue timer is much less than
that of a full-blown digital unit, but it pays to shop around for
the panel meter as the cost of these seems to vary
enormously from one supplier to another.
The analogue shutter timer described here has four
measuring ranges, with full scale values of 5ms, 50ms, 500ms,
and 5 seconds. Most cameras have shutter speeds within the
range 4 seconds to 1/2000th second (0.5ms), and the unit is
capable of testing any speeds within this range. A few of the
more modern cameras have longer shutter speeds of up to
about 30 seconds, but these are easily checked against any
watch or clock that has seconds indication, and they do not
require the use of a special timer. The unit is mainly intended
for use with focal plane shutters, but it will work with leaf (in lens) shutters. However, due to the way these shutters
function, the accuracy will be relatively poor at the fastest
shutter speeds.

How It Works
The block diagram of Fig.1 helps to explain the basic way in
which the unit functions. A light source is shone into the front
of the camera, and this can be the light from a torch, an ultra bright LED, or even just bright daylight from a window. A
phototransistor is positioned behind the shutter. When the
shutter is closed, the phototransistor has a very low leakage
level, and it fails to switch on the next stage, which is an
electronic switch. When the shutter is open, the leakage
current through the phototransistor increases massively, and
the electronic switch is turned on. This switch then activates a
constant current generator which feeds into a charge storage
capacitor.
When charged via a resistor, the voltage across a capacitor
rises in a very non-linear fashion (exponentially), but with a
constant charge current the voltage rises at a linear rate. In
this case, the charge voltage increases at about one volt per
second. The charge voltage is measured via an ordinary
voltmeter circuit, but via a buffer amplifier which has an ultra
high input resistance so that no significant charge current is
leaked away through this circuit. The meter circuit has a
sensitivity of 5 volts full scale, but with a charge rate of one
volt per second this becomes a 0 to 5 second scale. When the
shutter closes, the electronic switch and constant current
source are switched off, and the reading on the meter is
"frozen". The shutter time can be read directly from the
meter's scale, and no recalibration is needed.
Over a period of time, the reading will actually change, due to
various leakage currents in the circuit. The majority of the
leakage is likely to be through the charge storage capacitor
itself, resulting in the reading gradually reducing. However, the
reading should be held accurately for at least several seconds
and, in most cases, for half a minute or more. This gives the
user plenty of time to read the meter before the indicated time
changes significantly. The actual timer has four switched
charge currents, and these provide the unit with its four
measuring ranges.

terminal (which is not actually connected to a leadout wire on
many phototransistors).
The current flow through TR1 is only its leakage current,
and under dark conditions this is the low level associated with
a normal silicon transistor. This is usually a matter of a few
nanoamps. Under bright conditions the leakage level is much
higher, and would typically be a few milliamps. This higher
leakage level is sufficient to bias TR2 into conduction, which in
turn switches on TR3. The latter operates in a conventional
constant current generator circuit. The four switched emitter
resistors (R4 tc R7) provide four output currents, and give the
unit its four measuring ranges. R4 to R7 respectively provide
the 5ms to 5 second ranges. In order to ensure good
accuracy on all ranges it is essential that R4 to R7 are close
tolerance (1%) resistors. C2 is the charge storage capacitor,
and it is important for this component to have a very low
leakage level. This means a good quality non -electrolytic
capacitor such as a polyester or polycarbonate type. S2 is the
reset switch. Operating this switch rapidly discharges C2 so
that the meter is zeroed and a new reading can be taken. R9
provides current limiting which prevents contact sparking, and
ensures S2 has a long operating life.
IC1 is the buffer amplifier, and this is a basic operational
amplifier voltage follower circuit. The voltage across C2 is fed
to the non -inverting input of 101 via protection resistor R8. IC1
is a MOS input device which has an input resistance of over
one million megohms. This ensures that it does not
significantly discharge C2 even over a period of half a minute
or more. The output of IC2 drives a conventional voltmeter
circuit. The voltage increase across C2 will not be exactly one
volt per second, and it will typically be a little higher than this.
VR1 enables the sensitivity of the voltmeter to be adjusted to
allow for this, so that an accurate readout is obtained. The
current consumption of the circuit is only about 2 to 2.5
milliamps. A PP3 size battery is therefore more than adequate
to power this project.

Construction
Refer to Fig.3 for the stripboard layout and hard wiring, and to
Fig.4 for the underside view of the stripboard panel.
The board has 27 holes by 17 copper strips. Construction
of the board is iargely straightforward, but the CA3140E is a
MOS input device, and it consequently requires the usual antistatic handling precautions. Use a holder for this component,
and do not fit it into the holder until the board and hard wiring
have been completed. R4 to R7 are mounted on S1 rather
than on the stripboard panel. Be careful not to overheat these
resistors when soldering them in place, as this could impair
their accuracy. Provided the ends of the leadout wires and the
tags of S1 are generously tinned with solder first, there should
be no difficulty in mounting the resistors on S1. Although TR1
is shown as being mounted on the stripboard in Fig.3, in reality
it is better to mount it in a probe type case and connect it to
the circuit board via a piece of thin screened cable about 0.5
metres long. The outer braiding carries the collector
connection, and the inner conductor carries the emitter
connection. The case from an old ball-point pen acts as a
good basis for the probe.
The circuit will work using practically any silicon n.p.n.
phototransistor for TR1. However, due to the way in which
focal plane shutters operate, there is a definite advantage in
using a small device. The problem with testing focal plane
shutters is that -.hey are never fully open at the higher speeds.
In effect, a slit moves across in front of the film. The higher the

The Circuit
The full circuit diagram for the analogue shutter timer is shown
in Fig.2. TR1 is the phototransistor, and it is effectively used in
the emitter follower mode, but no bias is applied to its base
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a sort of template to locate the positions of the four 3.3
millimetre diameter holes for its built-in fixing screws.

Resistors
(0.25 watt 5% carbon film unless noted)

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

R10

680R
1k

5k6

1k 1% metal film
10k 1°/0 metal film
100k 1% metal film
1M 1% metal film
10k
33R
47k

Potentiometer
VR1

47k min hor preset

Capacitors

Cl

C2

loou 10V elect

set at fuN aperture.
The unit can be calibrated against any camera which has a

1 u polyester

Semiconductors
IC1
TR1

TR2
TR3
D1 to D3

CA3140E
SFH305 (see text)
BC549
BC559
1N4148 (3 off)

Miscellaneous
S1
4 way 3 pole rotary
(only one pole used)

S2
S3

81

ME1

In Use
A little experimentation is needed in order to get the timer to
run only when the camera's shutter is open. Obviously TR1
must be shielded from any bright light sources so that the
timer is rot held in the "on" state while the shutter is closed.
The light source in front of the camera does not need to be
particularly bright, and any torch should provide more than
enough Lght. Many other light sources are suitable, but I found
a small torch to be the most convenient in use. If necessary,
the sens tivity of the circuit can be increased by making R2
higher in value, or decreased by making R2 lower in value, but
the specified value of 1k should give good results. The
phototransistor should be positioned close to the shutter, but
not so close as to risk damaging it. It is better if the
measurements are made w th the lens removed, but results
seem to be satisfactory with fixed lens cameras if the lens is

Push -to -make,

non -locking push-button
s.p.s.t. min toggle
9 volt (PP3 size)
50uA moving coil panel meter
0.1 inch pitch stripboard having 27
holes by 17 copper strips, control
knob, 8 -pin OIL IC holder, battery
connector, wire, solder, etc.

shutter speed, the narrower the slit. A large phototransistor
effectively widens the slit, giving measured shutter times that
are longer than the actual shutter times. A phototransistor
having a three millimetre LED style case is therefore better
than one which has a diameter of five millimetres, or one which
has a metal TO18 style case. The Maplin three millimetre
diameter phototransistor (YY66W) works well, but the
SFH305/2 from Electrovalue is the best choice. This is a cut
down three millimetre LED which is just one millimetre wide. It
should be positioned vertically behind a shutter which runs
horizontally, or horizontally behind a shutter that runs vertically.
The shorter lead of these LED -like phototransistors is the
collector, and the other lead is the emitter (there is no base
leadout wire).

Mounting the panel meter can be a bit awkward as it
requires a large circular cut-out in the front panel. Most meters
require a 38 millimetre diameter cutout, but it is as well to
check this as there are a few exceptions. The cutout can be
made using a "needle" file, "Abrafile", coping saw, etc., but it is
probably best to cut just within the perimeter of the circle. A
half -round file is then used to enlarge the hole to precisely the
required size and shape. The meter itself can then be used as

focal plane shutter that is known to provide good accuracy. It
is best to calibrate the unit using a slow speed that represents
a full scale reading on the timer. The obvious choice is the 1/2
second speed of the camera on the 0 to 500ms range of the
timer. Simply take the measurement and then adjust VR1 for a
full scale reading on ME1. An alternative method of calibrating
the unit is to use the five second range, and to calibrate it
against the seconds .ndication of a watch. With the aid of the
watch hold the shutter open on "B" for five seconds, and then
adjust VR1 for precisely full scale deflection on ME1. Provided
this is done carefully it should provide quite good accuracy.

LTD

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 3'/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Phone Angela on (0143.3) 360436 or fax details of your requirements to
us on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD, Cromer House, Caxton way, STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DF

HIGH QUALITY LOW COST

C.C.T.V. CAMERA

LOW LIGHT LEVEL 0.03 LUX @ FI.4.
AUTO ELECTRONIC SHUTTER.
COMPOSITE VIDEO OUT VIA
BNC PLUG.
SMALL DISCRETE SIZE.
CAN BE USED WITH PC DIGITISER.
"Ibis super quality CCD camera can he con
fleeted into your existing TV or video using
the AV channel and can be used for discrete
surveillance or observing your property externally using a suitable weatherproof housing. Can accommodate lighting levels ranging from daylight to street lighting using its
built-in electronic shutter. Excellent when using with an infra red source. Built-in wide
angle fixed focus lens, the camera has a resolution of 380 TVL. Can be housed inside
an empty floodlight case, (extra). Camera size only 45mm x 45mm.

Special offer price of only: £79.95 plus VAT (P&P £3.00)
For full range of CCTV products send SAE to:

DIRECT CCTV LTD., DEPT ETI, UNIT 6,
CARRICK COURT, FORREST GROVE BUSINESS
PARK, MIDDLESBROUGH TS2 1QE
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4 wan FM transmitter, small but powerful trans -

miller, 3 RE dages, micrsphone and an audio
preamp induce in kit 12351 Kit no 1028.

3 Channel light chaser. 8110 watts per channel.
speed and direction control! supplied with 12 leds
and mains triack so you can use mains tight bulbs
if you want. 9-15vdc £19.97 Kit no 1(126.

Mini metal detector, suitable for locating pipes in
.4115 etc, range 15.-20 cm, complete with case. 9s
operation. 19.4(1 Kit no 11(22.

A mini FM transmitter, very high gain preamp,
supplied complete with FEE electret microphone.
Designed to cover 88-108 \lhz but it Is eaS, to
change it to rover 61 130Mhz_ H orks with a common 9v (P1'3) battery 0.2W RI...L8.22 Kit no 1(101.

).,
25 watt FIN transmitter s 8F stages, preamp
required (our kit 1068 Is 'ruble). Due to the

fi[
sskr

800 watt single channel sound to light kit, mains
operated, add rhythm to your party for only £9.40

N9 MOW

complexity of the tranemlne- It Is supplied la quilt

up form only. £12.82 Kit so 03.

Si

F. lerironic siren kit with an impressive 5 watt
power output. Ideal for car/bike alarms etc. 612. dc, max current IA, tone frequency 1.2khz.

Val

gialitht

Kit no 10(16.

12 flourescent.A useful kit -hat will enable, ou to
light 4' flourescent tubes from your car battery'
(you will also need a 9v 2A transformer, not supplied) 19.40 KII no 1069.

mu.

4-c,

17.1(5 Kit no 1003.
Strobe light, adjusta hie !reran icy from 1- to 60 II z
(a lot faster Oran cons ent10 sal strobes) mains operated. £18.811 git no 11(37.

VOX switch sound arils aced

ch Ideal for turn-

Sound effects generator, produce sounds ranging
from bird chips to sirens, complete with speaker,
add sound effects to your projects for Just £10.57
Kit no 1045.

ing tape recorders on and off when sounds are
heard. Makes the tape last a lot longer' adjustable

sensithity, built in delay. £9.40 Kit 1073.

.1.30v Power supply, variable, stabilized power
supply for laboratory use. Shorlcircult protected,
suitable for professional or amateur applications.

I itrasonic rad ar ideal as a movement detector

24, 3A transformer is also needed to complete the
kit. £16.45 Kit 1(107.

with a range of about 10 met -es automate, our cal
flap! 12. operation so ideal or cars, caravans etc.

Guitar preamp with tone controls, small enough to
fit inside any guitar, based on 11.082 IC, 9-I2vdc,
5OmA. £9.40 Kit no 1091.

£16.45 Kit took

'near sound to light, Put ,on atmosphere in your
car with this mini 3 channel sound to light. Each
channel We 6 led's..611.75 kit no 1086.
Isv

Powerful 1 watt FM transmitter supplied cons
plete with plezeelectrk microphone. 8-30s dc. At
25.30s you will get nearly 2 watts, £14.10 Kit no
1009.

`II"

Liquid level detector uttfa I for detecting fluid

.1.

15 watt FM transmitter, 4 stage high power,

levels in tanks, f shpendgitAM or as saran or leak
alarm. Will switch ZA mann. £5.87 Kit no 1081.

preantp required. 12- 18vdc.0 an use either ground
plane, open dipole, or agi. Supplied in built form
only at 1.81.07 KIt 1021.

.15.

7 watt III Fl power amplifier useful, powerful,
ideal for intercommg audio systems, car use etc.
12-18vdc 500mA. £8.22 Kit Fin 1025.

FM/AM Scanner, well not quite you have to turn
the knob yourself but you will hear things on this

radio (even TV) that you would not hear on all
ordinary radio!. Receiver cos ers50-160Mhz both
AM and FM. Built in 5 watt amplifier. £17.62 Kit

Telephone amplifier, Very sensitise amplifier

Combination k ck 9 key, e ssity programmable,
will switch 2A realm Comticae with keypad. 9 -s operation. £11 -5 Kit 1114.

which uses a 'phone pickup coil (supplied) will let

you follow a

ation without holding the

phone. £12.92 Kit no 1059.

TOP 10 11E51 SELLING KITS CORNER

no 1013.
Phone call relay, useful device that operates a relay

when ever the 'phone rings, could be used to
operate more bells or signaling lights etc. Will
switch mains at 2A. £11.75 Kit no 1122.

1. Variable speed control kit for 12v DC motors up
to 30.4' (you may need a heatsink for 30A) £19.97.
3. Compostievideokh, convert s composite signals
into separate 11 sync, Vsync and video 19.40.

3. Geiger counter kit, contains everything you

bay' Runs for about a month on a 1.5v ballet,.

Phone bug detector, this dealt, will warn you if
somebody Is eavesdropping or your phone line.

£8.22 Kit no 11(15.

£7.05 Kit no 11.41.

Mosquito repeller, modern way to keep nudges at

need to build a working counter £22.32.
4. Solar energy kit, contains a solar pane, motor,
buzzer and cable for experiments 15.87.

5. Electronic accupuncture kit, may help with
mlgrane, poor circulation, backache etc. 18.22.

lead acid charger, two automatic charging rates,
visual indication of battery state, ideal for alarm
systems, emergency lighting etc. 100mA 12s dr.
£14.10 Kit no 1095.

6. Electrifying apparatus kit, produces a weak
adjustable high tension of 80-3110. from a 9v bat
tery, ideal for catching worms etc 19.40.

7..lidapter bug IA contains everything you need
to build a professional bug built inside a standard
13., mains adapter' the hug is mains powered so
It operates All the time the adapter is plugged In.

3 channel wireless sound to light system, mains

Price Is E16.45 for the complete kit Including

operated separate send' is By adjust talent for each

adapter. II and tools and glue required.

channel, 1,200 watt power handling. Microphone
Included. £16.45 Kit ne 1014.
V

Robot voice, interesting decal' that distorts your

8. Nicad charger kit automatic charger for cells

voice! AdJUS1Ab le, answer flu pt one with a differ-

from 1.2v to 155, 7 settings 511600mA, transformer
required 18-20v 600m.%. E9.40.
93t 10. Inverter kits, produce 240v ac from a 1 2,dc

ent voice! I2vdc £1057 KB no 1131.

telephone bug, small bug covered by the tel-

Car alarm system. works on eollage drop and/or
sibs -Mon entry and exit del sys plus adjustable

supply. two versions are available a 15w- one at

alarm duration. Good for cars, caravanselc. £14.10
Kit no 1019.

EXPRESS
COMPONENTS

ephone line, st 4115 transmisissg as soon a the

handset is pick/ unI19,441 kit no 1135.

,iotorblkeiryrie trembler alarm, adjust able wnsilts it,. preset alarm time, auto reset. Could he
Portable alarm sy Oen, based cn a mercury switch.

connected to bikes horn etc. £14.10 Kit no 1011

1 he alarm continues to sour d until the unit is
disabled by the owner. Buzzer Included. £12.92
kit no 1150.

I
function generator, produces an wIdal, saw tooth
and square was!, adjustable t
20hx2likhz,
separate level controls for es ch shape. Will produce all 3 together. 24vac £1 '.6.! KB no 1008.

0-5 minute tinier, adjustable from 0 to 5 mins, will
switch up to ZA mains. Perfect for alarms, photographiclaboratoriesetc. 112vdc.18.22 Kit no 1020.

Preamp mixer, 3 Input mono mixer, separate bass

and treble controls plus independent level con
trols 18vdc, Input nests 150mv. 100mA. 117.62
Kit no 11(52.
111

£14.10. and an 811w version at £23.50.

how to order
Remember to add f.1.50 p&p.
By phone with a credit card.
By post with either a cheque,
postal order or credit card details.
By fax with credit card details.
EXPRESS COMPONENTS, PO
BOX 517 HOVE SUSSEX BN3
5QZ. DEPT ETI
TEL 01273 771156
FAX 01273 206875
Overseas orders please add £3.50

st and eackinl.

PCB Designer

Runs on any PC running Windows 31 in standard or
enhanced mode with 2MB RAM
Will work with any Windows supported printer and monrtor

For Windows 3.1

PCB Designer - [cApcbisamplel.pcb]

0121wIell EE -M s ,KINKt-ot
Looking for the price?
It's just £49.00 all inclusive!
...no VAT..no postage...
...no additional charges for
overseas orders.
Dealers and distributers

4

0,
SOT89

Produce Single or Double sided PCBs.
I Print out to any Windows supported printer.
Toolbar for rapid access to commonly used
components.

,/Helpful prompts on screen as you work.
1 Pad, track & IC sizes fully custornisable.
./No charges for technical support.
I Snap -to grid sizes 0.1", 0.05" 0.025" and

wanted.
0,0
0.0

unrestricted.

a,

1 SMT pads and other pad shapes.
I Prints at the resolution of your printer - much
higher than the screen shot shown here.

O'O

0,*
0,0

Internet o
A working demo is avalable via anonymous FTP from
ftp.demon.co. uk as /pub/ibmpc/windows/pcbdemo/pcbdemo.zip
e-mail enquiries can be addressed to orders@niche.demon.co.uk
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Niche Software (UK)

I

TEKTRONIX 7000 SERIES OSCILLOSCOPES
Available from E200 -PLUG-INS SOLD SEPERATELY
TEKTRONIX 2405 4 Puma 300A041 DIM, Sweep Crews

E1750

TEXTRON% 4115 Out Two 35004 00ri Sweep
TEKTROMX 475 Duel Deur MN: Daby Sweep

£733

TEKTRONIX 465 Duel Trace 1331612 Deley Sae,
TEKTRONIX SC504 Duel Trace B0/41.0 n 114500
TEKTRONIX 2215 Duel Trace 501.47 D.? Seeec
UL 1 HUN% 455 Duel Trace SOW, Deny Seem
P1611P5IND217 Duel Two 501121: DeMy Sweep
HITACHI V223 Dual Trace 212660 DMey Sefet.
BECKMAN 6020 D.1 Trace 201614 Delay Say,
HAMEG 412 D. Trace 20641-12 Delay Seem
GOULD 051100 Dual Trace 301.N D. , Sweep
GOULD OS1 100S1 DUI trap 304.41.
GOULD 05300 Mai Trace 20AHz
MATSU 555102 Dual Trace 206411,
MTACM VO5045 Duet Trace 100MEN Op 54orage Gums 406401
PHILIPS P/A3305 4 Trace 3546i1 DK. Slorepe

E400

GOULD 054000 Dual Trace 1011r Oven &Nage
TEKTRONIX 464 Dual Owe ICON/. Analogue Siotage
H P 1741A D.1 Trace 10012/N Aruba. Storage

C200

MO

'4.0
'400
'260
'240

soinrrnon ANS 44, ame Muernmer VaIMAnen63.66
THANDAR 1$04 414 dpa True MIS Mul.mer nen Memo,

,...r..!

GOULD OB Sone/Square Om.. 104 100 H,
FEEDBACK R3600 Se.Sen 0 1M -1001t

''-` 4.
E200
C200
C200

T110
T650

(350
T400

KIKUSUI 5530A DUAL TRACE
30MHz ONLY £180
EATOMAILTECH Mal 1 Syn Sp Gen 1.203014114 eel, P643602 /MEM
Rase Mod
P°A

H P 86560 Syn AMTM Srp Gen 100100 NOON
MARCONI 2019 Syn AlAFM Sp Gen BON
MARCONI 2010 Syn MAFIA Sp Gen IKON 520M10
HP BMOC Sweep Om 5 012 4GH4 or 8 t 2 AGM,

.9.°
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Interrupt based control

computer
PART

The first part of a new
computer project designed
by R. Grodzik based
around the popular 8088
processor and specifically
designed for multitasking
control applications

Ithough the 80188 SBC is equipped with four
interrupt lines, there may be occasions where
this is insufficient or when several interrupts
occur simultaneously. The 8088 SBC featured
here, is based on the same architecture as the
80188 - indeed, it shares the same 8155 PIO, and is
programmable in assembler. The 8088 contains an identical
CPU core as does the 80188, but without the complexity of
the chip select functions and internally embedded registers. It
is therefore much easier to program. An external interrupt
controller (8259) PIC, not to be confused with 'Arizona'
microchip PIC devices, handles up to eight vectored priority
interrupts for the CPU. It is designed to minimise the software
and real time overhead in handling multi- level priority
interrupts, permitting optimisation for a variety of system
requirements.
This 8 -channel interrupt controller provides the 8088
processor with the ability to perform multi -tasking control
operations with ease. Any or all interrupt lines can be enabled
at any time by software and, if multiple interrupts occur
simultaneously, they can all be prioritised and be serviced in
turn. Real-time events simply cannot be missed with this
powerful system, adding a new dimension to control and data
acquisition systems. This, together with 22 programmable 10
lines, forms a compact control computer for which code can
be developed on any PC.
The computer card built on a single -sided Eurocard sized
(100mm x 160mm) PCB, requires only the addition of an 8 to
12 volt DC power supply to form a self-contained computer
board. Using standard INTEL parts which are readily available
from component suppliers, the approximate cost of the unit is

less than £50.
Construction is straightforward - the author's practice of
locating the insulated wire links on the copper side of the
board allows for a neat and tidy appearance to the finished
board. A link placement diagram (mirror -view) of the PCB is
provided as guidance for the constructor. With the aid of a
continuity tester, always check to ensure that there is no
shorting between these links and the copper conductor tracks.
A standard 7805 5 volt regulator provides the power for the
board. This must be heatsinked if i. c. type other than CMOS
parts are used. A 2-Kbyte EPROM space is provided for
program code, which was developed on a PC using the
'MASM' Assembler and sent to the board using any EPROM
emulator. A programmable PIO (8155) provides the user with
22 10 lines, as well as a 14 -bit timer and one page (256 bytes)
of RAM for stack and interrupt vector table purposes. An
onboard intelligent hex LED display serves a useful function as
an indicator, being permanently connected to PORT C of the
8155 PIO. Since this display draws as much as 100 Ma of
current, a blanking input control pin serves to blank the display
if required.

Development
At this point, some mention must be made of the tools
required for developing any micro -processor based projects,
together with a few hints and tips. Although technology has
progressed somewhat, the basic principles of fault-finding and
workshop practice still remain.
The 'bugbear' of any project is usually the production of a
PCB. The problems start with the production of the artwork.
With artwork printed in a magazine, the usual route is to get it
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photocopied onto acetate sheet. But beware. Several
photocopying facilities that I have approached cannot
guarantee 100 % facsimile reproduction, and the image can
be 'stretched' by several percent in either or both directions.
This does not, however, present a problem in the majority of
cases, since when the eventual PCB has been drilled and the
stage of populating the components begins, IC pins can be
easily re -aligned into their respective hole positions. Staying
with the subject of artwork, extremely fine artwork can now be
produced by the majority of bubble -jet printers, using the
specially coated acetate sheets for these machines. However,
these transparencies are not available at most retail outlets
and have to be ordered from specialist component suppliers
such as 'Farnell' or 'RS Components'. If on a tight budget, the
old trick of using thin (5 gm/sq. in.) photocopy paper and
making it transparent by spraying with WD40 still works: but
allow it to dry completely and double the exposure time in the
U. V. exposure unit. The dangers of exposure of the eyes to
any U.V. source cannot be stressed too highly, so take heed.

Making the PCB
The U. V. method of making a PCB has been long established
and consists of presenting transparent artwork to a U. V.
sensitised copper -clad board, exposing for 4-8 minutes,
developing and finally etching, washing, drying and drilling.
Always use fresh chemicals - the Ferric chloride solution has a
finite usage time; once it goes a musky green colour it is time
for it to be replaced. For developing, a level teaspoon of
caustic soda bought at a chemist in an especially pure form is
added to a pint of water. The temperature is critical
(tepid/warm) - if too high, the artwork vanishes from the PCB
in front of your eyes; too low and development time is
prolonged. Use vinyl gloves when handling any of these
corrosive chemicals - and, of course, eye protection. During
the development stage, the application of a soft brush on the
board's surface will hasten the process and is especially
needed where an agitation tank is not available.

(DEBUG), details of which can be found in most 8088 books.
The next stage of the learning process - actually writing and
assembling software for the microprocessor requires any ASCII
text editor and a cross- assembler. Assemblers such as
'TASM' and 'A86' are freely available and have been designed
to run on a PC. The next stage of development consists of the
target processor board running the software (object code)
produced by the PC. A common method is to use an EPROM
emulator (the one shown was obtained from John Morrison tel :01532 537507). Software can be continually modified by
this method until a definitive version is burned into an EPROM.
A U. V. EPROM eraser is therefore also required.

Faultfinding
An oscilloscope is not an essential part of the test tool kit
required for most microprocessor -based faultfinding. A good
quality logic probe with both visual and audible logic level
indicators and with a pulse catching capability (available from
Tandy's) will pinpoint the source of any malfunction. IC
'glomper' clips clip onto the microprocessor or logic chip
being investigated and provide a means of connecting a logic
analyser - which until recently was an expensive part of kit. A
'dead' microprocessor based project cannot be investigated
by conventional faultfinding techniques, e.g. using the half -split
method, and the only recourse of action is to painstakingly
check the connectivit of every IC pin aainst the circuit
gram, eckin
ent acks.
orts
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(c) Write small software programs to test various parts of the
system - address decoding, writing/reading RAM, accessing
port lines etc, since it is still possible that a fault may exist on
the board which does not prevent the execution of a program.
(d) Ascertain if the fault lies in the hardware/software or both!.
(e) Use structured programming techniques when
programming - use tried and tested compact sub -routines
with one entry and exit point.
(f) Use the logic probe to verify that software is functioning as
required - e.g. a hardware breakpoint can be easily created by
causing a single LED to light on one port line.
(g) Always suspect a defective IC last. It is very rare for an
integrated chip to fail other than through overvoltage.
(h) Ensure that all 0 volt lines are connected when using
ancillary equipment or interfaces. For example, if the 0 volt line
of the EPROM emulator is not connected to the target uP
board, the resultiig symptoms defy investigation.
(i) Remember that microprocessor development is time
intensive and it is not unknown to burn the midnight oil to
debug a piece of software.
(a) '

Computer -aided manufacture
Now that CAD software for PCB design is readily available,
professional single and double -sided boards are easily
obtainable. Several years ago, the price of a one-off prototype
board manufactured by a specialised board- maker was in the
region of £200 - 300. Today, a Eurosize double -sided pth
board can be supplied for approx £40. One such company RAK Printed Circuit Boards (tel. 0799 26227) - provides this
service. PCB software design systems such as 'Boardmaker'
produce all the files necessary for C. A. M. The files are sent
on a floppy or via a computer link to the manufacturer.

The PC and associated tools.
The IBM or compatible personal computer is indispensable in
a microprocessor development environment. In past years,
many 'microprocessor trainers' were programmable in
machine code using an on -board hexadecimal keypad. With
the advent of software simulators which run on any PC, the
learning curve associated with the programming of any
microprocessor can be accomplished with relative ease and
without the expense of purchasing a fully fledged hardware based development system with real-time in circuit emulators
etc - in some cases as much as £3,000.
For the 8088/86 series of microprocessors, the PC already
has a resident software simulator present in its DOS directory

-

: lish

The 8088 micro -processor
The 8088 8 -bit high performance micro -processor with its 16
bit internal architecture, is packaged in a 40 -pin CERDIP.
When used in the minimum mode configuration by tying the
Min/Max pin high, the 8088 micro -processor adopts a
conventional microprocessor bus system consisting of an 8 -bit
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interrupt pin could be disabled by a simple software
command, preventing the processor from responding to any
interrupts. An additional line - non-maskable interrupt (NMI) was always active and could not be inhibited by software
control. As systems became more complex with the addition
of several peripherals including keyboard, serial mouse port,
parallel printer port, floppy disk drive etc, additional interrupt
lines were required, each one dedicated to a specific
interrupting peripheral.
When multiple interupt lines are being used by a
mcroprocessor based system, it may appear that
several things are happening at the same time. This
illusion is caused by the speed of the interrupt
system. A click on the games joystick will actually
suspend the games animation for a possible 10
microseconds while the interrupt program
processes the switch irterrupt and reverts back to the
main 'background' graphics program - a delay which is quite
impossible to perceive by human senses. While the PC sits on
the desk with no keyboard or mouse input, the system
processor is continuously being interrupted - albeit at a
comparatively slow (millisecond) rate - by the video processor
card to enable the video interrupt routine to continuously
update the screen's output An onboard hardware timer
similarly emits periodic interrupt pulses to maintain the PC's
internal clock.
The 8088 ocessor, followed by the 8086, 80286, 80386,

data bus, a 20 -bit address bus and a control bus. The
addressing of external memory is done on a segmented basis:
Four 16 -bit segment registers, together with the 16 -bit
Instruction Pointer (Program counter) value produce an
addressing range of 00000H to FFFFFH.
However, for ease of
programming, the control
card only uses a small
portion of the
memory
map, being
confined to
ROM

address range
FF800HFFFFFH (CODE

segment at
FF8OH,

INSTRUCTION

pointer = 000007FFH), and RAM
address range 00000H000FFH - (DATA segment at 0000,
INSTRUCTION pointer = 0000H-OOFFH). 10 addresses 0000H 0005H access the three ports (A, B, C) of the PIO as well as
the inbuilt timer. Finally, the 8259 interrupt controller is located
at address 6000H and 60001H. (See memory map). Since, on
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interrupts. A single PIC will provide an interrupt to the 8088
with the addition of an identification data byte which is read in
via the 8088's data buss identifying which interrupt pin (1 of 8)
has been activated. This means that whenever a hardware
interrupt occurs, the background program which the 8088 is
running suspends execution, and an interrupt routine specific

e tim
ally doing relatively nothing, waiting for some external
ulse from the human operator or from, say, an external
micro switch. This is the function of an interrupt line - to
respond rapidly to this external event and then to escape from
the normal background execution of a program and to run a
new program specific to the event that has occurred.
For example, when a key is
pressed on the keyboard, an

interrupt signal is issued from the
keyboard hardware and routed to
the interrupt pin of the
microprocessor. A software
program termed the 'interrupt
service routine' dedicated to the
keyboard now runs. The program
most likely will read which key has
been pressed and return an ASCII
value to a register in the
microprocessor, from where it
may be processed. A sub -routine
will cause the letter or number
associated with the key pressed
to be displayed on the visual
display unit (screen/monitor).
Earlier processors typically had
one or two interrupt lines. The
6502, for example, had one
software maskable interrupt line
(IRQ) whose function as an
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Fig.2. Component overlay for 8088 SB.7,

to the causing interrupt executes - on completion of which the
background program recommences at the point at which it
was interrupted. Eight interrupts are insufficient for present day
PCs and two or more PICs are cascaded to provide a
maximum of 64 interrupt lines, each line associated with a
different peripheral type
At this point we shall look at the NMI interrupt source. The
PC does not have this pin connected to the expansion slot,
and the main use of the NMI interrupt is as a TYPE 2 software
interrupt which is used to close down the system if a memory
failure (parity error) or maths co -processor error - especially in
floating point number calculations occurs. In control computers
such as the 8088 SBC, the NMI is available as a hardware
interrupt and conventionally is used to sense a power failure. In
the several milliseconds of time when the voltage level starts to
drop, and while the hardware is still responding due to the

voltage tolerance level, an NMI interrupt service routine can
save all software variable and processor contents in nonvolatile memory (i e. battery backed RAM) - program
execution time of something in the order of a few hundred
microseconds.

Next Month...
Next month we continue the project and take
a look at software interrupts.
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Electric Motors
Today there are a very wide range of
electric motor technologies in use,
Douglas Clarkson takes a look at some
of them
n spite of developments in technology which
have made equipment smaller, lighter and with
fewer moving parts, there remains a core of
applications which require compact motor
control systems. While stepper motor
technology is extensively used in numerous applications,
increasing use is being made of DC motors especially in

portable equipment where their intermittent use provides
savings in battery consumption.
Also as whole new technologies have developed, DC
motors have found new areas of application. In the automotive
field, for example, new applications include carburation
controls and event recorders for trucks, buses and taxis. In the
medical field applications are extensive and include ecg
systems, infusion pumps, sterilisable handtools, renal dialysis
equipment and laboratory analysis equipment. Automated
ticket machines make extensive use of DC motors as do office
equipment such as photocopiers and fax machines.
In the world of information technology, computer back-up
systems and CD players also use DC motors. Video recorders,
movie and photo cameras also use such motors extensively.
The development of robotics has opened up new areas of DC

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS
SLEEVE BEARING

TAPE

HOUSING (MAGNETIC RETURN)
FLANGE
PRECIOUS
METAL
BRUSHES

MOUNTING THREADS
PLASTIC RING

COMMUTATOR
PLATE

C CLIP

BRUSH
ASSEMBLY

WINDING
SHAFT

SPACER WASHER

Figure 2: Relationship
of magnetic field, rotor
current and
electromotive force
(Courtesy Portescap)

PERMANENT MAGNET
SLEEVE BEARING

Figure 1: Basic design of DC Motor: The winding rota..es in the gap between the permanent
magnet and the outer case (Courtesy Interelectric AGI
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motor
technology
where the
emphasis is in
precision movements and
high accuracy of tracking of motion.
The DC motor is typically, however, only one component of
a final mechanical drive system. There is usually the
requirement to incorporate some element of gearing and, in
addition, information can be required for monitoring rotational
speed and absolute rotational position. In DC motor system
selection, however, the key aspect will usually be the
parameters of the motor/gear box system. In this context often
the size of the motor system can be a critical design criteria.
In describing DC and electronically commutated (EC)
electric motors, emphasis will be placed on DC motors since
their use is much more extensive. Electronically commutated
motors are briefly discussed in order to cover basic aspects of
these more complex devices.

3C
PR

Identification of Need
In determining the requirements of a DC motor system, usually
the nature of the application will have defined parameters for
torque, rotational speed, current and operating temperature. It
is important, however, before motor and associated systems
are pu-chased, that the basic operational requirements of the
application are appreciated.

Basic Design of DC Motor

RIPPLE EFFECTIVE WAVEYNESS, PEAK TO PEAK
2 MODULATION, BASICALLY CAJSED BY ASYMMETRY IN WINDINGS
1

AND MAGNETIC =-IELO

3 SHAPE OF THE SIGNAL FOR ONE COMPLETE TURN (NUMBER OF
PEAKS = NUMBER OF SEGMENTS TIMES TWO)

Figure 3: Compar son of current signal with precious metal
brushes and graphite brushes (Courtesy Interelectrie,

Figure 1 indicates the basic design of the ironless rotor DC
motor. The rotor w nding is fabricated to be of low electrical
inductance and also of low mechanical inertia. A range of wire
thicknesses is typically used - varying from between 0.032 mm
to 0.45 mm in the case of the Maxon range of DC motors.
Windings resistances vary considerably depending on design
specification. A small DC type will, however, have a typical
windings resistance of around 500 ohms with an inductance of
0.1 mH.
One of the limitations of motor operation is the power
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dissipation in the rotor windings. The resistance typically
increases by 0.4% per degree centigrade so significant heating
can reduce load current and associated motor torque. The
maximum rotor temperature of Portescap motors is typically
100 C. Maxon systems tend to have a standard upper rotor
temperature of 85 C and a higher specification class limit of
125 C. In assessing design criteria, however, increased motor
reliability will be associated with maintaining the rotor windings
at as low a temperature as possible.
The rotor is mounted over a fixed permanent magnet. Lines
of magnetic field radiate out between the inner fixed magnet
and the outer metal case. The current in the skew windings in
the rotor flow at right angles to the magnetic field, causing a
force to be exerted on the rotor to rotate it as indicated in

The term no is The speed at which the motor works with zero
applied load. The motor is effectively doing work against only
bearing friction and air resistance. The term MH is the torque
which will cause the motor to stall. The term lo is the current
drawn when no load is applied and IA is the current at both
initial start or at stall torque. As indicated in figure 4, for a
specific supply voltage, the typical DC motor has a linear
loading characteristic where for increasing torque the current
drawn increases linearly and the motor speed decreases
linearly. Figure 5 indicates how the function of the DC motor is
also directly related to the supply voltage. For the series of
voltages indicated, 12, 24 and 36 V, the stall torque and no
load speed values are proportional to the voltage supply. The
common factor, however, of the motor is the slope of the line
linking no load point to stall points. This term, known as the
speed torque gradient is a useful figure of merit. The lower the

figure 2. A commutator on the axis of the rotating spindle
is supplied with current from either precious metal or carbon

brushes. Commutators typically will consist of between
5 to 12 elements.
Motor life is largely determined by the resilience of the
commutator surface. As each segment of the commutator is
switched in and switched out, arcing can take place as the
current circuit to each rotor section is established and broken.
The amount of material removed from the commutator
surface by this arcing is proportional to the inductance of
each winding section and the square of the commutator
current. One significant advantage of the ironless rotor DC
motor is that the inductance of the rotor elements is reduced
by a factor of around two orders of magnitude.
Materials technology, however, such as the REE system
developed by Portescap, has reduced commutator wear
considerably compared with previous standard technology.
The use of precious metal brushes reduces noise in the
commutator current compared with graphite brushes. Figure
3 shows the greater noise signal observed with graphite
brushes. Also, low contact resistances are maintained even
after periods of prolonged shutdown. The reduction of noise in
current supply circuitry can be important also for reduction of
overall noise factors in associated electrical circuitry.
Graphite brushes and copper commutators are typically
used where the most rigorous start/stop servo applications
are encountered.
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Figure 4: Typical operating characteristics of a DC motor
(Courtesy Interelectric).

Table 1

Key parameters referenced in DC motor
specification

DC Motor Operating Characteristics
Figure 4 indicates how operating characteristics are typically
described. The list of key parameters indicated in figure 4 are
described in Table 1.

Parameter

Symbol

Typical Units

no

No load speed

rpm

MH

Stall Torque

mNm

lo

No Load current

ma

IA

Starting current

mA

Table 2

Details of torque gradient for a range of Maxon DC motors.
The middle pair of motor code digits is the motor diameter in mm.
Torque Gradient

Power

Motor

Motor

Nominal

(rpm/mNrn
25400

w

Type

Code

Voltage

0.5

S -motor

1.5
2

CLL
A -motor

212

6

S -motor

181

4

S -motor

57.3

15

S -motor

5.35

40

F -motor

1.37

80

F -motor

23.12.910
20.17.938
25.15.984
23.22.980
23.26.934
23.32.966
22.60.811
22.60.881

3

2880
1190
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12
3

18

6
12

18
15

M
M

Figure 5: Variation of DC motor characteristics -function
of supply voltage: slope of the line is a characteristic
of a specific motor (Courtesy Interelectric)

Figure 7: Variation of motor power for a set of three
drive voltages (Courtesy Interelectric)

I (mA)

n (min ')

4500

4 WATT

RECOMMENDED OPERATING RANGE

3750

6000

3000

4000

CONTINUOUS OPERATION
IN OBSERVATION OF LISTED THERMAL
RESISTANCE TI -E MAXIMUM PERMISSABLE
ROTOR TEMPERATURE WILL BE REACHED
DURING CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT 25"C
AMBIENT = THERMAL LIMIT

-2250
-1500

2000

-750

SHORT -ERM OPERATION
THE MOTOR MAY BE BRIEFLY OVERLOADED

949

-0
M (mNm)

Figure 8: Operating areas of a specific DC motor. (Courtesy Interelectric)

Figure 6: Principle of calculation of torque
values: a mass m (kg) under gravity a
distance d (metres) from the point of
action gives rise to a torque mgd in units
Nm.

MOTOR BEARING 1
ROTOR OF
MOTOR COIL

PI-OTO-ELECTRONIC
SENSOR
CHANNEL 1

MOTOR BEARING 2
ROTOR OF
DC-TACHO COIL

ENCODER DISC

PHOTO -ELECTRONIC
SENSOR
CHANNEL 2

ROTOR OF
DC-TACHO COIL

PRECIOUS METAL
COMMUTATIOR

MOTOR BEARING 2

PRECIOUS METAL BRUSHES
ROTOR OF MOTOR CCIL
MOTOR BEARING 1

Figure 9: Combined DC tacho/position
encoder system (Courtesy Interelectric)
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value the better the motor. Table 2 indicates typical values for
a range of Maxon motors.

gear mechanisms. Thus, while the 'perfect' gear system with a
100:1 rpm reduction will result in a 100:1 increase in torque, it
is typical for such a gearing to deliver only around 70% of the
theoretical torque value.
While in the specification of a DC motor, a value is quoted
for the stall torque, this should not be confused with the typical
torque required for normal operation. The maximum operating
torque is typically 40% of stall torque. Normal continuous
operational torque will be somewhat less than this.

Motor Torque
It is perhaps appropriate to clarify some definitions relating to
the torque of DC motors. Figure 6 shows the application of a
force F acting at a distance d from a pivot point. Table 3
indicates the values of torque as derived from the configuration
outlines in figure 6. The magnitude of the torque applied is F
(in Newtons) multiplied by the distance in metres. While the
conventional units used should be Nm (Newton metres) it is
common to use mNm (milli Newton metres) for DC motor
torque values (1000 mNm = 1 Nm).
Often, however, DC motors are used with gearboxes with
extensive reduction ratios. As the gear ratios are stepped
down, so the torque ratios are stepped up. Consideration has
to be allowed, however, for loss of mechanical efficiency in the

Motor power and efficiency
In many applications a key design factor is the mechanical
power which the DC motor can deliver. In one revolution of the
motor the work cone, E, against a torque T arising from force
F acting at a distance R is: E = F x 2 Pi x R (1)
= 2 x Pi x T

Table 3

where T = F x R.

Values of torque arising from mass m
suspended a distance d from a point of
action as indicated in figure 6.

Where the rotational speed is n revs per minute, the number of
revolutions per second = n/60.
The rate of doing work is therefore

TDescription of Torque
(mass m as distance d)

Torque value
mNm

0.5 g at 5 cms
1 g at 5 cms
2 g at 5 cms

0.24
0.49

60

0.9

Pi T n

5g at 5 cms

2.45
4.9

10 g at 5 cms
20 g at 5 cms
50 g at 5 cms

(2)

2 xPixTxn
(3)

(4)

30
The maximum value of effective motor power occurs at half
stall torque. Thus, when either the motor is operating close to

9.8

24.5

its stall torque or functioning with a light load, the motor is not

Table 3a:

Maxon 0.5 Watt: Precious metal brushes:
100:1 gear ratio with 75% efficiency.
motor
speed
rpm
9480.0
8848.0
8216.0
7584.0
6952.0
6320.0
5688.0
5056.0
4424.0
3792.0
3160.0
2528.0
1896.0
1264.0
632.0
0.0

motor
torque
mNm
0.0

motor
current
mA
10

0.0

18

0.1

27

0.1

36

0.1

45

0.1

54

0.2

63

0.2
0.2

71

0.2

89

0.3

98

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4

107

0.4

142

80

116
124

133

motor
Power

w

motor
Efficiency

geared
torque
Nm

0.00
0,02_
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.00

0.0
44.5
56.0
58.6
57.6
54.7

50.8
46.1
41.1

35.7
30.1

24.3
18.3
12.3

6.2

0.0
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0.000
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.014
0.016
0.018
0.020
0.022
0.024
0.026
0.028
0.030

gear
rpm
94.8
88.5
82.2
75.8
69.5
63.2
56.9
50.6
44.2
37.9
31.6
25.3
19.0
12.6
6.3
0.0

associated loss of available output torque.
Spur gears which are implemented in specific stages
usually have an efficiency of 90% per stage so that a three stage unit will have an efficiency of 73% and a five stage unit
an efficiency of around 60%. A planetary gear box
will tend tc have similar levels of efficiency.
With age, some reduction in efficiency of
gear train can be anticipated so that
applications should design in
adequate tolerance in operating
points.

delivering significant levels of mechanical energy to the load
structure. Figure 7 indicates some curves for a motor
operating at three specific voltages. Since the motor power is
proportional to both torque and rotational speed and these are
separately proportional to voltage, the delivered
power is proportional to the square of the
drive voltage.
The efficiency, Ef, of the motor is
gives by the ratio of the available
mechanical power to the
electrical energy supplied: Pi T n

Typically in the Maxon range,
small DC motors spur
gearboxes develop output

Ef=

30 U I

torques up to 0.6 Nm and
with reduction ratios of 4:1
to 3000:1. Planetary
gearboxes typically are used
to develop higher torques
up to 180 Nm with gear
reduction between 4:1 and

where U is the voltage
and I is the current
drawn.
The maximum efficiency
usually occurs at relatively
high rotational speeds and
at low torque values with
values typically around 85%.

1621:1. Maximum input rpm
values are normally stated for
each gearbox. This will typically

be around 4000 rpm although
values range between 3000 rpm to
6000 rpm.
Where a specific output torque, ML (in
Newtons.metre), is required using a gear with
reduction I and efficiency Ef, then the torque required from
the motor, MM (milli N.m), is given by:

Gear systems
The majority of applications
involving DC motors will use some
form of appropriate gearing. With so many
more moving parts than the DC motor, the
gearbox has two important parameters to maintain
functional life - the maximum continuous torque and the
maximum intermittent torque. These usually have a ratio of 2.
While for the 'perfect' gearbox the increase in torque gain is
the reciprocal of the rotational gearing factor, in practice the
loss of mechanical efficiency in the gear train accounts for an

ML 1000
mNm

MM =
I Ef

Table 3b:

axon 2 Watt : Precious metal brushes:
100:1 gear ratio with 75% gear efficiency.
gear
rpm

speed

motor
torque

motor
current

motor
Power

geared
motor
Efficiency torque

rpm

mNm

mA

W

%

Nm

8080.0
7541.3
7002.7
6464.0
5925.3
5386.7
4848.0

0.0

15

0.00

0.0

0.000

80.8

0.5

80

76.1

75.4

0.207

48.5

0.242

43.1

1.46

69.5
63.8
57.9
51.7
45.4

0.035
0.069
0.104
0.138
0.173

0.276

37.7

1.40

39.1

0,311

1.30

0.345
0.380

32.3
26.9

1.14

32.6
26.2

0.94

19.7

0.415
0.449
0.484
0.518

motor

0.9

145

1.4

209

0.36
0.68
0.94

1.8

274

1.14

2.3

339
404

1.30

2.8

4309.3
3770.7

3.2
3.7

3232.0
2693.3
2154.7
1616.0
1077.3
538.7
0.0

4.1

4.6
5.1

5.5
6.0
6.4

6.9

469
534
599
664
728
793
858
923
988

1.40
1.46

77.9
74.5

0.68

13.1

0.36

6.6

0.00

0.0
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70.0
64.6

59.3
53.9

21.5
16.2

10.8

5.4

0.0

Table 3c:
Maxon CLL 4 Watt: Precious metal brushes: 100:
1 gear ratio with 75% gear efficiency.
motor
speed
rpm
4090.0
3817.3

motor
torque

motor
current

motor
Power

motor
geared
Efficiency torque

mNm

mA

W

%

Nm

0.0

12

0.00

0.0

0.000

40.9

2.1

88

0.85

80.4

0.159

38.2

gear
rpm

3544.7
3272.0

4.3

164

6.4

240

1.58
2.19

80.2
76.0

0.319
0.479

35.4
32.7

2999.3
2726.7
2454.0
2181.3
1908.7
1636.0

8.5

316

2.67

70.5

10.6

392

3.04

12.8

467
543

1.117

30.0
27.3
24.5
21.8

17.0

619

1.276

19.1

19.1

695

1363.3
1090.7

21.3

771

3.28
3.40
3.40
3.28
3.04

0.638
0.798
0.957

14.9

64.6
58.5
52.2
45.8
39.3
32.8

23.4

847

2.67

26.3

1.755

10.9

818.0
545.3
272.7
0.0

25.5

922

2.19

1.914

27.6
29.8

998
1074

_19.8
13.2

0.85

8.2
5.5
2.7

31.9

1150

0.00

1.58

6.6
0.0

1.436

16.4

1.595

13.6

2.073
2.233
2.392

0.0

monitor the rotational speed of the motor and in others the
requirement to rotate the motor to a given position. The
aspect of determining rotation speed is relatively simple and
can be undertaken by attaching a tachometer unit to the
motor assembly. Usually the output of the tacho is derived
from the voltage produced by relative rotation of a tacho coil
and a permanent magnet. A typical specification is 0.5 V per
1000 rpm. A unit w;th combined tacho output and also
photoelectric sensor is shown in figure 9. Servo units can also
derive two independent channels A and B and a reference
'index' channel I whch defines an absolute rotational position
as shown in figure 10. The relative phase of A and B is an
indication of rotational direction as indicated in figure 11.
Digital encoders are available with up to 1000 counts per turn
and with a maximum count rate of around 100 kHz.
Such encoders can usually be obtained as integral 'snap
on' units to specific DC motor/gear box systems. There are
applications, however, where it is required to know at all times
the absolute position of the output arm. For this a servo
potentiometer can be used although DC motor manufacturers
and suppliers do not provide these components as integral
'snap on' accessories. Such servo potentiometers are readily
obtainable but usually require bosses to be set up to match
servo spindles with motor spindles. There is usually a portion
over which the signal is rapidly changing as the full span voltage
rolls over to the start voltage. This is typically around 2 degrees
and depends on the specification of the particular servo unit.
Servo pots may not be suited to systems in continuous rotation
due to constant wear on potentiometer active surface.
Figure 12 indicates how a servo pot can be attached to a
DC/motor system. Figure 13 shows the typical output voltage
obtained with excitat on voltage of 1 V as a function of angular
position. Assuming the signal is read by a computer, using an
ND with 8 bit resolution, this provides a resolution of 1.41
degrees, 10 bits 0.35 degrees and 12 bits 0.09 degrees.

In motor design it is typical to quote motor torques in mNm
and gear torques in Nm.

Calculating motor/gear requirements
The simple BASIC programme listed in Appendix 1 provides a
range of computed data based on the specification of the key
DC motor parameters listed in Table 1. Where, also, a specific
gearing is required, related data is also calculated.
Tables 3a, 3b and 3c indicate the typical set of data
calculated using the programme of Appendix 1 for a specific
motor configuration with mechanical gear ratio of 100:1 and
gear efficiency of 75%.
Summary operating data is usually available for specific motors
- indicating zones of continuous operation and of permitted
intermittent operation. Figure 8 indicates the operational
characteristics of a specific Maxon motor. Zones of
recommended operation, permitted continuous operation and
short term operation are specifically detailed.

Servo sensing
In some applications there will be a requirement to control and
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Figure 10: Details of optical position encoder. Channel A and B give change in direction and relative signals
rotational direction. Channel I provides a reference positional marker (Courtesy Ir terelectric)
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Figure 11: Signals from an optical servo system: A and B are
independent positional sensors and I is a reference position
marker (Courtesy Interelectric)
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Figure 13: Output signal of servo potentiometer as a function of
rotational position.

Figure 12: Mode of attachment of
servo potentiometer to DC
motor/gearbox combination.
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Figure 15: Schematic diagram of the control circuit necessary
to drive an EC electric motor (Courtesy Interelectric)

There may in addition be other associated measurement errors
such as the linearity of the potentiometer.

Electronic commutator motors
Considerable effort has gone into developing conventional
mechanical commutator technology for DC motors. Where
moderate use and loading is indicated then DC motor life is
usually adequate. Values of up to 20,000 hours should be
achievable with appropriate correct configurations.
@B:For applications where extensive heavy duty loading is
required then electronically commutated motors can find useful
application. In this design of motor, the rotor is fixed and the
permanent magnet in the core of the motor is instead rotated
as indicated in figure 14. The control of such motors, however,
is more complex and is undertaken by sensing the relative
rotational position of the core and pulsing the selected rotor
winding. Usually voltage pulses (positive and negative)
between 12 to 50 V are used with maximum currents of
around 5 A. Rotational position can usually be determined
wither with Hall effect sensors. Such motors are usually driven
by specific controller cards. The life of such motors is limited
only by the resilience of the motor bearings used. The complex
motor control circuitry used is shown in figure 15.

be aware of the specification and the range of products
available. The simplest devices to configure are the DC types.
With increased resilience of mechanical commutators DC
types can cope with increased loading and wear and tear. For
more exacting requirements of loading and where fine control
of rotational position is required, then the electronically
commutated motor may be more appropriate - although the
cost of drive circuits is an additional expense.
The manufacturers/agents of DC electric motors will certainly
be able to provide expert advice on motor/gearbox selection in
order to 'get it right first time'.

Appendix I

Summary:
The general specification of electric motors has improved providing higher torques and longer lifetimes. Part of the skill,
however, in the engineer in harnessing such technology is to

10 REM programme to calculate DC motor
characteristics
20 CLS
REM clear screen
30 INPUT
'Enter Nominal Voltage ', U: PRINT
40 INPUT
'Enter No load speed (rpm) ', no:
PRINT
50 INPUT
'Enter Stall torque (mNm)
MH:
PRINT
60 INPUT
'Enter No load current (mA) ", Io:
PRINT
70 INPUT
'Enter Starting (stall) current
(mA)
IA: PRINT
80 INPUT
'Enter gear ratio
eg 25 100 etc)
Gr: PRINT
90 INPUT
'Enter Gear Efficiency % '; Ge:
PRINT
:

;

;

Further information

;

Published by Portescap,

;

1 Physical properties of D.C. motors using an
ironless rotor

;

;

2 Damping of D.C. motors with ironless rotors
3 Reliability and life of D.C. motors: the new REE

(

;

System

100 REM set up equations of current with
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PRINT USING "######.#"; n;
PRINT USING "###$##.#"; M;
PRINT USING '40(111W; I;
PRINT USING '###$#.#4"; P;
PRINT USING "Weti4.#"; Ef * 100;
PRINT USING "H#400(4.411#"; Gt;
PRINT USING "1(4######.#"; gn
NEXT jj
220 PRINT 'press key to continue";
160
170
180
190
200
205
206
210

PRINT * motor motor motor motor motor
geared gear'
110 PRINT ' speed torque current Power
Efficlency torque rpm"
115 PRINT ' rpm mNm mA W %gm '
120 FOR jj = 0 TO 15: REM set loop of range
of TORQUE
130 M = MH * jj i 15: REM step through torque
values
140 I = Io + ((IA - Io) * M) / ME: REM
calculate current values
150 n = no * (1 - M / MH): REM calculate
rotational values
155 ? = 3.142 * N * n / (30 * 1000): REM
calculate motor power
Ep = U * I * .001: REM motor electrical
power (Watts)
Ef = P / Ep: REM motor efficiency
Gt = (.001 * M) * (Gr * .01 * Ge): REM
output geared TORQUE
gn = n / Cr: REM output rotational

230 a$ = INKEYS:
240 GOTO 20

IF a$ = " THEN 230

Points of contact
Portescap,
165, rue Nona-Droz,
CH -2301 La Chaux-de-Fonds 1,
Switz.arlano.
tel 03,9 25 El 11
fax 039 25 65 90

Portescap UK Ltd.,
CCNTROL SIGNALS
DIRECTION OF ROTATION
- SET VALUE
- MOTOR SEPARA-ION

Head ands Business Park,
Salisbury Road,
Ringwood,
Hampshire, BH 24 3PB.
tel 04,25 471100
fax 0425 477755

POWER
SUPPLY

Maxon Motor,
DECODER

Interelectric AG,
Ch -6072 Sachsein/OW,

FINAL
STAGE

Switrlanc.
tel +41/41-60 15 00
fax +41/41-60 16 50

L

Trident Engineering Ltd.,

HALL
SENSOR
SUPPLY

Figure 14: Design of Electronically :ommutated electric motor: The
windings are fixed and the perrrane.nt magnet core is itself rotated
(Courtesy Interelectric)

Winnerish,
Wokingham,
Berks, RG11 5AS.
tel 0734 78 64 44

fax 0'34 77 63 45
(agents for Interelectric)
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Versatile

Multi checker
A pocket sized multi -purpose tester for hobby
electronics and car,
designed and developed by
Tim Parker

hen it comes to test gear, commercially
available equipment is generally, by design (due
to the number of built-in functions, and the high
specifications to which it is manufactured) very
expensive. Unfortunately, this has the effect of
putting people off buying it unless they have specific
requirements, and can justify the cost by the continuous use
to which it would be put.
The design presented here is a simple 'no frills', low voltage
Multi -Checker providing two operating functions, and utilises
two LEDs to indicate the status of its two test points - whether
the integral touch pads are used, or whether a pair of test
leads and probes are connected for more remote testing.
Basically, it's a glorified continuity/low voltage tester. This is
no belittlement whatsoever, in fact, the very opposite is
generally true. The simple ideas quite often form the best
designs, and usually put in more operating hours than some of
the most expensive test equipment.
The Multi -Checker should fulfil the majority of basic
'good/no good' testing requirements. Experience has shown
that, for a lot of the time, a complete analysis of a device's
operating characteristics is not required, just a simple
indication of whether or not it's working , or whether a low
voltage wire/connection has a potential on it or not will do.
Surprisingly, even some of the simplest of tests can be difficult
to carry out using (say) a high impedance (1 OM input) digital
multimeter. For instance, try to check a low frequency pulsing
voltage. The reading hardly gets a chance to stabilise before
the display is updated with another one and, anyway, none of
them seem to represent the voltage you expected to find at

that point - up and down all over the place aren't they? Try to
test and identify the cathode of a diode using the Ohms range.
What do those readings mean? For a start, they mean there
isn't sufficient current coming out of the meter to get the diode
conducting, and secondly that you've probably got your
fingers stuck across the test probes at the same time as the
diode! Oh all right, get the analogue meter out and try testing it
on that instead (remember those, they're the ones with a
needle pointer that passes over a calibrated scale. You can still
buy them you know!)
So, you see, h -spec and expensive doesn't necessarily
mean it's the best for the job in hand. Cheap and cheerful (or
nasty) can also have its good uses - and in its own right.
What's more, it's also cheaper to replace if you're unfortunate
enough to blow it up!
As mentioned, the Multi -Checker provides two functions
(actually there are three available on the switch, but functions 1
and 2 do basically the same thing). Function 1 is a simple, low
voltage indicator with an input level of up to about 20 volts.
Probably the most common use for this mode will be testing
for the presence or absence of voltages around a car's
electrical system, or in the workshop, checking for low
voltages inside domestic electrical appliances - hi-fi etc. A real
benefit of the Multi -Checker is that you don't have to worry
about which way round to connect the test leads, since the
unit will also indicate whether the detected voltage is AC, DC
or slow pulsing (on/off) DC up to about 20Hz. Furthermore, if it
happens to be DC, the Multi -Checker provides the user with a
polarity indication, showing which of the two test probes is
connected to the positive terminal - ideal if you're looking for
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100n
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power when installing in -car accessories.
Function 2 is comparable to Function 1, except that it allows
for an input of up to about 40V to be tested. This enables the
unit to be used for the same purposes as those given above. but
on (commercial) vehicles that are powered by 24V batteries,
rather than the 12V ones found on most cars. For the electrician,
it also provides simple electrical checking on 24V powered
switch gear (AC or DC) used in industrial control panels.
When switched to Function 3 the Multi -Checker becomes a
simple visual continuity tester, giving good or bad indication of
fuses, light bulbs, switch contacts, transformer windings,
speaker coils and heating elements etc - in fact anything which
has a relatively low resistance. An added benefit of Function 3
is the ability to test diodes, zener diodes, LEDs and the like. By
connecting them either way round, it will indicate which one of
the two test points (pads or probes) is connected to the
cathode of the device under test. Furthermore, if a good LED is
connected, not only will the cathode be identified, but it will also
illuminate, giving visual confirmation that it does actually work.
Because the prototype was used by the author for his own
purposes. both the touch pads AND test lead sockets were
fitted. If you intend to build this unit for someone else's use,
then from a safety point of view it is best to fit only the test
sockets, and provide the user with a pair of test leads and
probes. This will eliminate the possibility of any (potentially
deadly) hazards that may arise due to the fact that the test
pads and sockets are permanently connected in parallel. Even
though the Multi -Checker is not for use on mains voltages,
someone is bound to poke one of the test probes into a
power socket whilst holding the unit in their other hand with
their thumb on the test pads - enough said. For this reason,

two possible suggestions have been given for the front panel
legend, one with the test pads fitted, and one without.

Circuit description
Due to the simplicity of the design, there isn't an awful lot to
explain about the circuit diagram, the complete drawing of
which appears in figure 1. Function switch SW1 is a four -pole three -way slide switch. TP1 and TP2 are metal touch plates
fitted to the outside of the case, and act as test pads for
components which can be tested directly on the unit. SK1 and
SK2 are 4mm sockets for attaching a pair of test leads and
probes to allow more remote testing. Because none of the
functions have a ground (0V) reference - and therefore are not
polarised - the test points have been designated 'A' and 'B'
rather than '+' and '-'.
With SW1 in position 1 or 2 (Functions 1&2), R6 or R5
respectively is connected via SW1a and SW1c in series with
the test points (pads and probe sockets) and LED2 & LED3.
With a low voltage DC potential applied to the test points, the
polarity of that voltage will be indicated by LED2 or LED3. If
test point B is connected to the positive connection then LED2
will light up and LED3 will remain off. If test point A has the
positive connected to it then LED3 will light up and LED2 will
remain off. If the voltage is pulsing at a frequency below about
20Hz, then either LED2 or LED3 will flash at this frequency,
depending on which test point is connected to the pulsing line.
At frequencies above 20Hz it will not be possible to easily
detect the flashing, and the illuminated LED may give the
impression that the voltage is constant.
A low voltage AC input applied to the test points results in
both LED2 and LED3 lighting up, but on opposite half cycles
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Suggestion for
the front panel
legend without
test pads

of the input signal. Again, with frequencies below about 20Hz
the pulsing should be visibly noticeable. How apparent the
flashing appears depends on the rise and fall times of the input
waveform. A sinusoidal inpLt, for instance, will produce less of
a flashing effect than would a squarewave input. With the
standard 50Hz (UK) mains frequency both LEDs will appear to
be continuously lit, yet are actually pulsing 50 times per
second. This effect is due to the optical persistence of the
human eye - the same pers stence which allows us to see
television pictures, even though for the majority of the time the
screen is actually blank - honest!
When SW1 is in position 3 (Function 3), R4 is connected via
SW1c to test point B, R2 is connected via SW1a in series with
LED2, LED3 and test point A, and power is applied to IC1 by
SW1b+d. Diode D1 protects 101 from reverse polarity, just in
case the battery makes reverse contact with its connector clip
when being replaced whilst the Multi -Checker is set to
Function 3. Capacitors C1 and C2 provide supply rail
decoupling, and LED' serves as a power on indicator. Without
this, it would be very easy to leave the Multi -Checker set to
Function 3 without realising it; that is until you came to use it
at a later date. only to find the battery is flat, so this helps to
remind you to turn it off.
IC1c, R3 and C3 form a ow frequency square wave
oscillator operating at about 3Hz. The output of the oscillator
on pin 4 is inverted and buffered by IC1 b before being fed to
LED2 and LED3 via current limiting resistor R2, and then on to
test point A. IC1 a also inverts the output of IC1c, and IC1 d
inverts once more to produce a buffered copy on pin 10 of the
original signal. This is fed via current limiting resistor R4 to test
point B. The result is a complimentary output signal on pins 10
and 11 of 101, that is, when pin 10 is high, pin 11 will be low
and vice versa. With pin 10 high, and continuity or a low
resistance (below 10kS2 otherwise the LEDs won't light up)
across the test points - such as a good fuse or light bulb,
current from the high output on pin 10 flows through R4, the
load acrcss the test points, LED3 and R2 back to the low
output on pin 11, which results in LED3 illuminating.
On the opposite half cycle of the oscillator, that is, when pin
11 is high and pin 10 is low, current from the high output on
pin 11 flows through R2, LED2, the load across the test points
and R4, back to the low output on pin 10. This time LED2
illuminates instead of LED3. The result is that both LEDs light,
but on opposite half cycles of the oscillator pulses, which gives

Resistors
R1, R6
R2, R4

11(52 (2 off)

47052 (2 off)
1M8
2K2

R3
R5

Capacitors

Cl

C2, C3

10pF/16V Axial electroly-ic
100nF/63V Polyester or
ceramic (2 off)

Semiconductors

01

IC1
LED1
LED2, LED3

1N4148 Silicon signal diode
CD4093B Quad Nand
Schmitt trigger
3mm Green LED
5mm High intensity
red LEDs (2 off)

Hardware & miscellaneous
SK1, SK2

4mm Panel mounting sockets

SW1

(2 off)
4 pole 3 -way PCB mourning

TP1, TP2

Battery clip

Fixings

Case

x 21mm

B1
Legend
Probes

PCB

slide switch
Triangular touch pad
21mm x 23mm (2
off)
PP3 Battery clip
6BA Nuts & shakeproof
washers (6 each)
Plastic box 56mm x 110rTin
9V PP3 Battery
Front panel label
Pair of 4mm test leads &
probes *
DTE "Multi Checker" primted
circuit board

* Optional Not required to complete the project.

TOUCH PA JS OR
COUNTERS UNK BOLTS

LED2
(LED3 FACES THE
OPPOSITE WAY)
LED1

LEGEND
(IF USED)

/'
PP3 BATTERY CLIP

CASE

TEST LEAD
SOCKETS

TTT

Trr

TTT,.

SHAFEPROOF
WAS -1E 3

Fig.5. edge view showing how to secure the PCB in pace (some components omitted for clarity)
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an alternating flash of the LEDs at about 3Hz, indicating
continuity. Depending on the resistance of the device under
test, varying degrees of brightness will be visible from the
LEDs. For instance, a direct short circuit such as a good fuse
will produce a brighter flashing than (say) the primary winding
of a mains transformer, due to the resistance of the winding;
although in this example the effect might only be very slight.

Construction
The component layout diagram is shown in figure 2. For
reasons that should become apparent, DO NOT solder the
LEDs in place until much later. Begin by soldering in the six
resistors and D1, followed by IC1 and the three capacitors.
Take care with the polarity of Cl, D1 and 101; remember that
101 is a static sensitive device, so take the necessary handling
precautions. The LEDs are still not fitted at this point.
On the prototype, the switch, LEDs and touch pads were
brought out through the bottom of the case, with the lid
forming the back of the case. This allows the use of a full-size
front panel legend (assuming, of course, that one is fitted), and
still have access to the lid screws in order to remove it and
change the battery.
The template of figure 3 will ease the process of ensuring
the various holes needed are lined up relative to the
component positions on the PCB. Align it centrally on the
(outside) bottom of the case. Using a sharp pointed
implement, mark through the centres of the five holes (LEDs
and test pads) and the corners of the switch tang aperture.
These marks can then be used for drilling and cutting. The four
optional hole positions (two for the switch and the two at the
bottom of the PCB) can be ignored, these are provided for
reference and as alternative mounting points.
The two status LEDs (2 & 3) will be better protected and
have a more pleasing appearance if only their rounded tops
protrude through the case, with none of the body showing. For
this reason, drill undersized holes for them, and taper the
inside of them to give a tight fit, allowing about 1mm of the
LEDs showing externally. The power on LED (LED1) is a 3mm
type and has a shorter body, so the hole for this one can be
full-size. Drill two further holes in the end of the case - in line
with the two status LEDs - to accept 4mm sockets.
The PCB is held in place by the touch pads only (or with
countersunk screws if the touch pads aren't used). This makes
possible the easy removal of the board for repair; should it get
damaged in use. Each touch pad has a threaded stud, with a
raised shoulder where it is welded to the back of the pad. In
order for the pads to fit flush to the case, the mounting holes
will require countersinking on the outside to accept the top of
the stud. Alternatively, the holes can be drilled large enough to
accommodate the size of the stud shoulders. If you don't
intend fitting the touch pads use the first method, as the holes
can be used with countersunk screws to mount the PCB in
the same way.
If you are using the touch pads and intend to cover the
case with a front panel legend, then the legend should be
fitted now (the touch pads fit over the top of it), carefully cut
out the LED holes and switch tang aperature in the legend
using a very sharp hobby knife or scalpel. Otherwise secure
two countersunk screws in the positions where the pads
would have been; these will still be used to support the PCB
and can be hidden underneath the legend.
Secure the touch pads (or screws) to the case using nuts
and shakeproof washers. In the case of touch pads, avoid
over -tightening the nuts, otherwise there's a risk of forcing the

stud away from the pad, and there is no way to fix it back on you'll have to use another pad. Once they're secured, fit
another nut to each stud; these will act as the PCB supports
(see figure 5).

Insert the three LEDs (noting their orientation) but don't
solder them in place just yet. The PCB can now be offered up
to the touch pad studs (or mounting screws - whichever
you've fitted), and with a little luck should line up and fit snugly
over them, whilst at the same time allowing the switch to
operate freely without being a tight fit in the aperture. Adjust
the height of the nuts so as to support the PCB at such a
height that the body of the switch is flush and parallel to the
case. Secure the PCB to the studs with a shakeproof washer
and nut.
Now the LEDs can be soldered in place. Turn the case face
downwards and allow the LEDs to take their positions in the
holes provided for them. Apply slight downward pressure to
each LED whilst soldering to ensure a comfortable fit against
the insides of their holes.
Figure 5 details how the PCB is held in place. Note that
certain components have been omitted from the drawing for
clarity. Although you won't actually be able to see this view of
the completed unit, it should at least look something like it. Fit
two 4mm sockets to the end of the case. Cut off the excess
length of leads on a PP3 battery clip and solder the clip to the
battery supply pads on the board. Use the two off -cuts to
connect betweer the 4mm test probe sockets and their
associated pads on the copper track side of the PCB. On the
prototype, red and black sockets were fitted, simply because
most pairs of test leads come in these colours and so would
match each other, thereby eliminating any confusion for the
(shall we say - novice) user as to which plug to put into which
socket. Even though operationally it makes no difference
whatsoever, someone is bound to ask.

USING THE MULTI -CHECKER

Voltage indicator
Use of the voltage indicator Functions 1 and 2 have been
given earlier, the only point in mind is to select the correct
voltage range. Just as a matter of interest, either of these two
functions will act as an OFF position for the internal battery.

Continuity tester
Operation of the continuity tester Function 3 has been given
earlier. Basically, if continuity exists between the test points
then both LEDs will flash alternately. However, a few helpful
pointers on the testing of diodes might be of benefit to the
novice, and these are given here.
When testing diodes(including zener diodes), these may be
connected either way round on the test points. The following
inforr..,:n refers to standard diodes - see below for testing
zener diodes. With a good diode across the test points,
current would only be allowed to flow in one direction, so only
one of the status LEDs will flash. Which one flashes depends
on which way round the diode is connected. If the cathode is
connected to test point A, then only status LED A will flash. If
the diode under test has its cathode connected to test point B
then only status LED B would flash. This not only gives a good
or bad indication of the diodes' operation, but also identifies its
cathode lead.
Zener diodes can be tested using the Multi -Checker, but
bear in mind the following. When a zener diode is reverse
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Kit of parts

Mega Download

A complete kit of parts including the case, touch pads, PCB, and a
pair of test leads & probes (excluding front panel legend & battery)
is available from the author by mail order only at the following
address:
112 Shobnall Road
Burton on Trent
Staffordshire
DE14 2BB
(01283) 542 229

The price for the complete kit of parts is £14.99 inc.
The PCB is also available separately at
£3.75 inc.

Internet
Bulletin Board
0891 516 126
No Subscriptions

Full Download Access
on your First Call

Please add postage & packing
(per order):
£2.00 for the UK
£3.00 elsewhere

All Speeds to 28,800

biased, that is, positive to cathode - negative to anode, any voltage above the clamping
voltage of the zener diode will be allowed to pass through it from cathode to anode. To
an unsuspecting eye this means that very low voltage ones - say 1V2 to 3V9 - will
produce what looks like a faulty diode (short circuit), since both status LEDs will flash
due to sufficient voltage passing back through the zener diode. One of them, however,
will be dimmer than the other, but the degree of difference may not be detectable by
the human eye. If it is detectable, then the brighter one s the cathode and the dimmer
one the anode.
At the other end of the scale there are zener diodes with a clamping voltage slightly
below, and anything above the Multi -Checkers' own battery voltage. These will give
results identical to those found when testing standard dodes, since there won't be
enough battery voltage to break down the junction inside the zener. To make matters
worse, these results are totally dependent on the condition of the battery. If it's getting
low on voltage then even the lower voltage zener diodes will give these results. So be
aware of these facts if you suspect that you might be testing a zener diode.
LEDs can be tested in exactly the same way as standard diodes, with the benefit
that if the LED under test is in good order it will flash at the same rate as the status LED
on the Multi -Checker which is indicating its cathode terminal. Bi-colour (red/green) LEDs
will result in all three LEDs flashing (the one under test and both of the status indicators
on the Multi -Checker), assuming of course that the bi-colour LED is a good one.
Although these types of LEDs do have designated anode and cathode leads, they are
not strictly polarised, since they emit red light when connected one way round, and
green light when connected the other. However, in the majority of cases, the
designated cathode lead can be identified by the status LED that flashes when the bicolour one emits red light, which is generally how manufacturers specify them.
After using the continuity function, return the switch to another position (Function 1 or
2) so as to turn off the battery power.
Finally, a word of caution. The Multi -Checker makes an ideal piece of tackle to have
around the home, in the workshop or the tool box, and when used for its intended
purposes should provide many years of trouble -free use, as long as it is nct abused.
When checking for voltages, make sure that you have previously selected Function 1 or
2; there is a strong possibility of permanent damage to IC1 if Function 3 is selected with
too much voltage applied to the inputs. If you KNOW you're checking for low voltages,
but not sure of the potential, begin with the switch in position 2 and, if the status LEDs
seem a bit on the dim side, change to position 1.
Please make Cheques/Postal Orders payable to 'DTE MICRO SYSTEMS'. If ordering
from overseas, payment must be in Pounds Sterling (C) and cheques must be drawn on
a British bank.
Goods will normally be dispatched within five working days from receipt of order
(subject to availability), but please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Zmodem, Yrnodem,
Xmodem, Kermit,
Sealink & others
New Files Daily

0891 516 126
Over 13,000 files

for immediate
download
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of GIF files
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Mega Download
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High quality stepping motor kits (all including stepping
motors) 'Coinslep independent control of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Via the parallel port) with 2 motors and
software.
Kit
£99.00
£67.00 ready built
Software support and 4 digital tomtit kit
C27.00
power interface 4A kit
£36.00
power interlace BA kit
£46.00
Stepper kit 4 (manual control) Includes 200 step
stepping motor and control circuit
£23.00
We are now stocking a range of stepping motors and
kits to dnve them please ask for the stepping motor
data sheet for full information.
Invertor toroidal transformers 225VA 10.5.0.10.5
primary 0-260-285 secondary
£29.95
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red or green
7p each
yellow
Ilp each
cable ties.
1p each £5.95 per...
1000
£49.50
.per 10,000
.

.

.

High quality photo resist copper clad epoxy glass
boards

Dimensions
304 inches
408 inches

single sided

doble sided

£1.09
£2.75

£1.23
£2.99

6x 12 inches

C6.20
C12.25

1202 inches
Rechargeable Batteries
AA (HP7)
AA 700meH

£0.99
£1.75
£3.60

C 2AH witl solder tags
D 4AH with solder tags
1/2AA with solder tags
AAA (HP16) 180mAH

AA 500mAH with solder tags
C (HP11) 1.8AH
D (HP2) 1.2AH
PP3 8.4V 110mAH

,,,,

E6.00

Airpax A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7 5 step
27ohrn 68mrn dia body 6 3mm shaft C8.95 or £200.00
for a box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch
0 9uf 250vdc 18p each I4p 100. 9p 1000+
I of 250vdc 30p each, 20p 100.. 10p 1000+
3.301100vdc 30p each. 20p 100*. 15p 1000.
tut 50v bipolar electrolytic axial leads 15p each. 7.5p
1000.

may be charged at a time)
C5 95
High power charger as above but charges the Cs and
Ds in 5 hours AAs Cs and Ds must be charged in 2s
or 4s
C10.95
Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no

If charged at 100ma and discharged at

250rna or less 110OrnAH capacity (lower capacity for
high discharge rates)
£3.75
Special offers please check for availability

stick of 4 42 x 16mm nicad battens 171mmx16mm
dia with red 8 black leads 4 8v
£5.95

Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals
58000uf 60v
£4.95
115v ac 80v dc motor 4mm x 22mm shaft 50mm dia x
60 long body (excluding the shaft) it has replacable
thermal fuse and brushes
£4.95 each 03.95 100+

7 segment common anode led display 12mm C0.45
LM337k 103 case variable regulator
£1.95
£1.44 100.
GaAs FET low leakage current S8873 £12.95 each
09.95 10. C7.95 100.

BS250 P channel mosfei £0.45, BC559 transistor
£3.95 per 100

100, used 8748

only 40x60mrn yet is a true microcomputer that runs BASIC programmes written

on your PC. Its size, ease of use and
extensive I/O features make it on ideal
tool for both educational and industrial
applications as well as for the serious

Writing programmes for the Stomp is easy. A
3 -pin cable connects the Stamp to your PC
printer port. One piece of software is used to
enter,debug and download your programme.

Features include 8 I/O lines, non-volatile
memory, serial comms, pulse measurement
and PWM; all achieved with a minimum of
external components.

hobbyist.

22u1 250v polyester axial leads 15p each. 7.5p
1000. Polypropylene tub 400ndc )Wima MKP101

Typical

Philips 108 series long Ile 22u1 63v axial 30p each

Application

.41MUM.Y

15p 1000+
Miilt.layer AVX ceramic capacitors all 5mm pitch 100v
100p1 150p1 220pf 10.000pf (10M 10p each. 5p

"NIIMMMUl
MLJ

50091 compression trimmer

111Monama

6.0p

Solid csrbon resistors very low inductance ideal for
RF c

Vt PM OM OW 063 003

L

100. 3.5p 1000.
contain...if 11, ;TbSi £5.95 or £49.50 for 10

£.2 60

-Stomp sized Computer runs BASIC

The Basic Stamp by PARALLAX measures

27 5mm pitch
32x29x17rnm case 75p each 60p 100.
Philips t23 series solid aluminium axial leads
33rd 10v & 2.2u1 40p each. 25p 100+

£1.55
£1.75
£1 55

04.95

74LS05 hex invertor C10.00 per

£4.95 each or pack of 10 £39.50
Hour counter used 7 60 240v ac 50Hz
C1.45
OWERTI keyboard 58 key good quality switches e

40 uf +.*Ovic motor start capacitor (dialectrol tyl.

C220

BASIC Stamp

200rna out 300v input to output Isolation with data

£495

Sub C with solder tags
£2 50
1/3 AA with tags (philps CTV)
£1.95
Standard charger charges 4 AA cells in 5 hours or
4Cs or Ds in 12-14 hours + 1xPP3 (1. 2, 3 or 4 cells

memory.

Sinclair light gun terminated with a lack plug and PP3
clip gives a signal when pointed at 50hz flickenng light
with output wave form chart
E3 95
DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5v

tins

27plini 2W riripere 2W 25p each 15p each 100+ we
have a range of 0 25w 0 5w lw and 2w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P.C.400W PSU (Intel part 701035.0011 with standard
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors fan and
mains inlet/outlet connectors on hack and switch on
the side (top for tower easel dims
212x49x149mm excluding switch £26.50 each
£139.00 for 6
MX180 Digital mulameter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vac
2Mohm 200mA transistor Hie 9v and 1/5v battery test

The BASIC Stamp Development Kit at £99 includes; BASIC Stamp, instruction manual, PC
cable, software and extensive application notes. Further Stamps are available from £29.
1

Muscle Wires

-wires that contract when heated!
Fascinating, highly processed Shape Memory

Alloy wires that actually contract when
electrically heated producing a useful amount
of force.

£12.95
AMD 27256-3 Eproms £2.00 each. £1.25 100
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC-3-023) 60p each
40p 100+

Low cost linear actuators at last!
Their light -weight makes them excellent for
use in models, robots and many other types

Disk dnve boxes for 5.25 disk dnve with room for a

of project. Low voltage and power allows

power supply light grey plastic 67x268x247mm £7.95
or £49.50 for 10
Hand held ultrasonic remote control
.E3.95

simple control by computer or electronics (eg

CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm dia with 3 wire

The BASIC Stamp).

terminals will also work as a neon light 20p each or
£7.50 per 100
All products advertised ar new and unused unless
otherwise staled. Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC

Detailed Data and Project Book (128 pages)
plus Muscle Wire kit suitable for 13 projects

74F Linear Transistors kits rechargeable 0.11,
capacitors tools etc always in St. 1.
Please add £1 .95 towards POI'
vat included in all prices

including BORIS the walking, six -legged
robot; only £44.95.
All prices excl VAT and £3 postage per order For further details of the Stomp. Muscle Wires
and other products please call for our NEW colour catalogue.

JPG ELECTRONICS

Microcontroller C3.50
SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface mounting
package with data sheet
C1.95

AM27S02 01.25 each 90p 100.. CD4007UB 10p
100., 6p 1000.

ETI 276-2,
Chestedieid 040 AliH
Access Visa Orders (012461 211202
Callers Welcome

SEETRAX CAE

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
24hr Answerphone 01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465
Milford House 120 High Street, South Mdforcl LEEDS 1525 5AQ

RANGER

PCB DESIGN

WITH COOPER & CHYAN AUTOROUTER
RANGER3

- DOS
£2500
- Windows\NT £2900

Hierarchical or flat schematic linked to artwork.
Unlimited design size, 1 micron resolution
Any shaped pad, definable outline library
Pin, gate & outline swapping - auto back annotation
Split power planes, switchable on - line DRC

COOPER & CHYAN SPECCTRA
autorouter (SP2)
Inputs: OrCAD, Cadstar,
PCAD, AutoCAD DXF

RANGER2

£150

Upto 8 pages of schematic linked to artwork
Gate & pin swapping - automatic back annotation
Copper flood fill, Power planes, Track necking,
Curved tracks, Clearance checking,
Simultaneous multi -layer auto -router

RANGER2 UTILITIES £250
COOPER & MAN SPECCTRA auto -router (SPI)
Gerber -in viewer, AutoCAD DXF in & out

Outputs: Postscript, Windows bit map

R2 & R3 Outputs: 8/9 & 24 pin printers, HP
Desk & Laser Jet, Cannon Bubble Jet,
HP -GL, Gerber,

UPGRADE YOUR PCB PACKAGE
TO RANGER2
£60

NC Drill, AutoCAD DXF

TRADE IN YOUR EXISTING PACKAGE TODAY
Seetrax CAE, Hinton Daubnay House, Broadway Lane, Lovedean, Hants, PO8 OSG
Call 01705 591037 or Fax 01705 599036
+ VAT & PP
All Trademarks Acknowledged

PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT AND PCB DESIGN A105 FOK WINDOWS
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CADPAK for Windows
CADPAK is especially suited to educational,
hobby and small scale schematic and PCB
design. CADPAK includes both schematic
drawing and 32 -bit PCB drafting tools but as
an entry level product, there is no netlist link
between them.
7.
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PROPAK for Windows
PROPAK has all of the features in CADPAK plus

netlist based integration, automatic power
plane generation arid a powerful auto -router.
PROPAK includes enough schematic capture
and PCB design functionality for all but the
most demanding applications.

-
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The schematic drawing module of CADPAK,
ISIS Illustrator, enables you to create circuit
diagrams like the ones in the magazines.

Runs under Windows 3.1 making fuP use
of Windows features such as on-line help.

Full control of appearance including line
widths, fill styles, fonts, colours.

comprehensive package libraries for
both through hole and SMT parts.

Advanced route editing allows deletion

or modification of any section of track.
I Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs as well
as output via Windows drivers. Also
includes Gerber viewer.
Exports diagrams to other applications
via the clipboard.
CADPAK is also available for DOS.

CADPAK FOR DOS

ISIS ILLUSTRATOR. PROPAK's 32 -bit PCB design

tool, ARES for Windows, is our most powerful
and easy to use yet.
III

Automatic wire routing & dot placement.
Fully automatic annotator.
Complete with device and

CADPAK FOR WINDOWS

PROPAK's schematic drawing editor ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR+ includes even more features than

£ 149

r 79

Multi -sheet and nierarchical designs.

Netlist link between modules guarentees
consistency between schematic and PCB.
Netlists are also compatible with SPICE -AGE
and most ether electronics CAD packages.

Generates a full bill of materials.
ASCII data import facility.
MI

Electrical rules and connectivity checkers.

Ratsnest display with automatic update
during placement and routing.
Multi -strategy autorouter gives high
completion rates.

Power plane generator creates ground
planes with ease.
PROPAK is also available for DOS.

PROPAK FOR WINDOWS

PROPAK FOR DOS

Call or fax us today for a
demo pack. Please state
whether you would like a
DOS or Windows pack.
Prices exclude postage (E5 for UK) and VAT. ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR and ARES for Windows are also available
separately. All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged

r 495
r 395

abce,en
Electronics

53-55 Main St. Grassington, N. Yorks. BD23 5AA

Tel: 01756 753440 Fax: 01756 752857

Pic Micro controller
r

,ff,CEr

PART 2

In Part 2 of this short tutorial
series Bart Trepak gets stuck
into the design of his PIC-based
digital alarm clock

ast month, we looked at the internal architecture
of the PIC16C54 series micro -controller with a
view to constructing a digital clock to help even
the most reluctant riser to get out of bed in the
morning.
Although it's not necessary to consider the instruction set
(figure 3) at this stage, it's included for the sake of
completeness. The PIC series micro -controllers are so- called
RISC processors (Reduced Instruction Set Computer).
Compared to other micro -processors with which some

readers may be familiar, this is certainly no exaggeration as
there are only 33 instructions. This, together with the absence
of some of the fancy addressing modes found in other
processors, means that there aren't so many instructions to
remember.
The instruction set is simply a list of the operations which a
computer can perform on data presented to it. A glance
through the list reveals such instructions as MOVF f,d and BSF
f,b and even ANDLWk. These mnemonics are used as a sort
of shorthand to help the programmer remember what each

L
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Fig.4. Alarm clock
block diagram
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Fig.5. Alarm clock circuit diagram

"MOVF 0A,1" as this would simply take the data from
register OA and move it back to OA, but in other instructions

instruction does without having to write each one out in full.
Budding estate agents should feel at home with this kind
of thing with advertisements such as "Des Res, Nr Shps,
Schls, 4 Bdrms, sep WC & Bthrm, Gdns etc." offer being
seen in local newspapers. The results or function of some
instructions, such as NOP or CLRW are pretty obvioLs
once it is realised that they stand for No OPeration and
CLeaR W (clear the W or working register or set it to zero),
while others may need some explaining. This will be dealt
with later on, as and when an instruction is needed in
writing the programme.

such as INCF for example (which adds 1 or increments to
the data in the register) this would make more sense.
In this case the or ginal data in the OA register would be
overwritten so that if it originally contained 02h, it would
now contain 03h while if the W register had been specified
as the destination, the OA file would still contain 02h and
only the W register would have 03h in it after the instruction
had been executed.
The MOVF 0A,1 instruct on is not as pointless as it may
at first seem however, because the last column of figure 3
shows the bits in the STATUS register which are affected by
executing the various instructions. For this particular one
(MOVF), it can be seen that the Z (or zero) bit could change.
Thus if register OA contained all zero's when the MOVF
instruction was executed, the Z -bit in the STATUS register
would be set to a one by the MOVF 0A,1 instruction and
this could be tested to cause the programme to take the
appropriate action if this were required in the application,
while leaving the contents of the OA register unaffected.
This test on the zero bit could be carried out by the
BTFSS f,b instruction which means "test one bit in the file
register and skip (the next instruction) if it is set". The file
register concerned is again specified in the "f" part of the
instruction while the bit to be tested in that register is
specified in the "b".
Note that the bits in a register are numbered from 0 to 7
and not 1 to 8 so that the maximum value for "b" will be 7.
Thus to test the zero bit in the STATUS register (which is bit
2), the instruction wculd read BTFSS 03,2 (03 being the
address of the STATUS register as shown in figure 2).

Lower case letters
A word of explanation at this stage however, regardirg the
lower case letters associated with some of the instructions
would be useful. Taking the instruction "MOVF" as ar
example, which means "move the contents of file register"
or more simply "MOVe File", this obviously needs to specify
to the computer which file is being referred to and where
the data contained in that file is to be moved to (ie. the
destination).
This information is specified in the f and d parts of the
instruction. The destination can either be the file itself in
which case the d will be a "1" or the W register in which
case d will be a "0". The "f" is the address of the file from
which the data is to move and since there are 32 fi e
registers in the PIC16C54 numbered from 00h to 1Fh (see
figure 2) "f" can have any value in this range.
If the programme therefore required that the contents of
the register OA (i.e. the number that happened to be stored
there) be moved to the Wregister, the instruction would
read "MOVF 0A,0. It may seem rather pointless to write
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Similarly, the BTFSC instruction could be used which would
skip if register OA had contained any value other than zero.
Then there are the literal instructions such as "MOVLW k".
This simply means "move the value k into the W register"
where k is a number which can be specified in decimal, binary
or hex. Thus, if for some reason the programme required that
the W register contained the decimal value 24 at some point,
this could be done by executing the instruction MOVLW .24 or
MOVLW '00011000' or MOVLW 18h (n this article, a decimal
value is written with a dot preceding it to avoid confusion with
a hex number and this is not a decimal point.
Binary values are written as shown while Hex numbers will
normally have a suffix "h"). Since the register is 8 -bits wide, "k"
will be an 8 -bit binary number so that if the value is specified in
decimal, the maximum value will be 255 or OFF in hex. Once in
the W register, this number could be transferred to one of the
file registers using the "MOVVVF f"
instruction if required.
This is the standard way of loading a register with a specific
value; there is no single instruction available to do this. A look
down the list of figure. 3 will show that the available
instructions allow the data in any register to be moved,
incremented, decremented, rotated left or right and acted
upon by the logical operators AND, OR and EXOR (exclusive or) as well as instructions for testing and setting or clearing
individual bits.
Arithmetic operations which allow the W register to be
added to or subtracted from the other registers are also
included as are control instructions such as OPTION and TRIS
f which are used for setting up the option register and the

input/output ports the "f" specifying which port. Last, but by
no means least are the unconditional branch instructions
which cause the programme to jump to another location and
continue execut on from there.
Normally, the programme counter (file 02) is auto
incremented after each instruction so that instructions are
carried out in the sequence in which they were stored in the
EPROM during programming. Often, the programme needs to
take a different route depending on the result of a test or some
external event and for this, the value of the PC register must
be changed.
This could be done by loading the PC register with the new
number just like any other register using the "MOWLW k"
instruction followed by "MO\A/VF 02" but there are also two
special instructions available for this - GOTO and CALL.
The GOTO k instruction simply loads a new value k into the
programme counter register so that the next instruction to be
executed is fetched from this new location, while the CALL k
instruction does the same but adds one to the programme
counter and saves this value in the STACK register.
The RETLW k instruction returns the programme counter to
the value stored in the STACK and automatically puts the
value k (which can again be specified in decimal, hex or binary)
into the W register. The CALL and RETLW instructions are
very useful therefore in calling subroutines or often used blocks
of programme code and then allowing the programme to
return to its original point at the end of the subroutine.
The important thing to remember here is that the GOTO
instruction allows direct loading of all 9 bits of the address into
the programme counter thus allowing the programme to jump
to any location in the programme memory (in the
PIC16C54/55 at any rate) while the CALL instruction clears the
9th most significant bit to zero so that all jumps are made to
the lower half of the programme memory.
All subroutines which are "called" must therefore be placed
in the lower half of the EPROM programme memory. Since the
STACK register s 9 bits wide however, the full return address
will be loaded when the RETLW instruction is executed thus
allowing subroutines to be called from and return to any
location in the programme memory.

R1, R2
R3 - R9
R10 - R15
R16 - R19
C1, C2
C3

10k resistor
100R resistor
1k resistor
10k resistor
22pF Ceramic

IC1

78L05 5V Regulator
PIC16C54 Micro -controller
1N4148 Si Diode
BC548 NPN Transistors
2N3904 NPN Transistor
FND500 or similar LED Display
3mm Red LED
3.2768MHz Crystal
Push to Make Switches
Pressure Mat
18 -pin DIL Socket, 2 -way
Connector12Volt dc/100mA
Power Supply

IC2
D1

TR1 - TR4
TR5

LED1 - LED4
LED5 - LED8
XTAL
BZ1

S6
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100nF

Back to the clock

resistor in series with i:.
Since 'Airing this operation some oft he LEDs in the display
will be reversed biased by up to 5 Volts, there may be
sufficient leakage current to Jpset this circuit and sot he diode
has been inserted in the sense line so that only current flowing
via the switches will be detected. In this way six switches have
been connected to the circu t without using any more I/O lines
and the last I/O line can therefore be used to drive
the alarm buzzer.
This is an important exercise in designing micro -controller
projects because I/O lines are often limited and unless savings
are made, a project could require more chips such as display
drivers, latches or keyboard decoders, making it far more
expensive than it needs to be.

Armed with all this information, it is now possible to begin to
design a circuit for the clock and figure 4 shows a bloc<
diagram of what will be required. How much or how little of
this is incorporated in the micro -controller depends on how
many I/O lines are available and how much programme
memory as well as the time that will be needed to execute the
programme.
Determining the last two is mainly a matter of experience
but it is usually possible use a version of the PIC with a larger
memory or a higher speed if things get tough although in this
project, this will not be necessary.
There are not an unlimited number of input/output lines
available on the PIC micro -controller and as can be seen from
the block diagram, the clock will require a display, switches for
setting the time and the alarm as well as a buzzer and an input
for the pressure mat.
Since a four -digit display is required to show the time, this
will have to be multiplexed, otherwise 28 lines would be
required for the display alone! This means four lines wil' be
required to drive the digits and if the 7 segment decoding is
done by the micro, another seven lines will be used up for
driving the segments - a total of 11 lines.
Alternatively, an external BCD to 7 -segment decoder chip
could be used which would use 4 lines for the BCD data and 4
for the digit lines and would only require 8 output lines. By
specifying that the clock will have a 12- hour display, the first
digit will only ever need to drive two segments to form the digit
"1", assuming that the leading zero is also suppressed when
displaying times such as 06:35 or 08:47.
The other segments of this digit can therefore be le't
unconnected so they will not light and the lines used instead to
drive indicator LEDs such as the colon, AM/PM and alarm on
annunciators. To make things simple, two switches (Hours set
and Minutes set) will be used to set the four digits with another
to select between the time and alarm display.
Even this number could be reduced by making eacn switch
multifunction as is done in some digital watches where the
time, date, alarm time, meeting reminder and auntie Mavis's
birthday re all programmed in using the same switch but as we
are not short of space we will settle on three. The third switch
will select between normal running, set alarm time anc set time
sequentially so that times cannot be changed accidentally
without first entering the correct mode.
Another two switches will be required to select the snooze
function and the alarm on/off which together with the oressure
mat (which is also a switch) will make a total of six. Since I/O
ports can be programmed to be inputs as well as outputs, one
of the seven segment lines could function as an input when it
is not required to drive the LED display.
The other lines can then be programmed to the switcn lines
high so that if a switch is pressed, the input (or sense) lire will
also go high. Because the lines will be alternating between
driving displays and switches, it is important to ensure that
pressing a switch will not cause spurious segments to light and
this is the reason for the 1 k resistor placed in series wth each
switch, which has a high enough value not to light an LED.
If these were omitted, segment lines would be shorted out
when a switch was pressed which could light up or switch off
unintended segments and even cause damage to the chip.
The 10k resistor pulls the sense line to 0 Volts when no switch
is pressed and its value is high enough to give a recogrisable
logic 1 voltage when a switch is pressed even with a 1k

Circuit diagram
The circuit diagram shown in figure 5 can now be drawn.
Since the LED digits can draw an appreciable current which
the micro -controller may not be able to supply, transistor digit
drivers have been added as shown.
If small displays are used, these could be driven directly
and it would only need a minor change to the programme to
invert the signals from the digit drive lines. Only segments b
and c are connected on the tens of hours digit so that only the
digit "1" can be displayed.
Some of the other segment drives are connected to the
colon, PM indicator and Ala -m indicator which are formed from
0.1 inch red LEDs. The segments are driven directly by the PIC
via 330 ohm current limiting resistors. The alarm is driven from
output B7 and although the PIC can drive a piezo buzzer
directly from one of its output pins, a transistor has been
included to enable something a little louder to be connected if
required.
A standard oscillator circuit consisting of a 3.2768MHz
crystal and two 22pF capacitors is used and the power for the
circuit is derived from the mains via any low voltage adapter
consisting of a transformer, rectifier and smoothing capacitor
(not shown) which is oe reduced to 5V dc by the regulator

Construction
With so few parts required, it would be quite feasio,e to
construct this circuit on strip board but a single sided printed
circuit layout (figure 5A and 5B) is given as this will provide a
much neater assembly. A great advantage of using a micro controller in a design now becomes apparent.
Since all the I/O lines are identical, any line can be
connected to any of the functions so that the digit drivers, for
example, need not be conrected to port A and the
switches/LED segments to port B but could be mixed in any
combination to make the printed circuit board layout easier.
This would of course make the software more complicated
because it would then be necessary to regard each I/O bit
separately and mistakes would be more likely.
Software mistakes are easily corrected, however, and do
not involve etching a new printed circuit board - just
reprogramming a chip. To make the programme more easily
understood, this has not been done in this instance and the
connections will be hose defined in the circuit diagram with
port A criving the digits and port B the segments.
Note that the segment I nes have been assigned so that the
connections to the LEDs do not contain too many links and
thus appear to be in a random order. Table 1 shows the port segment assignment and table 2 the segments which need to
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be energised (binary) to produce the numbers 0-9 together
with their hex equivalents.
This printed circuit layout could easily be used in another
project which requires an LED display, 5 -way keyboard and a
buzzer (or even a relay) simply by changing the programme
stored in the PIC. A digital timer for photography or for boiling
eggs springs instantly to mind and no doubt there are many
others. It is therefore a good idea to fit a good quality socket
to the board to enable the PIC to be inserted into the circuit
many times without damage especially if you intend to
experiment with other applications.
The switches have been mounted on the printed circuit
board, but there is no reason why they should not be panel
mounted types if you have these available. A two-way terminal
block is also provided for the pressure mat and the buzzer is
wired directly to the board to the points shown on figure 5a,
but these arrangements may also be varied depending on
requirements and the components available.
There are also eight wire links in this layout and these can
be made from discarded resistor leads.

problem - which then turns out not to have been such a
problem after all. Unlike the hardware solution where the
project has to be shelved because you don't happen to have a
BCD counter or decoder, and your supplier will have them in
six weeks time, here you have all the hardware available on the
chip and you have only to tell it what to do.
There is no better or worse solution and any programme
that works (i.e. does what it is intended to do) is correct.
Unless the highest possible execution speed is vital, how the
problem is solved is not too important as long as it works and
fits into the available memory.
Some solutiors may be more elegant than others and
require fewer steps to achieve a given result, but there is little
point in spending hours and using clever programming
techniques to try to cut the length of a programme from say
180 to 150 bytes when you have to buy a micro -controller with
512 bytes of programme memory anyway.
What is important is that a logical approach is adopted and
for this it is probably best to define the problem (or each
problem) formally so that you get it clear in your mind what is
to be done.

Programming
Now that the functions of all the pins have been "defined", we
can begin to write a programme to make all the lines go high
and low at the correct times to drive the display, keyboard,
buzzer and do all the other things required of the clock. At first
sight, this can appear to be quite daunting with so many
things seemingly going on at once.
Programming however, is really nothing more than writing
down the specification or series of steps which must be
carried out to achieve the required objective. This is in fact very
similar to designing with hardware and if this design were
being done in the 1960s when integrated circuits had just
become available, the process would have been very similar
except that instead of writing down steps, the chips required
to perform the functions would have been identified.
The designer would soon have realised that what was
required for a digital clock was a timebase (an oscillator)
followed by a series of dividers (counters) to obtain say one
pulse per second or minute. Further counters would be
required to count the seconds or minutes. Some of these
would need to count to 60 while others needed only to count
to 12. Therefore extra gates would be required to modify each
counter to make it divide by the right amount.
The last two counters which would count the hours and
minutes would then need a code converter to decode the
binary or, probably more conveniently, the binary coded
decimal or BCD counts to drive the Neon display tubes (well
they didn't have LEDs then did they?).
Going back further still to the 1950s when even ICs were
not available, each counter, gate, decoder etc. would have to
have been designed around individual valves and resistors (or
the new-fangled transistors if you could afford them) and when
these designs were ready, the designer of the complete clock
would (provided he had not given up by then) simply select the
required circuits and interconnect them.
In a similar way, the programme for the clock can be
developed in software. The problem is broken up into smaller
and smaller units such as generating the time base, counting,
decoding the counts etc. and each problem is in its turn
broken down until we reach the "transistor and resistor" stage
(or in this case the instruction set) and solved in turn.
When this has been done, all the solutions to these small
units can be assembled into a complete solution to the whole

Flowchart tips
One way of writing the specification would be as a series of
sentences as above to define how the final device (clock)
should work, but it would not be easy to refer to each
sentence and the interrelationship between them would be
difficult to see.
A flowchart is therefore most commonly used. This is simply
a pictorial representation of the way a programme works. It can
be followed much more easily in this form and any logical
mistakes in the programme (hopefully) spotted more easily. The
flowchart can then be made more and more detailed until the
whole programme is charted and the design finished.
The natural inclination is to rush ahead and try to flowchart
the whole programme, code it and programme a chip to see it
work. Later, as more experience is gained, it may be tempting
to skip the flowchart stage and go straight into coding the
programme, but this is seldom a sensible route.
Even the simplest programmes often fail to work first time
and while finding a fault in a ten -line programme is not too
difficult, finding a fault in a 200 -line programme is not so easy
unless you have access to specialised equipment costing
thousands of pounds. Even then it is likely to take some time.
It is therefore best to design small parts of the programme
which can be thoroughly tested before proceeding with the
next part.
In this way, if the programme fails to work when the latest
part is added, the fault can be easily located. Apart from this, a
good flowchart will also save time if the programme needs to
be modified at some future date. because it gives a good
overview of what the programme is trying to achieve and how.
A programme listing can never do this no matter how good the
comments and other documentation.
Another point which is very important is to choose which of
the parts of the programme to start with carefully. This may
not often be the most logical sequence at first sight, but it will
pay dividends in saved time.
Checking that a counter is working properly, for example, is
difficult unless the contents of the counter can be displayed on
an LED display. This can be easily done if a display routine has
already been deve,oped and so it would therefore make sense
to perfect this rout ne before tackling the counting stages.
Some parts of the programme may be concerned with
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PIC16C5X INSTRUCTION SET
BYTE ORIENTATED FILE REGISTER OPERATIONS
Name
Mnemonic Operand

Status Affected

NOP

No Operation

MOVWF

Move W to f

None

CLRW

Clear W

Z

CLRF

Clear f

SUBWF
DECF

IORWF

ANDWF
XORWF

ADDWF
MOVF

COMF
INCF

DECFSZ
RRF

RLF

SWAPF

Subtract W from f
Decrement f
Inclusive OR W and f
AND W ani f
Exclusive OR W and f
Add W and f
Move f
Complement f
Increment f
Decremen- f, Skip if Zero
Rotate right f
Rotate left f
Slap halves f
Incrementf, Skip if zero

f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d
f, d

INCFSZ

BIT -ORIENTED FILE REGISTER OPERATIONS
f, b
BCF
f, b
BSF
f. b
BTFSC
f, b
BTFSS

None

C, DC, Z

C, DC, Z

None

None

None

Bit Clear f

None

Bit Set f
Bit Test f, Skip if Clear

None

Bit Test f, Skip of Set

None

OPTION

Load OPTION register

None

SLEEP

Go into standby mode
Clear Watchdog timer
Tristate port f
Return, place Literal in W
Call subroutine
Go To address (k is 9 bit)
Move Lite-al to W
Incl. OR Literal and W
AND Literal and W
Excl. OR Literal and W

TO, PD

None

LITERAL AND CONTROL OPERATIONS

CLRWDT
TRIS

RETLW

k

CALL
GOTO
MOVLW
IORLW
ANDLW
XORLW

k
k
k
k
k
k

TO, PD
None
None

None
None
None

internal operations only and in the clock for example, there will
be many operations such as counting milliseconds and
comparing registers going on all the time, but the outputs of
the chip will not change at all.
If sucl- a part of the programme were coded and
programmed into a chip and the circuit powered up, there
would be no way of knowing if the programme was working
properly or not as all the operations are internal. To help check
this kind of programme therefore, a dummy piece of code to
say light an LED connected to an output port when the
programme reached a certain point would be useful.
With a timing routine generating a timebase of say 10mS, it
would be best to switch such an output on and off alternately

Notes
1) f is a file register address 00 to IF (hex)

2) d is the destination of the result of operation.
1= file register
0= W register
3) b is bit number 0-7 and k is an
8 -bit binary number
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each time the routine had counted up to 10mS. This would
result in a wave form at the output pin which could be
displayed on an oscilloscope and checked to see that the
frequency was 50Hz. This confirm that the routine was
working correctly.
If possible try to make each part of the programme selfcontained by writing it as a subroutine. In this way, each
one can be tested by using the CALL instruction and the
final main programme will then consist of a string of CALL
instructions calling the timing, counting, key reading, LED
display and other subroutines in turn as required.
These will then be available for use in other projects and
could simply be copied into new programmes when an LED
display or some other function is required. This will also
tend to standardise printed circuit board layouts because
the same segments and digits will be connected to the same
pins resulting in a minimum of work to get a new project up

TRANSM ITT RS
AT LAST. A comprehensive, easy to follow
guide to building short range transmitters
and surveillance devices. Packed with
useful information and circuits.

* Only 03.05 inc p&p.
(Some of the circuits included cannot be used legally in the UK)

RADIO KITS
All kits come with pre -drilled PCBs and high spec.
components.
MICRO FM TRANSMITTER (a). 1km range, 80-100MHz
preset inc. mic.. very small(2x3cm)
MICRO FM TRANSMITTER (b). Variable mic. sens., tunable 943-110MHz£.6.95
1km range
£7.95
FM TRACKER. Transmits an audio tone for direction finding, tracking etc.
80-110MHz
C8.50
ULTRA MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER. Runs off watch battery (inc), only
1x2cm, 200mtrs range. 80-100MHz
C8.95
FM RECEIVER (a). Tiny high quality FM radio. Will drive headphones
direct (not inc)
C10.90
FM RECEIVER (b). As (a) but with 3 watt audio output and tuning LED 013.50
CRYSTAL RADIO. Includes tuner, earphone, ferrite aerial, etc.
£7.50

and running.

AM RADIO. Single chip radio for headphones (not inc.)
AUDI

p

BoOnaSpig

oel

.

AMPS

.f it

OniVaY

C2495

Next Month...

C8.90

AUDIO KITS
15 WATT General purpose upgrade
40 WATT High quality, HD 0.003%, switch
on mute ideal for compact disc
150 WATT Rugged and powerful MOSFET
design. PA/sound systems

C8.95

015.50
C22.95

PREAMPS ETC

GE ERAL PURPOSE PREAMP. Variable gain 9-25V 40mV max in
C4.00
ULTRA LOW NOISE. For high quality mixers, mics etc 9-25V
C4.50
ACTIVE TONE. 12cB c/b bass and treble with variable gain
C8.95
7 BAND EC). 150Hz-18kHz for EO units and tone control,
includes on-boa'd preamp and pots. Variable gain
C12.95
NOISE GATE. Dynamic noise reducton system. Variable input
and cut off level. Will accept instruments. tape decks etc
C15.95
MUSIC KITS. Full range of on -board units for guitars and other instruments.
Tone boosters, active circuits, delay lines. transducers. Send for list.

We will look at designing a flowchart and
writing programmes for some of the functions
required in the clock, as well as programming
the PIC micro controller.

Prices include P&P. Mall Order Only. Make cheques and postal orders payable to.

JCGJUI

PO Box HP79, Woodhouse Street, Leeds LS6 3XN
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14 issues for the price of 12!
Gain maximum benefit from your magazine with a
subscription. Not only will you be able to enjoy the

luxury of having your favourite magazine delivered to
your door, if you subscribe now you will receive two

Yes, I would like to subscribe to ETI magazine for 1 year.
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Special Subscription Rates 1 Year (14 issues for the price of 129!)
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CVC

Chelmer Valve Com an

We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are
from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low
noise/hum/microphony PRE -AMP valves aid POWER VALVES burnt -in fcr improved stability and
reliability. Use this sheet as your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octects etc. Please
allow E1.00 extra per valve for this service and mark alongside the valve type number 'M2, M4, M8' etc
as required.

UNIT PRICE

PRE -AMP VALVES
ECC 81/1 2AT7WA

ECC82/I2AU7WA
ECC83/I2AX7WA
ECC85
ECC88
ECF82
ECL82
ECL86
EF86
E8OF (GOLD PIN)
E81CC (GOLD PIN)
E82CC (GOLD PIN)
E83CC (GOLD PIN)
E88CC (GOLD PIN)
6EU7
6SL7GT
6SN7GT
6922
7025

9.(X)

6.20
6.20
6 20
7.20
6.00
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.20

211
300E3

6C33C-B
6L6GC
6L6WGC/5881
6V6GT
6080
614611

6336A
6550A
6550WA(S)

7.50
8.50
4.00
5.50
9.20
12.00
12.50
19.80
14.50

22.00
50.50
27.00
6.50
8.00
5.00
12.00
10.20

VI l "" Ill '

r

`-' a -r

4.00
4.25
7.00
7.00

5 V4GT

4.00
3.50
3.50

6.(X)

6.00
5.(X)

5Y3GT
5Z4GT

SOCKETS
B9A ..m,,imm ...Km

1.60

B9A Gold P td (State Chasms or PC3)

3.00

OCTAL ism, ch.., (. Ks)

1.80

OCTAL Cc Id Phd (State Chas or VP)

4.20
3.30

4 PIN (For 2,3. 3009 910

11.00
15.00

4 PIN JUMBO (FOR 211. erc)
4 PIN JUMBO owd Rid (Far 211. do

3.00
4.50
2.00

7 PIN (For 6C33C8)

Screening Can I Far Eccs3 ac)
Anode Connecter (For 910),1,)
Anode Connecter (ro, PL5I9 erc )

1.50
1.60

2.00

Retainer (k, 6L6WGC a.)

MATCHING CHARGES
POST & ?ACKING (UK)
TOTAL EXC. VAT
VAT @171/2% (UK & EEC)
TOTAL TO PAY

.11u
.

(2

Please make CHEQUES payable to
'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY or pay by
ACCESS/MASTER CARDNISA, give details:

Si2nature

Exoiry Date

46.00

6550W I3

11.00
13.50
13.50

758IA

11.(X)

807
811A

8.00
10.50

8I2A

34.00
30.00

845

EZ80
EZ8I
GZ32
GZ33
GZ34
GZ37
5U4G

5 PIN (Far Dm

EL34/6CA7
EL34 (Large Dia)
EL84/6BQ5

KT88 (Gold Special)
2A3 (State 4 Pin or Octal)

IJINII YKILL

10 IAL rmicE

RECTIFIERS
5.00
4.50
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.50

POWER VALVES

E841J7 I 89A
KT66
KT77
KT88

QTY.

Name

Address

Post Code

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD

Valve amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!
130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG, England. Telephone 01245 355296/265865 or FAX. 01245 490 1.

Serial ADC for

rtua

Instrumentation
PART 2

In part 2 of this add-on
project for the ETI 80188
single board computer,
Richard Grodzik looks at
the virtual instrumentation
software for graphically
representing a meter on a
PC screen
ast month we looked at the design and
construction of a plug-in ADC module for the
80188 SBC. This little unit can be used as the
basis of a virtual instrumentation system. It is a
means of graphically representing a
measuring instrument such as a multimeter on a PC's
screen. In this case, a visual image of an analogue meter and
pointer is presented to the viewer, as well as a precise digital
indication.This combination of analogue and

digital readouts is a real-time mimic of actual hardware meters
which, of course, do not exist, except on the PC's screen.
Moreover, this is all achieved in software, so that the
possibilities of facia appearance, size, colour, legend, scales
as well as ergonomic considerations are infinitely variable,
requiring only modifications in software. The need
for stand-alone instruments is negated, since they
can all be represented in pictorial 'mimic' form on
the PC's screen.

L

It

1.
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Rotating Vectors.
Program ADC_3.EXE contains the necessary procedures to
translate the incoming raw adc hex data into a rotating needle
pointer thus indicating on the screen the relative value of d.c.
volts on a meter scale. How is this done?
If we consider a total rotational angle of 180 degrees i.e. pi
radians, to represent adc data in the range 00 to FFH, each
bit will represent 180/255 (.7058) degrees of rotation. Thus, an
input d.c voltage of 2.5 volts to the ADC represented as 80H
(128 decimal) will cause the meter pointer to rotate 128 x
0.7058 = 90.3 degrees. i.e. half full scale deflection.
Two simple trigonometrical functions - cosine and sine are used to calculate the x and y co-ordinates of the meter
pointer, one end of which, of course, remains at a fixed point.
As shown in the table, if we take the cosine and sine values of
the required angle of rotation (TH), with the cosine value
representing the x co-ordinate of a vector and the sine value
representing the y co-ordinate of the vector, we see that as
the angle increases, a rotating vector is drawn which is directly
analogous to the needle movement of a meter - the angle of
rotation of the vector being directly proportional to the value

of ADC data.
Note that the program, written in Turbo Pascal, however,
requires that all angle calculations are expressed in radians i.e.
180 degrees of rotation = pi (3.14159) radians. For an ADC
value (HEX) of 20H (32 decimal) the angle (TH) expressed in
radians is calculated by:
TH = FSD/255 x HD(
where FSD = pi (3.14159)
and HEX = 32 decimal
-r1-1 = 0.394 radians producing a COS value of 0.923
and a SINE value of 0.382
This is representec by a vector whose relative coordinates
are +0.92 (x axis), +0.38 (y axis).See diagram.
The above calculation can be verified by selecting 'RAD' on
a scientific calculator and entering the values.
Since a clockwise rotation of the needle pointer is required,
program line
TH = FSD-TH
reverses the rotation, producing a conventional pointer
movement- left to right.
The v rtual instrumentation Program was written in Turbo

DC VOLTS
2.82

2 501.0

0.75

1.25

0.5

0.82
0 25

5.00
-1.0

0.0)
0.75

0.25

0.25

0.S

0.5

0.75

1.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

Fig.1. Graphical representation of rotating victors - see Table 1

Table 1

Rotating vectors
ADC
Value

Degrees
of
Rotation

TH
Radians

0.62

22.5

C .923

0,383

C'.704

_0.708

-0.006
-0.201

0.999
0.979

-1

0

1.25
2.50

45

80H
90H

2.82

1C1

0.394
0.788
1.576
1.774

ffH

5.00

1E0

3.141

20H
40H

SIN TH(Y)

DC

COS TH(X)

Volts

9C
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Pascal version 4 and includes two external object files RS.OBJ and COM.OBJ which are included in the compiled
program ADC_3.EXE.Program COM.ASM configures the
COM1 serial port for the correct protocol i.e. 9600 baud, 8
data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity. Program RS.ASM polls the
serial port for the ADC data, importing the value into variable
HEX and also allows escape to DOS if the ENTER key is
pressed - the program is aborted. After assembling the object
code, ensure that these two files are available to the PASCAL
compiler by selecting the appropriate OBJ code directory in
the PASCAL Directory environment.

Program Listing 1
PROGRAM ADC_3(INPUT, OUTPUT);
{$f+)

{$L COM}
{$L RS}

(*External Object File*)
(*External Object File*)

{$1-}

USES GRAPH, DOS, CRT, DRIVERS, FONTS;
TYPE
DIGITS=0..255;

MOVEMENT*)
SETVIEWPORT(0, 0, 0, 0, FALSE);
STR(REALDATA/51:0:2, S);
(*SCALING VALUE*)
(*I.E. 255/51 = 5 VOLTS*)

OUTTEXTXY(ORG-20, ORGY+20, S);(*PRINT VOLTS
VALUE*)

OUTTEXTXY(ORG-12, ORGY+40, 'Volts');
RECTANGLE(ORG-25, ORGY+15, ORG+30, ORGY+30);
XL:=ORG-25;
REPEAT
PUTPIXEL(XL, ORGY+31, DARKGRAY);
XL:=XL+1;
UNTIL XL=331;
MOVETO(ORG+3, ORGY);
X:=ORG+75*COS(TH);
(*X CO-ORDINATE OF POINTER*)
Y:=ORGY+70*SIN(TH);
(*Y CO-ORDINATE OF POINTER*)
X1:=ROUND(X);
Y1:=ROUND(Y);
SETCOLOR(GREEN);
LINETO(X1, Y1);
(*DRAW NEEDLE POINTER*)
CIRCLE(300, 210, 75);
DELAY(20);
(*SPEED OF NEEDLE MOVEMENT*)
END;
END;

BEGIN
LOADDRIVER;

const
detect=0;
VAR
I:INTEGER;
W:CHAR;
VL, VZ:INTEGER;
X:INTEGER;
Y:INTEGER;
REALDATA:REAL;
HEX:DIGITS;
(*INITIALISE VGA GRAPHICS MODE')
PROCEDURE LOADDRIVER;
VAR

COM;

SETBKCOLOR(LIGHTGRAY);
REPEAT
DIAL;

UNTIL KEYPRESSED;
CLOSEGRAPH;
TEXTMODE(80);
END.

Program listing 2
CODE
SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC
ASSUME CS:CODE
PUBLIC RS
RS
PROC FAR
PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP
poll:MOV DX, 03FDH
;COM1,
002FDH=-COM2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL, 1
JnZ getdata
mov ah, 1
;check if enter key
pressed
int 16h
jnz finish
;key pressed, exit
jmp poll
;key not pressed,
poll serial channel
getdata:LDS SI, [BP+6]
MOV AL, BYTE PTR [SI]

GRAPHDRIVER, GRAPHMODE:INTEGER;
BEGIN
GRAPHDRIVER:=9;
GRAPHMODE:=2;
IF REGISTERBGIDRIVER(@EGAVGAdriverproc)<0
THEN WRITE('NOT EGAVGA GRAPHICS');
INITGRAPH(GRAPHDRIVER, GRAPHMODE, ");
END;

(*EXTERNAL .OBJ FILES*)
PROCEDURE COM;EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE RS(VAR HEX);EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE DIAL;
VAR
FSD:REAL;
PZ:REAL;
TH:REAL;
K:INTEGER;
N:INTEGER;
X, Y:REAL;
Xl, Y1:INTEGER;
Z:REAL;
XX, YY:INTEGER;
ORG, ORGY:INTEGER;
S:STRING[20];
XL, YL:INTEGER;
BEGIN
ORG:=300;
ORGY:=210;

SUB DX,

+5

IN AL, DX
MOV BYTE PTR [SI], AL
finish:POP BP
RET 4
RS
ENDP
CODE
ENDS
END

;FETCH DATA

Program Listing 3
CODE

Z:=0;

.

"

I3LIC

A::3:jUME: CS:CUDE

MOVETO(ORG, ORGY);
OUTTEXT('0');
MOVETO(ORG, ORGY);
FSD:=3.142;
(*PI RADIANS OF ROTATION*)
HIGHVIDEO;
N:=HEX;
BEGIN
FLOODFILL(0, 0, GREEN);
RS(HEX);
(*GET RAW ADC DATA*)
REALDATA:=HEX;
(*CALCULATE DEGREES OF ROTATION - TH*)
TH:=-FSD/255*HEX;
(*RADIANS OF ROTATION*)
TH:=FSD-TH;
(*REVERSE ROTATION*)
SETVIEWPORT(225, 130, 375, 240, TRUE);
CLEARVIEWPORT;
(*ERASE AND REDRAW METER

PUBLIC
COM
PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP
MOV AL, OE3H
MOV AH, 0
MOV DX, 0

INT 014H
POP BP
RET
2
COM
CODE ENDS
END
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COM
PROC FAR

;9600 baud
;com2=1
;coml.°

ENDP

Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you
thought? Substantial trade-in

discounts still available.

ar Maker

aptare

Entry level

BoardMa

Schematic Capture Design Tool
Direct netlist link to BoardMaker2
Forward annotation with part values
Full undo/redo facility (50 operations)
Single -sheet, multi -paged and hierarchical designs
Smooth scrolling
Intelligent wires (automatic junctions)
Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
Integrated on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

£395

PCB anc schematic drafting
Easy and intuitive to use
Surface mourt and metric support
90. 45 and carved track corners
Ground plane fill
Copper highlight and clearance checking

£95

BoardMaKer2 - Advanced level

All the features of BoardMakerl e395
Full nett st support- BoardCapture.
OrCad. Schema, Tango, CadStar
Full Design Rule Checking
both mechanical and electrical
Top down modification from the schematic
Component renumber with back annotation
Report generator- Database ASCII, BOM
Thermal power plane support with full DRC

4e:

&cm

Router

Gridless re-entrant autorouter

'11e

Simultaneous multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support
Full interrupt, resume, pan
and zoom while routing

P

0

Output drivers

-

£200

Included as standard

- 9 & 24 pin Dot matrix.
HPLaserjet and PostScript
Penplotters - HP. Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
Excellor. NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)
Printers
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For futher information contact
Tsfen (UK) Limited
Aylesby House
Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT
Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957
E-mail Sales@tsien.demon.co.uk

-741866.

tsien
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Cab e tracing
magine being faced with a dozen or more cable
ends, all the same colour and bearing no
identification. The other ends emerge in another
part of the building, and you have no way of
knowing which is which. You could use a
continuity tester and a long length of wire to extend one of the
probe leads. But if you had 50 wires, and a five minute walk
from one end to the other, it would take you a good working
day just to trace them all through!
The Multi -core Cable Tracing System presented here is
designed to make this sort of job less of a nightmare! The
Sender unit is connected to up to 64 wires at one end, and
then the Readout unit is used to indicate which is which from
the other end. The Readout is simply connected to any two
wires at the other end, and the display indicates which wire
number the positive lead is connected to. Unlike some
commercial systems, this system does not require a separate
known common connection between the two units.
The two units are both battery powered, allowing them to be
used in situations where mains power is not readily available. A
red LED on each unit indicates that the battery is OK. If the LED
does not light or is very faint, the battery should be replaced.
PP3 batteries were used in the prototype but, for more regular
use, larger capacity 9V batteries would be a better choice, for
example six M cells in a suitable holder. Low cost 9V plug-in
mains adaptors could also be used. The two -digit, seven
segment LED display on the readout unit is blanked whenever
it is not connected to a cable, to conserve battery life.
This system must never be used on live cables. Ensure
both ends of the cables to be traced are disconnected before
using this system. If in any doubt, check with a test meter.
Connection to live cables will cause damage to this system,
and could be dangerous.

Finding faults in
multicore cables can be
a nightmare. Paul
Stenning has developed
a piece of equipment
which makes the task
much easier

NOTE:
1C2, 3
1C4

105 - 1C13 74HC138
78L05
RED LED

1C14
D1

IC1b

IC I a

5

R1

R2
100k

22k

mm CI

TIn0
1C1d
13
12

C7
470p

C CLK

2

RST 1C2

05

06
07

SK66

c6
2u2
SK67
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11

03 9
04

R4

2

01

02

Circuit design decisions
With any cable tracing system, a different signal must be sent
down each wire. The signal is then identified at the other end.
Several systems were considered before deciding on the
simple solution used here.
An analogue system using differing voltage levels was ruled
out, primarily because it would not work with my plan of
having no specific ground wire between the two halves of the
system. Noise pickup and voltage drops in long cables could

4093
4024
74HC688

1C1

6
5

4
3

R6
1k0

severe before the reading accuracy would be affected.
If use with long cable lengths is likely, I would suggest using
74AC logic devices for the output drive. 74AC devices have an
output drive of +/- 16mA compared to +/- 4mA for 74HC, so
they should be less affected by capacitive loads. However,
they are not so readily available, and are typically two or three
times the price of 74HC devices.
74LS devices were used on the prototype because they were
to hand, but these are not really suitable due to having non symmetrical outputs (they car sink 8mA but only source 400uA).
However, the prototype worked fine with 20 metres of cable
(the longest piece of multi -core cable I could find at the time).
Only one wire is driven at a time. This is necessary to fulfill
the requirement of not having a common ground wire. All
output lines are normaly high, and a low pulse appears on
each wire in turn. The total time taken to cycle round all
outputs is approximately half a second
The readout unit has two probes which, for clarity, will
refer to as the "Reading" probe and the "Non -Reading" probe.

also affect the results.
I then considered a digital coding system, where a different
serial code is sent down each wire. Although this would work
well, it would result in a rather complex design. A system using
differing frequencies was also considered, but again ruled out
for reasons of complexity.

Design Considerations
finally settled on a system that sends different length pulses
along each wire. The receiver simply has to measure the pulse
duration to determine which wire it is connected to. This has
the advantage of being relatively straightforward and cheap.
The only potential problem is that the capacitance of long
cables might affect the pulse shape. By using logic devices with
symmetrical outputs to drive the cable (74HC series logic), any
pulse shaping distortion should occur equally on the rising and
falling edges. This works well in practice, providing the receiving
device has a Schmitt trigger input. The clock frequency is fairly
low, so any distortion in the pulse shape would have to fairly
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Fig.1. Multicore cable tester - sender circuit
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The display on the readout indicates the number of the wire
that the "Reading" probe is connected to. The "Non -Reading"
probe may be connected to any other wire. Please remember
that the power rails in the Sender and Readout units are not
linked together, so some sort of reference is needed.
The "Non -Reading" probe is internally connected to the
readout positive rail. The level on the "Reading" probe therefore
goes low for a period, depending on which wire it is connected
to. Then the wire that the "Non -Reading" probe is connected
to goes low; this effectively results in the "Reading" probe
going 5V higher than a logic high level. This does not reach the
logic devices due to a resistor -diode circuit, and is ignored.

Circuit operation -sender unit
We will start with the Sender unit. The complete circuit is
shown in figure 1. IC1a and IC1b (4093) form an oscillator
running at about 5KHz. This drives a 4024 counter (IC2). The
outputs of IC2 and another counter (IC3) are compared by a
logic comparator (IC4), the output of which goes low when the
two inputs are equal. This resets IC2 and increments IC3.
Assume the decimal value of the outputs of IC3 is at ten.
Also assume IC2 has just been reset, so the value of it's
outputs is zero. These two output values are not equal, so the
output on pin 19 of IC4 is high. Once IC2 has received ten
clock pulses from the oscillator, its output will be equal to that
of IC3, and the output of IC4 will go low. This will increment
IC3 so its output value is eleven, and also reset IC2 so its
output value is again zero. As soon as this occurs, the counter
outputs are no longer equal so the output of IC4 will go high
again. The sequence now repeats, but this time eleven clock
pulses are needed before the two counter outputs are equal.
The outputs of IC3 are decoded into 64 individual outputs
by IC5 through IC13. The 74HC138 is a three to eight line
decoder, with active -low outputs. IC5 decodes into banks of
eight, which are then individually decoded by IC6 to IC13
Therefore, each of these decoded lines will go low in turn, for
a period determined by the number of clock cycles needed for the
two counter outputs to become equal. Referring to the previous

examples, thel 0" output (SK11) will be low for ten clock
cycles, and the "11" (SK12) output will be low for eleven clock
cycles. The output number is the SK terminal number less one.
Output "0" f'om SK1 will be low for a very short duration,
set by the values of C7 and R6. This may not work properly in
practice, so it may be better to just use outputs "1" to "63".
The delay components were found to be necessary to ensure
IC2 resets correctly and IC3 increments correctly.
If less than the full 64 outputs are required, you can omit
some of the higher numbered 74HC138 devices. In this case,
connect a wire from the pin 4 position of the first omitted
device to SK66. This will cause the counter system to be reset
when the missing device is reached, speeding up the process
by not generating unwanted outputs.
I originally planned to run the circuit from a 6V battery with a
diode to drop 0.7V. However, the frequency of the oscillator
was found to vary with supply voltage, so the output pulse
durations would vary as the battery ran down.
Instead I have used a 78L05 regulator, run from a 9V
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Fig.2. Readout case overlay
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47u

100n

100n

100n

R VI

10k

battery. The LED (D1) across the regulator lights when the
voltage across it exceeds about 2.5V, indicating that the
battery is OK. The LED series resistor (R4) has a high value to
ensure insufficient current flows through it to disturb the action
of the regulator. If you are using a higher voltage battery or a
mains power supply unit, you may need to increase R4 furter,
or omit D1 and R4 completely.

Circuit operation - readout unit
Note that the component reference numbers start at 1 on both
the Sender and Readout. Try not to get confused! See Fig 3.
IC1b and IC1c form an oscillator, the same as the one in
the sender unit. One resistor value is variable over a range of
+/- 10%, so that the unit may be calibrated. The output is
connected to the Clock input of IC2
The frequency of this type of oscillator varies with different
makes of 4093 IC. To avoid any problems use the same make of
4093 IC in the Sender and Readout units. This can usually be
assured by purchasing them from the same place at the same time.

IC2 and IC3 are decimal counters with decoded 7 segment
outputs. These outputs are ccnnected to the displays via
emitter follower circuits. The carry output (CO) of IC2 is
connected to the clock input of IC3, so IC3 is incremented
when IC2 steps from nine to zero. IC3 thus drives the tens
display while IC2 counts the units.
The test probes are connected to SK1 ("Non -Reading") and
SK2 ("Reading"). The "Reading" input is protected by R1, D1
and D2, as described earlier. R2 holds the input low when it is
not connected, blanking the display to conserve battery
power. IC1a inverts the signal When the unit is connected to
the Sender, the output of IC1a is normally low, and goes high
on the Sender output pulse.
When the input is high (IC1a output low), the clock inhibit
inputs (pin 2) of IC2 and IC3 we held high (via IC1d), so that the
counters do not respond to the clock input. The display enable
inputs (pin 3) are also held high, so the displays are illuminated.
When the input goes low, the reset inputs (pin 15) of IC2
and IC3 are pulsed momentarily high, resetting the counters. This
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Fig.3. Multicore cable tester - receiver circuit
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brief reset pulse is also coupled to the oscillator via D7, to bring
the oscillator into line with the Sender unit. The clock inhibit input
goes low, allowing the counters to count the clock pulses and
the display enable inputs also go low, blanking the displays. This
blanking period is brief, and hardly visible in practice.
When the input goes high again, the displays show the number
the counters reached. This number depends on the length of time
the input was low, and is therefore the wire number.
The power supply arrangement is identical to that in the
Sender unit.

through 1013 on the Sender unit, since these are most likely to
be damaged if the unit is inadvertently connected to low
voltage live wires. The same applies to 101 on the Readout
unit. If the units are accidentally connected to live mains voltage
wiring, they will almost certainly be damaged beyond repair.

Sender unit case
The sender unit fits neatly in a low-cost plastic box, type MB6,
which is readily available. Everything is constructed on the lid,
simplifying construction.
The lid overlay is shown in figure 4. This diagram could be
photocopied and used as a drilling template. An additional copy
can be fixed to the lid before finally mounting the components.
Low-cost 5A terminal block was used for the cable
connections on the prototype. Wires from one side pass
through small (1.5mm) holes in the box, to reach the PCB. Push
these wires through from the outside, to avoid lifting the overlay.
You could use barrier strip connectors (the type with one
screw terminal and a rear solder tag) but this is more expensive.
Greenweld are selling ten way -strips of this in their bargain list,
at the time of writing.
It is obviously not necessary to use every fixing hole in the
terminal block connectors, four screws per 12 -way length are
sufficient. M3 screws and nuts are ideal. The PCB mounts on
the two end fixing screws of the middle row of terminal block. If
you fit 12mm spacers in place of the nuts on these two screws,
the PCB can be fixed to them with two short M3 screws.
The LED is fitted in a normal LED clip, which requires a
6.5mm hole. A rectangular cutout is needed for the power
switch (a small slide switch). However, if you are using figure 5
as an overlay you could just drill a large round hole and let the

PCB Construction
Because both PCBs use the same component references, the
parts list has been divided into two distinct sections. To save
confusion, it may be easier to completely build one PCB at a time.
The PCB construction is very straightforward, and requires
little comment from me. Note that some wire links pass under
components, so these should be fitted first. Use terminal pins
or single -in -line header strip for the off -board components particularly on the Sender PCB - these will make wiring up
much easier. Drill a hole in the Readout PCB below VR1 to
allow it to be adjusted once it is fitted into the case.
Do not fit the LEDs yet. In the Sender unit (fig 5) the LED is
mounted on the case, so terminal pins should be fitted in the
PCB. In the Readout (fig 6) the LED has to fit through a hole in
the case so it would be better to solder it once everything has
been lined up.
On the prototype, the ICs and LED displays were soldered
directly into the PCB. You may find it useful to use sockets for
the displays to space them away from the PCB.
You may also wish to fit the ICs in sockets, particularly 106
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for Cathode and Arm for Anode (same initial letters). This
simple method of lead identification holds true for all
conventional single colour visible LEDs and most IR LEDs.
However, it should not be relied on for some of the more fancy
LEDs such as the multi -colour, flashing and low current types.
The LED anode connects to the pin closest to the edge of
the PCB. Finally, connect the dattery lead and the switch to
the PCB. The battery negative (black) lead goes to SK66, and
the battery positive (red) lead goes to the centre pin of the
switch. Cornect a piece of wire between SK67 on the PCB
and the uppermost switch terminal.
On the prototype the PP3 battery was retained with a selfadhesive 'C' shaped cable clip. A double -sided sticky pad may
be a more readily available solution. If you are using a larger
capacity battery such as 6 AA cells in a suitable holder, you will
need to devise some method of securing this. Check that your

4

In
CO

proposed battery holder will fit the case before ordering it -you may

need to use two or more smaller battery holders wired in series.

Readout Unit Case
The prototype readout unit was constructed in a type MB2
case. However this was rather too tight for comfort, and the
corners of the PCB had to he 'iled down. An MB3 type is
In
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IC14
overlay hide it! The slide switches are not normally supplied with
M2 fixing screws, so you will need to order these separately.
The interwiring is very straightforward. Firstly, each terminal
on the outside of the case is connected to the appropriately
marked point on the PCB. Take care to get these correct,
although any errors will show up during testing.
The LED should then be connected to the appropriate
points on the PCB. If you are in any doubt about the LED
pinouts, hold it up to the light so you can see its innards The
anode lead connects to the smaller internal piece to one side,
and the cathode to the larger piece with a cupped shape in
the top middle. This is easy to remember if you think of Cup

74HC138
78L05

Voltage

D1

RED LE

Miscellaneous
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SPDT slide switci LED clip
PP3 battery
PP3 battery clip

wire.
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3 to 8 Line
Decoder
5V 100mA
Regulator

slightly bigger and would be a better choice. If you want to use
a higher capacity battery you may need something larger still.
The front panel overlay of the prototype is shown in figure
2. This may be of limited use if you are not using an MB2
case, but it does give some idea of the layout.
You will need to make a rectangular hole for the LED
displays to show through. As mentioned previously, by using
an overlay you can hide any irregularities in your cutting. A
piece of red filter material fitted behind the cutout will
dramatically improve the contrast of the display.
The PCB is spaced away from the box lid with 12mm long
spacers. On the prototype, a piece of plastic sheet (available
from model shops) was fitted behind the PCB, to prevent the
battery causing short circuits. This adequately retained the
battery in the MB2 case, but if you are using an MB3 case you
may need to add some foam to stop it rattling.
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Before finally fixing the PCB, the wiring should be completed.
The LED solders directly into the PCB; however, you will need
to form the leads to allow it to show through the hole in the
case. You may need to sleeve the leads to prevent them shorting.
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Fig.6. Readout component overlay
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The LED anode connection on the PCB is closest to R20.
Battery negative connects to SK4 and battery positive
connects to SK3 via the switch. The positive (+) test -lead (the
"Reading" leac) connects to SK2, and the negative (-) to SK1.
These leads pass through the small holes shown in the case
and the free ends may be fitted with crocodile clips or similar.
Knot the cables inside the case to save straining the PCB if
they are pulled.

Testing
If you constructed the units carefully and luck is on your side,
they should work first time. All you would then have to do is
calibrate the Readout unit.
Initially it is best to test the units by connecting the directly
together. Once this is working OK, you can try them with a
length of multi -core cable.
Switch the Readout unit on. The 'Battery OK' LED should
light, and the cisplay should be blank. Touch the two test
leads together and the display should light up, and show a
number between 00 and 99. It is most likely to show 00 due to
contact bounce as you touch the probes together. If you can
get it to show a number other than 00 (by touching the probes
toget.t.7 qtruqtly), you can be confident that it is working OK.
Now switch the Sender unit on. It should not do anything
exciting but the LED should light!
Connect the positive readout probe to terminal 63 on the
Sender, and connect the negative to any other terminal. The
display should show a steady number, although it may
alternate between two adjacent numbers. You should just be
able to see the display flicker about twice a second.
Adjust VR1 in the Sender until the display indicates 63. Find
the points where the reading alternates between 62 and 63,
and between 63 and 64. Set the preset mid -way between
these two points.
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If the preset does not have enough range, you may need to
adjust the value of R4 or R21. If the two 1n0 timing capacitors
and the two 4093 ICs are from the same batches (bought from
the same place at the same time), you should have no problems.
Now try connecting the positive probe to each of the other
terminals in turn. You should get the appropriate number
displayed. You may get one number as the probe is
connected, followed by another which remains constant. In
this case just ignore the first number.
As mentioned previously, the zero output may not work
correctly due to the pulse being so short. If this is the case.
you would be best just to ignore it.
If you are building more than one pair of units, please note
that they are calibrated in pairs. Clearly mark the units so that
the right units are always used together.

NEXUS BOOKS
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Nexus Books
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Complete List.

Longer Cables
If you have a long piece of multi -core cable to hand, try the
units on it. It is not possible to give a maximum permissible
cable length since this depends mainly on the capacitance.
which in turn depends on the cable construction. In the case
of individual wires, it depends on how they are installed, 'or
example whether they are in metal conduit and how closely
they are packed.
If you have problems with long lengths of cable affect,ng
the readings, there are a couple of things you can try. First
you could try using 74AC138 devices for the output drive, as
described earlier. Secondly, you can try decreasing the clock
speed. Simply increase the values of both C1 capacitors.
Remember to re -adjust VR1 after changing any values.
The problem is caused by the edges not rising and falling
quickly. If the total rise and fall time exceeds about half a clock
period, there is a possibility of inaccuracy. By slowing the
clock, we effectively widen the acceptance range.
The drawback with this is that the time taken to get a valid
reading will increase although, even if it takes several seconds,
it is still much quicker than messing around with a multirneter.
If the capacitors are increased to 10n, the time to get a vaid
reading will be no more than five seconds, which seems
reasonable and should allow vast lengths of cable to be
identified with no problems. This is probably the largest
practical capacitor value.
If you will only be testing a limited number of wires, you can
reduce this time delay by removing one or more of the output
ICs and connecting the pin 2 position of the first empty IC
space to SK65 (see circuit description earlier). The time saving
obtained can be quite significant since the higher numbers
take more time than the lower numbers.
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Pay by PO, cheque, credit card or tape coins to paper.

The supplier to use if you're looking for * A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT
THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *
* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *
* FRIENDLY SERVICE *
* 1995/96 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE
Price £2.00
Saturday

SA:p

01442 66551

OMNI ELECTRONICS

e n Monday-Thursday 9.15-6.0030500

7

"

List6(t.

o

COMPLETE
LIST
Nexus Books,
Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP2 7ST
OR PHONE

.

Friday

'ENUS
INr

Please send me
copies of the 1995 Cricklewood Catalogue.
I enclose £2.50 per copy (UK & Europe) £5 overseas.
Name

Address

Please charge my credit card. No
Expiry Date
Tel. No.:

=

ETI

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd, 40-42 Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET. Tel: 0181-450 0995 Fax: 0181-208 1441
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DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS
Package Converters
Development Tools
Emulator Pods + Adapters

Gang Programmers
Development Programmers
Universal Cross Assembler

-IRELAND
NY
AY

Park Road Ce

169

** FOR SALE **

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD

SONY 9' COLOUR MONITOR SUPER FINE PITCH CASED
WITH DATA FOR RGB MODEL KTM 1000UB £45
SLO-SYN HS25 STEPPER MOTOR NEW . BOXED 40 OZ

IN TORQUE £8.95 C/P 4 50
INTEL FLASH MEMORY CARCS 1M0 TO 4Mb FROM f60
5VDC vt 40AMP SWITCH MODE PSU NEW . BOXED f19
C/P 6
COUTANT DC/DC CONVERTERS NEW 48V IN 5V OUT

5A £6 C/P 3

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS
MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS

12 VIM lans 90mm x 25mm £4 UP 1 50
NI -CAD BATTS OWERTY K/BOARD £17 C/P 5 00

NEC CMV 123NE 1r cotom MONITOR WILL WORK ON

f7.95 C/P 3-50
PC PSU ENCLOSED NEW .5020A .1248A -54 .3A 200

WATT £15.95 C/P 5
102 KEY AT IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD TERMINATOR TO 6
12VDC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER NEW f6 C/P 2
PIN DIN MINI PLUG £8 C/P 350
240V TO 1100 BO WATT AUTO TOROIDAL
ALL ITEMS UNDER IS MIN ORDER £10
TRANSFORMER E7 C/P 3
C/P £2.75
TEKTRONIX 453 OSCILLOSCPE 50 MhZ DUAL BEAM £175

LEAD CASED 240 VAC (85.00 c/p 12 00

TEL (01984) 631825 FAX 634245

Mobile Robot

REDMOND 12VDC 3000 RPM 80 WATT MOTOR NEW £6 CM 3
RS 207-065 AUTO TRANSFORMER 1000 WATT £40 C/P 10
BERCO STAT 2OHM 5A POT £250
MICROVETEC (CUB) COLOUR MONITORS T.T.L. 6 PIN DIN
INPUT f29 C/P 10:00
MICROSOFT MS-DOS 6 UPGRADE IN SEALED PACKS ON 3.5"
DISKS UPGRADE FROM 211 OR LATER £15 50 C/P 4 00
NEC 256 30 PIN SIPP MEMORY NEW f5 FOR 256K C/P 90P
12' MONO VGA CHASSIS (PAPER WHITE) ENCLOSED 240
VAC £35 C/P 1200
YUASA NP 10-6 6v 10ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERY NEW

PC SVGA/AMIGA/ATARI/BBC SUPPLIED WITH PC VGA

48 BRENDON ROAD,
WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT

Create your own

0

TEL: 01438 353781 FAX: 01438 359397
MOBILE: 0836 640328/0806 213370
UNIT 2, WILLOWS LINK, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG2 8AB

DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +
ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO ORDER RING FOR C/P PRICES NOT SHOWN.
OFFICIAL ORDERS AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

Semiconductors, connectors, capacitors,
fans, resistors, relays, manuals,
data books and much more...

V2

CONTROLLED BY COMPUTERS VIA PRINTER PORT
EXPENDABLE TO RADIO CONTROLS

-

+E2 P&P

co09lakee't\ok,101/41vatsov,!,

20 Pas

All available at very low VAT inclusive prices
Large SAE for current list

BHA Trading

octuotogt-taldS.0.kr
t,c,sta09`le
oN PC,

1-2800395
089-4602071
0702-17890
02 92 10 35 56

002.0090a

Innovative Interfacing
Enterprise

15 OAKWELL CLOSE, STEVENAGE,
HERTS SG2 8UG
TEL: 01438 816474
FAX: 01438 812569

Other PC Interfacing kits are available!
Converse and RS232 Explorer kits, Centronic and RS232 24-0ne programmable I/O cards
Data logging systems, triple stepper motor boards. Radio controllers.
No our catalogue!
make cheque payable lo'Innovaeve Intedacano Enteronsa
Tel/Fax 444.(0)t61-272.8279
58 Lampon Court, Lamport Close, Manchester kll 7EG U K

Add C2 P&P in UK (1:3 5 abroad) and
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Practically

SPEAKING
BY TERRY BALBIRNIE
he hobbyist is burdened with requests to repair all
types of electrical and electronic equipment. This
is the best piece of advice - if you have any
doubt about your ability to repair a mains operated device safely - don't try it!
If you do decide to tackle the job, first listen to the reported
nature of the fault. This often gives a clue to the problem. The
simplest faults to find are those where the equipment fails to
work at all. These are usually due to a detached or broken wire,
a blown fuse or a burnt -out switch. Such faults are easily found
using a multitester.

T

Don't re -fuse
Blown fuses are one of the commonest causes of failure. In the
UK, suspect the one inside the mains plug. Fuses can also be
found elsewhere - sometimes in panel fuse holders mounted on
the rear of a piece of equipment. Fuses are checked by
removing and testing them using a low resistance range on the
multitester. A good fuse will show a resistance of virtually zero. If
a fuse has 'ailed, always replace it with an identical one - never
uprate it or change its value or type
(anti -surge for quick -blow, etc).
Never assume that the blown fuse is the primary fault. It is
quite possible that it is the symptom of some other fault. Try one
new fuse. If it blows either straight away or over a test period,
the fault must be investigated further.

etc.) and never use a piece of screw terminal block to repair a
damaged section.
It is increasingly common to find thermal fuses in pieces of
domestic equipment which are designed to become hot in
operation. Unlike conventiona' fuses, these blow when the
equipment overheats. The main -line current flows through the
device so that any abnormal rse in temperature results in the
current being cut off. Thermal fuses are instrumental in
preventing fires. Unfortunately, they sometimes fail for no
obvious reason and the only cure is to replace them with one of
the correct case style and of Me same temperature
characteristic. They are available in ratings from about 90 to 240
degrees Celsius. One practical point - never solder direct to the
wire ends of a thermal fuse. Sufficient heat will conduct into the
device to blow it. Screw connectors must be used. A thermal fuse
is checked in the same way as an ordinary one using a multitester.
Certain items of equipment are fitted with a bi-metallic
thermal cut-out. This contains a strip which, on overheating,
bends and breaks a pair of contacts. This cuts off the supply.
However, unlike the thermal fuse, the contacts re -make when
the appliance cools. After a long period of use, the strip
sometimes becomes permanently bent. This can result in the
contacts breaking with only a small rise in temperature or even
failing to make contact at all. The only cure is replacement. On
no account by-pass any type of thermal fuse or cut-out to get
the equipment working - even temporarily.

Under strain
Examine fr'e entire length of the mains lead including the plug.
Damage tc flex is very common - particularly where it bends at a
grommet or strain relief bush. The wire on a domestic iron is
particularly vulnerable to damage, especially where the fabric
covering rubs against the ironing board in the course of use.
Never tape over such damage or, for that matter, cover over
splits and cracks in plugs to effect a temporary repair. The whole
run of wire must be replaced.
If it is suspected that one of the inner conductors in a length
of wire has failed, unplug the unit from the mains and dismantle
it sufficiently to expose the ends of the wires. Check that virtually
zero resistance exists between the corresponding pin on the
mains plug and the other end. If the fault is intermittent, bend
the wire as the test is made since the break is often revealed
only when the wire is under strain.
If wire needs to be replaced, never use a different type On
terms of current rating, number of conductors, type of insulation,

Next Month...

we shall continue by looking at some further
details regarding the repair of mains operated electronic equipment.
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James Gale
01442 66551
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 70p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
f9.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

VISA
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Classified

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

Accps

AES.

FOR SALE
"BOFFINS SPECIAL" UNIQUE OFFER
Surplus Precision Medical Unit. internally

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price

PAP
£31.90
£6.00
(044 53 Inc VAT)
£41.15
£7.00
(056.58 Inc VAT)
C59.40
£8.50
(£79.78 Inc VAT)
£78.65
£8.50
(0102 40 Inc VAT)
£139.15
(Plus Carnage)

0.5KVA 2.5 amp max
1KVA 5 amp max

2KVA 10 amp max
3KVA 15 amp max
5KVA 25 amp max

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

12V DC Motor with 300.1 Gear Box and optical
encoder coupled to a precision threaded drive
mechanism. Mains supply with 6 a 1.5V NI -Cad
A.A. cells back-up. L.C.D.Digital readout 17mm

ANALYSERS. BRIDGES. CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS.
GENERATORS. OSCILLOSCOPES. POWER METERS. ETC

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

high with legends. Audible warning

These aro sold for the tbsthantltot
quality components regret 101 Cot U.
Ridoculousiy low WIC, £20.00 . C4.00 p&p

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

1E28.20 Mel VAT)

EXPORT. TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS 1500
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS
SHIPPING ARRANGED

5KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMli

Secondary 120240V 50160 Hz 005 pF Capa,
L 37 a W 19 x H 16cm Weight 42 PT
PRICE £120 00 .VAT

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES

mounting inside an enclosure to cool equip...

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLUORESCENT TUBES
40 40 wan £t4.00 (callers only)

1E16 45 Inc VAT)

211 20 watt C9.00 (callers only)

(vase inc VAT)

12in 8 watt C4.80 75p p&p
9,n 8 watt E3.98 50p p&p
n 4 wed E3.96 50P P&P
230V AC BALLAST KIT

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

210V AC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
New Martut surplus Sselesth Litower sutitit

Write/Phone your enquires

(08.52 inc VAT
(E524 Inc VAT)
(E524 me VAT)

For either Bin. 9in or 1211 tubes 06.05
El 40
P&P (E8.75 etc VAT)
The above Tubes are sortable to Forged Bank Note
detecbon, secorey marking etc
Other Wave Lengths of U.V. TUBE available please
telephone your enquones
400 WATT UV LAMP
Only C38.00 C400 p&p
1049.35 me VAT)
180 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK
LIGHT MERCURY BULB
Available with BC or ES fitting. Pnce inc VAT
IS p&p and VAT C25.55

Overall size 130x110x85mm Outlet BOx35rnrn
60knrn dia x 60mm long £14.10 incl.P&P & VAT

I'nit Four. Fordingbridge Site. Main Road. Barnham, Bognor Regis.
11

SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 220/240v AC/DC SEW-TRIC 2 lead 11
Motor. Size L 100mm x H. 70mm x W.55mrn. Sp).
t/din dia x tin long. £14.10 Incl. P&P 8 VAT

71 RPM 2015 inch torque reversable 115V AC iii
including capacitor and transformer for 240V

LIVERPOOL

T.

operation Price Inc VAT Fr pap £27.73
SOLID STATE EHT UNIT

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

.

for boner tontittott Dueer,s t.,1 uses at ins
held 01 physics and electronics. eg supplying neon

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

argon tubes etc Price less case [8.50 [2.40

p&p IE12.81 inc VAT) NMS

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
1SI1 head 3 amp C1998

',GPO 15tt head 9 amp (34 55
now available 24V D.0 1750 GPH 15ft head
E35 55 All dawned e te used
t merged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

i

.

182 28 inc VAT)
in

MonotteWSetteY

We also welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance
Contact

COLES-HARDING & CO
Unit 58, Queens Road. Wlsbech,
Cambs PE13 7P0
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY
ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS
Tel: 01945 584188 Fax: 01945 475216

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

SCIENTIFIC
SWC WIRE
COMPANY

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 081 559 1114

MICROSWTTCH

KINDLY MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Brand new price 5 for C7.05 Inc VAT & p&p

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
FAX 0181-995 0549 0181-995 1560
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO
CASH immediate settlement.

'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

Pye 15 amp changeover lever microswitch. type 5171

SERVICE TRADING CO
Showroom open

Liverpool 2

price of a mad.' tip unit kit or tstrts less case includes
12in 8 wall 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit. pair of bitpin
leads, neon tridicalor on oil switch, safety mtcroswitch
and circuit (15.00 0 02.00 p&p
(C19 98 inc VAT)
Brand new 240V AC Ian cooled Can be used for a variety
of purposes Inlet l'ian outlet 1 in dia Pnce includes pop
& VAT [11 .20 each or 2 for £20.50 inclusive

13 00 edit 1131 73 Inc VAT)
and

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE fora traction of the

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE On
Deemed for Disco. Theatrical uses etc.
Approa 16 pules. AdluslaNe speed £50.00 . £3.00 p&p
SAE for funher
dustnal Strobe K.'

.1 Sus.sex, P022 OEB Tel (+44) 01243 545111/2 Fax (+44) (11243 542457

WANTED TENT EQUIPMENT & MANUALS TO PURCHASE

-

GEARED MOTORS

or

Case and reflector £2400

.

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS,

Supp»

110-240V Auto transfer either cased with Amencan socket and
.Iris lead of open fiame Nce Available for Immediate delivery

_

Processor Boards and EPROMS Escap Precision

following removable components Dual Micro

Buy direct from the Importers Keenest prices in the country

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION la AUTO

.ff

vitt "A'

VISA

MINIM

in

excellent condition. Designed primarily to eject a
precise controllable amount of fluid from a medical
syringe (latter not supplied) Contains the

ME
Ample

Peeking Space

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

READERS PLEASE NOTE that
some telephone dialling codes
may recently have changed. If
you experience any difficulty in
contacting advertisers, ring our
advertising department on 01442

SOFTWARE

For the best value in Used
Electronic Test Instruments
We buy. sell and service oscilloscopes. signal
generators, frequency counters. spectrum
Analysers. Power meters. logic testers. etc
Spare pans available for most Textronic
scopes
Tel: 081-813-9946
Fax: 081-574-2339
Mobile: 0374 759984

66551.

SCIENTIFIC SHAREWARE

Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall
Enterprise Centre, Bridge Road,
Southall, Middx. U82 4AI

We engineer what we buy, we support
what we sell.

14, orrthr lion Stat./ 09. I re.theelize, rail So"( I
INA ILL Id 41892 MINS

THIS SPACE COULD BE WORKING FOR YOU!
FOR DETAILS OF ADVERTISING RATES CALL
JAMES ON 01442 66551 OR FAX YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT ON 01442 66998
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XsyttrAsTHA /),
16.rt obi
awe

Po** PO.

Prcinici
Proftissi, in

S85 Systems Ltd

hrflu

0189:147473

COURSES

COMPONENTS

PLANS

+ MICRO
PLDs
EPROMS
copied
or
CONTROLLERS
We
supply
programmed.
devices/convert discrete logic to
PLDs. PLDs for ETI PC Post
Card supplied at £10/P.C.B. £12.

laser
PLANS,
ELECTRONIC
designs. solar and wind generators,

PO Box 1561, Bath 0225 444467.

BOOKS &
PUBLICATIONS
THE BUG CONSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
All you will evi need lc, kflOW db011t Hugs Over 40
Bug circuits for every application Telephone High

Power. Crystal Controlled and UHF bugs and
many pages of useful information Many previously
40-erallabie circlet. The .r. tt,e very latest book
'

i.l

of

the UK A

..'d prntessonal
Kb 95
'

Start training now with the specialists for
the following courses. Send for our
brochure - without obligation or

high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and computer graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue, SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit 7, Cld Wharf
Industrial Estate, Dymock Road.
Ledbury. Herefordshire, HR3 2HS.

Telephone us on 01626 779398

ETI 7/95

Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710
Radio Amateur
Licence C&G
Microprocessor

Name

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

Introduction to

PCB's. PROTOTYPES AND
PRODUCTION, Artwork copied
or raised from your dra't designs
or schematics. Quoteline 01232

Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

473533 or write to P Agar, 36

Woodcot Avenue, Belvast, BT5
5JA

GAINSFORD ELECTRONICS
7AW.

FAX YOUR
ADVERT ON
01442 66998

READERS PLEASE NOTE that some telephone
dialling codes may recently have changed. If you

experience any difficulty in contacting advertisers,
ring our advertising department on 01442 66551

TO ADVERTISE FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT
YOUR MAGAZINE PLEASE SEND A PHOTOCOPY

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT. NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY
WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 70p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £9.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
All ads must be pre -paid.
Name

Address
Daytime Tel. No:
Date

Signature

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No
Expiry Date

FOR SALE

COMPONENTS

PLANS

OTHER - PLEASE STATE
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Open Forum 141

':e UK is the world's fourth largest
xporter of manufactured goods,
ie biggest exporter being the US,
Mowed by Germany, with Japan
in third place. Indeed, if you look at
export figures on a per capita of population
basis then the UK is second only to Germany and then only just. These statistics belie the
impression so often given that manufacturing in
the UK is dead. Rather, it shows that we are

which are behind the development of a new
culture in manufacturing and engineering.
The Confederation of British Industry has
challenged British industry to improve on current
export figures by seizing a further one percent of
the world market by the year 2000, thus
returning the country to the position it held in
1980. This would mean increasing exports by
about C90billion per annum and the number of
exporting companies from 100,000, to 130,000
- a difficult task but, given the current rate of
increase in exports, not impossible.
Of course, at the moment exporters are
benefiting from the low pound as well as
pushing the technological and production
quality of UK manufactured goods. But in the
future, if we are to maintain this trend,
companies will need to invest a lot more in
research and development as well as the very
latest production equipment and techniques.
To aid this, the government are seeking to
make business competitiveness the driving
force behind the way it funds scientific research,
and with government R&D expenditure
currently running at about £6billion per annum.
this move could have a major impact. Rather
than spreading this money thinly over all areas
of research the government, in a recent White
Paper, have identified eleven priority areas
where R&D expenditure could make a
major difference.
These high priority areas include many of
interest to the electronics and computer
industry, such as: communicating with
machines, software engineering for complex
tasks, optical technology using light pulses,
management and business processing
engineering, sensors for measurement and
analysis of data, security and privacy
technology, remote working and multimedia.
These moves by industry to increase
manufacturing, and in particular high technology
exports, mean that we have the potential to
rebuild the UK's manufacturing sector to
compete on a world-beating level.
At ETI we will be doing everything we can to
support this trend, to encourage the start-up of
new companies, the development of new ideas,
and the use of technology and human ingenuity
to create a better world for all.

still one of the most important industrial countries
in the world.
In inflation adjusted terms, exports have
risen 27% during the last three years whilst
domestic sales for UK industry have increased

by just 6% with the biggest contribution to this
rise coming from engineering and, in particular,
electrical engineering and electronics. In fact, for
the first time exports from the UK engineering
industry exceeded, at £71billion, the UK market
for such goods which stood at just £64billion.
In electronics the export success of the UK
is quite staggering. Last year we exported more
televisions, personal computers and advanced
electronic components such as processor and
memory chips, than either Germany, France or
Italy. Over half of these exports went to Europe,
and the vast majority were not only made in the
UK, but designed in the UK.
If we add to these figures the sales of
defence electronics, where the UK is one of the
world's biggest producers, then we can see that
the UK electronics industry is not only alive but
thriving. The electronics and computer sector is
expanding at an annual rate of about 7%, over
twice as fast as the UK economy as a whole and
is increasingry gaining world leadership in key sectors.

Expansion in sales, exports and innovation
are most rapid in small new companies
producing high technology products. These are
the companies which are investing heavily in the
latest equipment, and modern management
techniques which allow the company to both
develop new technology and rapidly respond to
new developments.
Over the last 20 years, the number of such
firms has doubled, it is these firms which have
now reversed the enormous decline in
manufacturing employment that has taken place
over this period. It is businesses like these
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Next Month...
In the September 1995 issue of Electronics Today International we will be featuring an
interesting range of new projects. Dr Pei An shows how to build a computerised radio
digital transmission system that will link up to 255 computers and could form the heart of
some interesting wireless networking projects. From Robert Penfold there is a fibre -optic
MIDI link project, and from Bob Noyes a message board display system.
Richard Grodzik will continue his project on the construction of an 8088 interrupt based
control computer, whilst Bart Trepak is continuing his series on a practical approach to
designing with the PIC microcontroller and his quest for the perfect alarm clock. Roland
Oliver will show how he used the Parallax Stamp computer as the heart of a serial relay
controller.
The two feature articles in next month's ETI are a detailed look by Dave Clarkeson at the
Ariane 5 rocket due to be tested this autumn and which will give the European Space
Agency the lift capability for manned space flight. Nick Hampshire will also be taking a look
at some world leading technology which is revolutionising the familiar London black cab.
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MIXED -MODE SIMULATION.
THE POWER OF VERSION 4.
4,y

Analog, Digital &
Mixed Circuits

6.

Electronics Workbench

Electronics
orkbench
The electronics

lab in a computer -

More Power
Simulate bigger and more
complex circuits. Faster.
On average, Electronics
Workbench Version 4 is
more than 5 times faster
than Version 3.

Version 4 is a fully integrated

schematic capture, simulator
and graphical waveform
generator. It is simple to
mix analog and digital parts
in any combination.

.S%

;0,

More Parts
Multiple parts bins
contain over twice the

components of
1ft.

Version 3.

Design and Verify

Circuits... Fast!

More Models

Electronics Workbench's
simple, direct interface
helps you build circuits
in a fraction of the time.
Try 'what if scenarios and
fine tune your designs

Over 350 real world analog
and digital models are
included fire with
Electronics Workbench.
And, if you need more, an
additional 2,000 models

painlessly.

are available.

Incredibly Powerful. Incredibly Affordable.
If you need mixed -mode power at a price you
can afford, take a look at this simulator and
graphical waveform generator that mixes analog
and digital with ease.

With over 20,000 users world-wide, Electronics
Workbench has already been tried, tested and accepted
as an invaluable tool to design and verify analog and
digital circuits. With Version 4 true mixed -mode
simulation is now a reality with incredible simplicity.

Electronics Workbenchrm
The electronics lab in a computer TM

Order Now! Just £199*

4440)1203-233-216
RH Robinson Marshall (Europe) Plc

True mixed -mode simulation: Simultaneous AM transmission,
digitization and pulse -code modulation of a signal.

Nadella Building, Progress Close,
Leofric Business Park,
Coventry, Warwickshire CV3 2TF
Fax: 44 (0)1203 233-210
E-mail: rme@cityscape.co.uk
Shipping charges 1 K .45.99. All prices are plus VAT.
All trade marks are the property of their respective owners.

Electronics Workbench is a trademark of Interactive Image
Technologies Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
30 Day money -back guarantee.
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OUT OF
THIS WORLD
Over 800 colour packed pages
with hundreds of Brand New

ONLY

Products at Super Low Prices.
Available from all branches of WHSMITH, John Menzies in Scotland
ONLY Eason ET' Son in N. Ireland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.

The Maplin Electronics 1995 Catalogue - OUT OF THIS WORLD!

